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Abstract
Coronary blood flow through the ventricular contraction cycle has been investigated in this thesis
using an anatomically accurate computational model.
Using Strahler ordered morphological data and an avoidance algorithm a three dimensional
finite element model has been constructed of the largest six generations of the coronary arterial
network within an anatomically accurate finite element model of the left and right ventricles.
Segment radii, lengths and connectivity are consistent with the literature, local network branch
angles are consistent with the principle of minimum shear stress at bifurcations, and an even
spatial distribution of vessel segments throughout the myocardium has been achieved.
A finite difference collocation grid has been generated on the coronary finite element mesh.
The Navier Stokes equations governing blood flow through elastic vessels have been reduced
to one dimension and are solved on this finite difference grid using the two step Lax Wendroff
method. Blood flows at bifurcations are calculated using an iterative method ensuring conservation of mass and momentum. The microcirculation networks are modelled using a lumped parameter model incorporating the nonlinear variation of resistance and compliance with pressure
by fitting results from published anatomical data. The venous network is assumed to parallel
the generated arterial model. The calculated blood flow through the network model demonstrates physiological pressure drops, flow rates and a regional distribution within the ventricular
geometry consistent with experimental data.
The intramyocardial pressure (IMP) exerted on the coronary vasculature during contraction
is calculated from quasi-static solutions of the equations of finite deformation applied to the
ventricular model with a nonlinear anisotropic constitutive law. IMP is found to vary approxI
1

I

imately linearly between ventricular pressure at the endocardium and atmospheric pressure at
the epicardium.

IMP and vessel stretch are included in the transmural pressure radius relationship to model

iii

the effect of myocardial deformation on coronary flow. The calculated coronary blood flow
through the contraction cycle shows that arterial flow is predominantly diastolic while venous
flow is significantly increased during systole. Calculated time varying velocity profiles in the
large epicardial vessels compare well with published experimental results. Regionally averaged
velocities in small vessels show that arterial inflow is most significantly impeded at the left
ventricular endocardium. Furthermore, the large time constant associated with the capillary and
venule networks limits the filling of these vessels during diastole particularly at the endocardium.
An increase in heart rate, modelled by reducing the time for diastole causes an increase in
small vessel epicardial blood flow and a decrease in blood flow through small vessels within the
myocardium. The decrease in flow is most pronounced at the left ventricular endocardium.
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Notation
For variables at finite difference points the superscript represents the time step and the
subscript represents spatial position. Forexample Vf is the quantity V atpoint f and time
step k.

In general,
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used for reference coordinates.

Mathematical variables represented by bold lowercase letters refer to vector quantities,

while bold uppercase letters refer to tensor quantities, except for some finite clasticity
tensors where uppercase is used for the reference configuration and lourercase for the
deformed confi guration.

The mechanics section of this thesis uses the Einstein sunrmation convention, where repeated indices

imply summation over the individual components. For example a vector

dot product of two

N component vectors o and b may be written
JV

aib;: a.b:

Ii=l o,at

as

:

Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The disruption of coronary blood flow is a major cause of disease and death in Western Society
and thus has been a important area of investigation for many years. However, many issues
surrounding the dynamics of coronary blood flow are far from resolved. Central to many of these

is the interaction between coronary blood flow and myocardial contraction. The advancement
of high performance computers now provides a new approach to understanding this interaction
using anatomically accurate computational models. This thesis is a computational study of
coronary blood supply to heart tissue and how this changes as the heart contracts.

The specialised channels for the advection of oxygenated blood through the myocardium

form the coronary network. The function of this network is to supply blood continuously to
meet the working requirements of cardiac tissue; this is critical to the overall function of the
heart.

The coronary vessels, embedded in the myocardiumr are elastic and thus their volume is a
function of the difference between blood prcssure and intra myocardial pressure (IN{P). As the
heart contracts IMP increases causing an increase in blood pressure which reduces the pressure

gradient on the arterial side of the coronary network and increases the pressure gradient on the
venous side. The change in pressure gradient reduces the flow of blood through the arterial side

of the coronary network and increases blood flow through the venous side. The blood volume
reduction due to net outflow in areas where IMP is high results in reduced vessel radii and

l.l
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potential collapse of vessel cross sections producing a dramatically higher resistance and thus
further impeding blood flow.

This squeezing effect, or systolic flow impediment, was first proposed by Scaramucci in
1695 and has subsequently been investigated by Porter (1898), Anrep, Cruickshank

& Downing

(1927-29) and more recently by Downey & Kirk (1975), Spaan, Breuls & Laird (1981), Krams,
Sipkema

&

Westerhof (1989) among others. Current controversies associated with coronary

flow dynamics can be separated into two groups.
The first controversy is the spatial and time variation, and the mechanism, for the generation

of IMP. In the models of Downey & Kirk (1975) and of Spaan et al. (1981) IMP was assumed
to be equal to ventricular pressure at the endocardium and to decrease linearly to zero at the
epicardium. Krams et al. (1989) have since suggested

a

more limited role of ventricular pressure

applying the 'time varying elastance concept' of Suga, Sagawa

&

Shoukas (1973) to explain

systolic flow impediment. This concept emphasises the effect that time varying ventricular wall

stiffness, which is assumed to be independent of ventricular pressure, has on coronary blood
volume. The theory of Krams et al. (1989) is based on the observation that flow impediment
is similar for isovolumic (high systolic ventricular pressures) and low after load isobaric (low
systolic ventricular pressures) contractions. However, as Spaan (1995) points out, the elastance
concept does not explain why epicardial flows are not inhibited to the same degree as endocardial

flows (Goto, Flynn, Doucette, Jansen, Stork, Coggins, Muehrcke, Husseini & Hoffman

l99l).

Recent studies have again suggested that ventricular pressures have a significant effect on time
varying coronary flow (Kouwenhoven, Vergroesen, Han & Spaan lggz,Doucette, Goto, Flynn,

& Hoffman 1993, Mulligan, Escobedo & Freeman 1993). This shows that the issue
is far from resolved (Beyar, Manor, Zinemans & Sideman 1993).
The second controversy surrounds the role of vascular resistance and compliance in determining coronary flow. The "vascular waterfall mechanism" proposed by Downey & Kirk (1975)
sought to explain reduced coronary inflow by the increase in resistance resulting from the collapse of vessels embedded in the myocardium. This throttling effect however, would impede
both arterial inflow and venous outflow. Thus, this theory alone cannot explain the increased
venous outflow during systole. The introduction of the "intramyocardial pump model" (Spaan
et al. 1981) accounted for the role of vascular compliance. Compliant vessels are filled from
Jr, Husseini

the high pressure arterial side in diastole and then discharged through the low pressure venous
side in systole. This concept has since been extended in a number of lumped parameter mathe-

l.l
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matical models of coronary circulation, Judd, Redberg & Mates (1991), Kresh, Fox, Brockman

& Noordergraaf (1990), Chadwick, Tedgul, Michel, Ohayon &

Irvy

(1990), Bruinsma, Arts

&

Spaan (1988), Bruinsma et al. (1988) among others, to account for the variation in vascular resistance and compliance throughout the coronary network with the temporal change associated

with variation in IMP.
In the light of difficulties with experimental measurement of IMP and myocardial blood flow,
lumped parameter mathematical models have provided a valuable framework within which to
understand the dynamics of coronary circulation. These models treat the coronary vessel or
subgroups

of

vessels as single entities whose whole behaviour

is characterised by a limited

number of parameters. There are, however, inherent difficulties in developing this type of model
to completely describe all aspects of time varying coronary blood flow (Mates 1993).

While the value and variations of a single parirmeter can be easily evaluated using simple
models they have limited physiological significance and the model may be limited to describing

only one aspect of coronary flow. This is the case in the models of Judd et al. (1991) and Lee,
Chambers, Akizuki

& Downey (1984) who examine coronary inflow only.

More complex models can be used to directly simulate anatomical features of circulation
and thus have the potential to predict results such as the spatial variation of blood flows. The
difficulties lie in assigning values to such a large number of parameters. Generally it is not
possible to maintain consistent experimental conditions when determining every value (Mates
1993). Thus it is desirable to reduce model inputs to the fundamental physical properties of
the system which are more likely to be independent of other parameters and less sensitive to
experimental conditions. By the definition of "lumped parametef' this is not possible in these
types of models.

Within a distributed model the blood and coronary vessels are treated as a continua and the
mechanics are described using partial differential equations. For this type of model casting the
governing equations in terms of physical parameter values is more straightforward. However,
the development of a complete distributed model coronary blood flow coupled to whole organ
myocardial contraction has had two main difficulties.

Firstly the computational time to separately solve flow through each individual segment of
the coronary network embedded in a continuum model of the heart has been very large. With
the rapid increase in the size and speed of high performance computers this obstacle has been
reduced and in the foreseeable future this trend is likely to continue.
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Secondly, neither the mathematical models of IMP generated by the heart and blood flow

through the embedded coronary vessels or the data to construct them has been available. The
ventricular mechanics model of Nash (1998) using the detailed mathematical model of the car-

diac ventricles developed at The University of Auckland

l

now provides a way to calculate

spatial and time varying IMP. The detailed topological data published by Kassab, Rider, Tbng

& Fung (1993) on the arterial coronary network now also makes it possible to generate
dynamically accurate model of the coronary network.

a hemo-

Using these recent developments the scope of this thesis is, to within current computational

limits, develop a distributed mathematical model model of blood flow through the coronary
network which is coupled to ventricular mechanics. The remaining sections in this chapter
summarise the previous work which provides the starting point for the study (Sections

(l.2.lF

(1.2.4)) and outlines the key aspects of generating the model (Sections (1.3.1H1.3.4)).

1.2

Previous work

This section introduces the work that has provided a foundation for this study.

1,2.1 Anatomically accurate finite element model of ventricular geometry
The anatomically accurate finite element model of the cardiac ventricles is the geometric foundation within which the coronary model is embedded.

Both the ventricular and coronary finite element models presented in this thesis are based in
the prolate spheroidal coordinate system. This coordinate system has been chosen rather than the

rectangular cartesian coordinate system because it provides a good initial approximation to the
shape

of the ventricular surfaces which reduces the required number of fitted nodal parameters

to achieve an accurate geometric representation.

Explicit expressions for the rectangular cartesian components can be written in terms of the
prolate spheroidal components (,\, p,0) as
rDepartments

of Engineering Science and Physiology, The University of Auckland, New Zealand
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c:
g:

dcosh,\cosp

z:

dsinh,\sinpsin0

dsinhAsinpcos0

(1.1)

where d, called thefocus orfocal porru, lies along the s coordinate axis and is a property unique

to that coordinate system. The finite element material coordinates {r, €z md €g, are chosen to
lie in the circumferential, longitudinal (apex-to-base) and transmural (through wall) directions
respectively (refer to Figure

l.l).

Note that the f1-coordinate increases in the opposite direction
to that of d to ensurc that it is a right handed coordinate system.

FtcuRe

l.l:

The finite element material coordinates for the ventricular model.

In this coordinate system the heart model is based on data from careful anatomical studies of
canine ventricles by

kGrice (1992). Using nonlinear fitting techniques efficient finite element

representations of two geometric fields have been cr€ated by Nielsen, L€ Grice, Smaill & Hunter

(leel).
The first field is the set of geometric variables (A,p,O) which are defined at each node in the
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finite element mesh. It is this part of the geometric description of the ventricles that defines the
myocardial volume in which the coronaries

atre embedded.

The second field contains the fibrous-sheet orientations throughout the myocardium. This
anisotropic structure, while not directly affecting the coronary model, is an important determinant of ventricular mechanics and thus the calculation of IMP.

Each field is fitted in a finite element mesh consisting
and 195 nodes. The radial coordinate

())

of

120 high order finite elements

is represented using bicubic Hermite/linear Lagrange

interpolation, while the longitudinal (p) and circumferential (d) coordinates are interpolated
linearly within each element. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show the endocardial and epicardial surfaces
separately shaded.

1.2.2 Ventricular mechanics model
Using the ventricular model presented in Section 1.2.1 Nash (1998) has developed a mathematical description of global cardiac mechanics. The calculation determining the compressive force
acting on the coronary vessels is based on this work.
The non-homogeneous laminar micro-structure of cardiac muscle has been characterised us-

ing a fully orthotropic pole-zero constitutive law (Hunter, McCulloch & ter Keurs 1998). This
is used to account for the strain limiting behaviour of resting myocardial tissue. The parameters

of the constitutive law have been estimated from in-vito biaxial tests and in-vivo magnetic resonance image tagging of the ventricular wall. The myocardial contractile properties are modelled

using a relationship between fibre extension ratio, intracellularcalcium concentration and active

myocardial stress. Using these material properties deformation was determined by applying the

finite element method to solve the equations based on finite deformation elasticity of the ventricular model. Inracellular calcium concentration and left and right ventricular pressures were
incremented through the cardiac cycle starting at a residually stressed but resting state. Each
subsequent state is solved as a quasi-static problem using as the

initial conditions the solution

from the previous state. The nonlinear system of finite element equations was solved at each
step using Newton's method.

1.2 Pnevrcus woRK

FtcuRe 1.2: The ondocardium of the ventricular finite element model.

Ftoune 1.3: The epieardium of the ventricular finite element model.
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1.2.3 Topological coronary data
The published work of Kassab et al. (1993) provides the basis for the generation of a finite
element coronary network which is geometrically embedded in the ventricular model of Sec-

tion 1.2.1 and coupled to the mechanical model of Section 1.2.2. In their work, silicone elastomer was perfused into the coronary arteries of a porcine heart and then, once it had hardened,
the myocardial tissue was corroded to reveal a cast of the coronary arterial tree. The radius,
length, and branching pattern of the coronary network was then measured and classified into I I
subgroups using a ordering scheme (outlined in Section 2.2.2). Each subgroup or order then has
a radius, length and connectivity such that the topology of the complete coronary network can
be statistically reconstructed.

1.2.4 Vascular blood flow model
The blood flow model through the coronary network is based on that of Hunter (1972). This

work provides the fundamental equations for the transient flow through compliant vessels in
terrns

of vessel radius, blood pressure and average cross section velocity. Finite difference

representations of these equations provide a method of solving for the time varying flow in the

large number of segments of the coronary network. The derived boundary conditions provide
an efficient way of calculating flows through large networks of

joined vessel segments.

1..3 The coupled ventricular mechanics coronary blood flow
study
The following section outlines the work that will be presented in each chapter of this thesis.

l.3.L

Geometric coronary model

In this study the first step is the generation of an anatomically accurate finite element model of
the coronary network. Chapter 2 presents a method and its results for generating the largest six

generations of the coronary arterial network. This process is essentially in two steps.
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The first step is the generation of a model of epicardial surface vessels. The spatial positions

of these are determined by orthogonally prqecting a set of data points measured from epicardial
surface vessels onto the surface of the heart model. Calculating these projections determines the

material points within the heart. These material points within the ventricular mesh are independent of the state of deformation of the myocardium. Thus the coronary epicardial positions can
be calculated

for any part of the heart cycle. These data form the nodes in a finite element mesh.

The elements, which define connectivity, are formed by manually tracing between the projected
positions. The important hemodynamic property of radius is then added by classifying a vessel
by its order according to its length and branching pattern and then assigning it the corresponding
radius value from the data of Kassab et al. (1993).
The second step is the generation of arterial subtrees which branch from the epicardium into
the myocardium. This is the process of adding geometric or spatial information to the complete

topological description provided by Kassab et al. (1993). A nonlinear avoidance algorithm is
developed for this purpose. The direction of a vessel segment is determined from a spatially

varying field which is dependent on local and global properties of other previously generated
segments. Again, the material points of each coronary node are calculated so that the coronary
mesh is geometrically coupled to the ventricular mesh independently of deformation.

This model of the coronary network is the geometric domain where the equations governing
coronary blood flow are solved.

1.3.2 The model of coronary blood flow
The model of coronary blood flow used in this thesis is presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

The flow through a single vessel segment is developed for an elastic compliant vessel wall

in Chapter 3. By assuming a velocity profile across the cross section of the vessel, the three
dimensional Navier Stokes equations governing conservation of mass and momentum reduce
to single dimension equations along the vessel length. Two step Lax Wendroff finite difference
representations of these equations are then used to solve for the time varying properties of radius,

velocity and pressure at grid points along a vessel.
In Chapter 4 additional equations are included in the model to govern the blood flow through
bifurcations where three vessels join at a point. A lumped parameter model of the microcirculation is also developed to account for the flow and pressure drop through the arterioles, capillaries
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and venules. The results of blood flow through the coronary mesh independent of ventricular
contraction are then presented.

1..3.3 Calculation of IMP
In Chapter 5 calculation of IMP is presented and applied to the model of an embedded coronary

vessel. Extensions to the blood flow model are outlined to account for vessel cross section
collapse and stretch.

IMP is calculated by rotating the stress tensor into a local vessel coordinate system and then
averaging the forces normal to the vessel wall. This extravascular pressure is then added to the
elastic pressure from the distension of the vessel wall to determine blood pressure within the
vessel. When IMP exceeds internal pressure the collapse of the vessel is modelled by increasing

the friction factor associated with the resistance to flow.
Vessel stretch is calculated solely from ventricular deformation and thus is independent

of

the IMP value. However, to satisfy the principle of conservation of mass, the stretch of a vessel

is associated with a corresponding reduction in radius and thus an increase in resistance to flow.

This is included in the blood flow model by modifying the equations governing conservation of
mass.

Finally in Chapter 5, two simple models of vessels embedded in deforming geometries are
presented to demonstrate some aspects of the coupled flow mechanics problem.

1.3.4 Solving coronary blood flow through ventricular contraction
Chapters (6F(8) describe the specific methods, results and conclusions from solving the problem

of coupled ventricular contraction and coronary blood flow.

In Chapter 6 specific techniques used to extract spatially continuous stress fields from the
heart are outlined along with a quantification of arterial and venous coronary vessel compliance.

The results of the full model are presented in Chapter 7 and compared to the literature. The

sensitivity of coronary blood flow to contraction rate is also investigated.
Chapter 8 presents a discussion and the conclusions of this study together with some of the
potential directions for future work.

Chapter 2

An anatomically accurate coronary model

2.I

Introduction

This chapter describes the development of a discrete, anatomically accurate, finite element
model of the coronary network that can be coupled geometrically, and mechanically, to the
whole heart model described in Section 1.2.1. The aims of developing this discrete coronary
model are two-fold. The first is to provide a geometric foundation on which the blood flow
equations introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 are solved; the important hemodynamic properties of
vessel radius, length and connectivity must accurately reflect the coronary network

if calculated

values of network pressures and flow rates are to be valid. The second aim is to model the realis-

tic spatial distributions of individual vessels within the heart; this is important once the spatially
varying pressure exerted by the heart on vessels embedded in the myocardium is included in the
blood flow model presented in Chapter 5.
Section 2.2 introduces terminology and the geometric conventions used to characterise the
coronary network. Spatial data measured at points along epicardial vessels are presented in Sec-

tion 2.3.1. These data points have been projected on to the surface of the finite element model
using a nonlinear fitting process outlined in Section 2.3.2. The processes of updating the topo-

logical properties of connectivity, and adding topographical properties of radius, to complete
the epicardial vessel geometry are described in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.5 respectively.

From the model of the epicardial vessels a network avoidance algorithm described in Section 2.4 has been developed to generate subtrees branching from the surface vessels to supply

t2
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the myocardium. Modelling the epicardial vessels is a process of adding topological data to
spatial positions. In contrast, modelling these myocardial subtrees is a process of adding po-

sitions in space to topological data describing network connectivity, and segment lengths and
radius. Results from generating single myocardial subtrees are presented in Section 2.5.1. The
development of the

full six generation model fbr each generation of the myocardial

vessels is

presented in Section 2.5.2.

2.2

Geometric structures of the coronary model

Before describing the process of generating the coronary network it is important to introduce
terms and methods used to characterise vascular structures in this work. These are the terminology of networks, how they are statistically characterised, and the method for geometric coupling

of network geometry to a host finite element mesh such as the heart.

2.2.1 Terminology
The network terminology used in this thesis is defined below and where possible illustrated in
Figure 2.1.

A vessel segment is the portion of a vessel between two successive bifurcation points.
A bifurcation point is a point where a segment splits into two segments. Note: Trifurcations occur at only ZVo (Kassab et al. 1993) of junctions in the coronary network and for
the purposes of this study all junctions are assumed to be bifurcations.
The mother segment is the segment which splits on the proximal side of the bifurcation
point.
Daughter segments are the two or more segments originating at the mother segment on
the distal side of the bifurcation point.

Network topology describes the connection pattern of segments within a tree.
Network topography describes the topology of a vascular tree combined with the geome-

try of the individual segments i.e., radius and length.
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o Network geometry describes the topography of the vascular tree and, in addition, the
position in space and direction of each vessel segment.
The order of a vessel segment represents a classification of the segment by its topography.

The Strahler ordering (Strahler 1957) system is outlined in Section 2.2.2 which has been
used by Kassab et al. (1993) and VanBavel

&

Spaan (1992) to order the coronary network.

A vessel element is a collection of joined segments which all have the same order.
A site is the distal end of a segment, immediately below which the tree is incomplete. This
is used during the process of generating a tree to identify positions within an incomplete
tree.

Network symmetry is a topographical measure defined for the Strahler ordering system for
a given order s as: rR(s)

: Hff#;{ffffi#.

Fora totally symmetric topology R(s)

Ftcunn 2.I: A schematic diagram of some of the network topological features described in
Section 2.2.1. The Strahler order of each vessel segment is shown beside it.

:

2.
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2.2,2 Network ordering
Topological methods for ordering branching and network structures have been devised for
a number of different physical phenomena such as rivers (Shreve 1966), plants and trees,
(MacMahon & Kronauer 1976) and the bronchial tree (Weibel 1963). Thus application of such
methods in the area of vascular research is a small subset of work done to characterise branch-

ing structures. Before topographical measurements are taken, the segments within a branching
structure are ordered using a particular ordering scheme. An ordering scheme is a system which
uses the connectivity to assign each segment an order number.

Centrifugal ordering developed by Weibel (1963) starts by assigning order I to the root segment of a tree, order 2 to the branching daughter segments, order 3 to the daughter segments

of these order 2 segments, and so on. A centripetal scheme starts at the bottom or distal end of
the network. Strahler ordering (Strahler 1957) is one such example of centripetal ordering. The

Strahler method orders all end segments 0, all mother segments with two order 0 daughter segments are ordered

order

2. A

l,

and mother segments with two daughter segments of order

mother segment with daughter segments of orders 2 and

I remains

I

are assigned

order 2. This

process is continued until the top segment of the network is reached. The Strahler orders of the

simple network on Figure 2.1 are shown along side each vessel segment.

The suitability of a scheme is assessed by the extent to which order characterises important
topographical properties. For hemodynamic study of the coronary network the most important
properties are radius and to a lesser extent length. Thus, the distribution of radii for a given
order of segments should have small overlap with the distributions of radii from other orders

for

an appropriate ordering scheme.

The coronary network is inherently asymmetric especially at the higher orders (Kassab et al.

1993). Large vessels often bifurcate with one daughter segment of unchanged radius and one
which is significantly smaller. This lends itself to a Strahler ordering approach. Strahler ordering

for porcine coronary arteries has been applied by VanBavel & Spaan (1992) and a modified
approach using a diametercriteria has been used by Kassab et al. (1993). This modified approach

first orders the network using standard Strahler ordering to calculate the mean .R(i) and standard

i . The value of diameter at the boundary between
i and i,* 1 is then calculated as i(n(i) + SD(i) + R(i+ 1) - SD(i+ 1)) for

deviation SD(i) of diameter for each order

two orders

all vessel orders. These diameter values now provide clear boundaries between each order of
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vessel. Using the diameter boundary values the network is now reordered which results in
the order of some segments increasing while the orders of others decrease. From this newly
ordered network the diameter boundaries are recalculated and the process is repeated until the
order for each segment has converged. The added diameter criteria eliminates the overlap of the

distributions of radii between orders and is an effective way to characterise coronary topology.
The additional diameter criteria does however, mean that in a small number of cases one or both
daughter vessels may have the same order as the mother segment.

ER(n,rn)
ER(n,rn) is the

The connectivity of a network of vessel segments is described stochastically by
the connectivity matrix, and

.9N(n) the average number of segments in series.

ratio of total number of vessel elements of order n to the total number of vessel elements of order

m, where elements n arise directly from elements m. SN(n,) is the ratio of vessel segments to

n. Sff(n) + 1 is the average number of sites along a
Table 2.1 shows the connectivity matrices ER(n,m) and ^9N(n) for

the number of vessel elements for order

particular vessel element.

the simple network in Figure 2.1.

ER(n,rn)t
n=2

n=l
n=O

Tnele 2.1:

SD

m,=l

nt=2
1.00
3.00
1.00

m=0

r 0.00
i 0.00

1.00

+

0.00

+

2.67 +,

r.t5

0.00

The connectivity matrices

ER(n,m)

and

1.00

r

0.00

SN(n)+ SD
3.00
1.67
1.00

r 0.00
+ l.t5
r 0.00

SN(n) calculated for the simple

network in Figure 2.1

The topology for the geometric model developed in this chapter is generated using .ER
and

Sl/

to calculate connectivity, radius and length data for the coronary network outlined in

Section 2.4.3.

2.2.3

The coupled finite element coronary model

The coronary network is modelled using finite element nodes in the three dimensional prolate
spheroidal coordinate system of the heart model. The finite elements defining connectivity are
interpolated using one dimensional linear basis functions.
The finite element model of the coronary network is coupled geometrically to material points

within the host finite element heart mesh. This is done by calculating the {1, {2, and {B positions

l6
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foreach node in the coronary network within the element that surrounds it. These
effectively the material points that the coronary

{ positions are
mesh is fixed to within the heart. The { positions

remain fixed regardless of the state of deformation. This enables the host mesh and coronary
network to deform together by reinterpolating the global coordinates of the local coronary mesh

from the local
These

{

{

positions for each deformed state of the host mesh.

positions are calculated for the epicardial vessels during the fitting process de-

scribed in section Section 2.3.3 and for the myocardial vessels by the iterative technique in
Section 2.4.12.

Within the prolate spheroidal coordinate system d is discontinuous at the point where 360o
becomes 0o. The discontinuity in the 0 variable means that a local element numbering conven-

tion within the host mesh has to be adhered to. Without such a convention it is unclear whether
an element is interpolated in increasing or decreasing 0. The coronary finite element also have

{" which, as the coronary element are one dimensional, is a scalar
rather than a vector. For the coronary elements increasing {" within the coronary element corresponds to increasing {r (or decreasing d) in the host heart element. This element numbering
their own local coordinate

convention and the interpolation of material points within a host mesh is shown inFigure 2.2.

2.3

Epicardial

vessels

This section describes the development of the finite element model representing the major epicardial vessels. This surface network of vessels is made up of the highest orders of vessels in the
coronary network. An accurate model is important as the epicardial modelforms the framework

of sites from which the myocardial vessels are generated, as described in Section 2.4.

In contrast to the the coronary vessels embedded within the myocardium, obtaining the
spatial positions of epicardial vessels is more straightforward. The process is split into two
steps.

The first step is to calculate the material points within the heart mesh using the measured
data points. The heart from which the coronary data was measured is different from the heart

which was used to construct the ventricular finite element model. Although the coronary data
points are close they do not lie exactly on the surface of the heart mesh. To overcome this
problem the orthogonal projection of each data point was calculated on the surface of the heart.
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The projection is used to determine the material

( position closest to the original data point on

the surface of the heart.

The second step is to construct the finite element mesh from the fitted data point positions.
Each fitted data point becomes a node in the finite element epicardial mesh with the property

of

radius assigned to it using the data of Kassab et al. (1993). Adding finite element information
defines the connectivity of the finite element nodes and completes the mesh description.

2.3.1 Epicardial vessel data
Data points are created from LeGrice (1992) who measured regularly spaced points on canine
hearts to obtain twenty four data sets containing the spatial positions of epicardial coronary
vessels. While there was significant variation in epicardial vessel patterns over the range of data
sets a typical set containing4T2 points was chosen to construct the epicardial vessel model.

Connectivity of these data points is constructed by manually tracing along the data points

(CX) and left anterior
descending (LAD) vessels, is spatially dominant for this dataset. For the purpose of fitting,
the data points are transformed from the prolate spheroidal coordinate system into Cartesian
measured from the vessels. The left coronary artery via the circumflex

coordinates.

2.3.2 Fitting theory
Finding the position of an orthogonal projection 2 of a point z onto a surface finite element
mesh is equivalent to finding all the stationary points for the function:

r : r(€)

:ll 2(€) -

z

ll

(2.r)

where

z:Dl'*(t)r*

(2.2)

n:l
r/r, is the finite element bases function for node rr,

element mesh and

f

is the f position within the surface finite

c; is the finite element nodal position for each surface mesh node.

t9
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Finding an orthogonal projection is started by choosing an a$itrary initial point {0 and then
using a Newton-Raphson method to iterate towards a stationary ( value of Equation (2.1). For
each iteration Equation (2.1) is modelled about the current point

fo by a quadratic model.

r*o*r,(tk * p) : r(€o) + vrlfe;r n +
f,nrv'r(to)p
This is solved for the point

fo*t

(2.3)

: t* + p where
p

- - io"ttul]-'v'(€o)

(2.4)

<
FIGURE 2.3: Data point at position z, with associated orthogonal projection 2 at element
coordinates

i.

The purpose of the fitting procedure here is to find the

{ coordinates

on the surface of the

host finite element model which best approximates the original data point. This is equivalent to

minimising the Euclidean distance in Equation (2.1).
Whether a stationary point does indeed locally minimise the Euclidean distance is tested by
determining whether

V"(€)

is positive definite, i.e.,

qrv2r(6)q > o
for any vector g.

(2.s)
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The fitting method

The fitting of the data points measured from the epicardial vessels (Section 2.3.1) uses an orthogonal projection of these measured positions to find the fitted positions on the surface of the
heart mesh. The command file which, run using CMISS (see Appendix B), performs this fitting
is included in Section

B.l.

The first step is to construct a surface mesh which is geometrically identical to the surface

of the heart mesh. This is done using the same nodal positions and geometric interpolation

as

for the epicardium of the heart model. A 60 element finite surface is constructed where d and
p are interpolated using C0 bilinear elements and ,\ is interpolated using a Cr bicubic Hermite
basis function. On this surface the orthogonal projections of the data points are calculated. This

provides the local {1 and f2 positions and host elements within the full 120 element heart mesh.
The equivalent fitted data point position within the full heart mesh has a {3 value of 1.0 as the
surface mesh is geometrically identical to the outside surface of the heart mesh. The convex

of the heart mesh means that all stationary points found to be local minima
are assumed to be global minima. These fitted positions are used as the nodes for the surface
shape of the surface

epicardial mesh. Data points that have orthogonal projections where

(which maximises the Euclidean distance between

z

and

2)

are

V"(f,)

discarded. Again, because of the

shape of the surface on the hean mesh there are no stationary points where

The elements of the finite element mesh are calculated

is negative definite

V"(€)

is indefinite.

initially from the original connectivity

of the data points. The connectivity of data points is then recalculated for all remaining positions
each time the orthogonal projection

of a data point does not minimise the Euclidean distance
and therefore is not fitted. The CMISS command file to recalculate epicardial connectivity is

included in Section B.2. Many of the unfitted points are measurements taken from the vessels on
the surface of the atrial epicardium above the ventricular epicardium. Thus minimal orthogonal

projections onto the finite element model of the ventricles could not be found. To preserve
the connectivities and hemodynamic properties of the network these vessels are modelled by

interpolating local
coordinates

{

positions within the elements at the top of the epicardium with local

(d,l,l). d is varied to produce a regular spacing of points

{

around the top of the heart

which are used to create finite element nodes. The connectivity of these nodes, with existing
fitted nodes is generated manually, preserving realistic branch angles and vessel direction.

2l
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2.3.4 Fitting results of the epicardial

data points

From the 472 data points 402 were orthogonally projected onto the surface mesh with a minimum Euclidean distance from the original data pornt. The remaining points were outside the
mesh and were either not fitted or projected incorrectly onto the opposite inside surface. These

unfitted points included the data points measured trom the vessels of the left and right coronary
branches which spring from the two Sinuses of the Van Salva.

The average absolute error for this fitted set of points is 3.2mm and the root mean squared
error is l.7mm. From the fitted points a 403 node 401 element finite element mesh is created

with linear Lagrange basis functions used to interpolate between nodes. Ttventy five nodes and
twenty six elements are created around the top of the host mesh to model the vessels from which
data remains unfitted to

link the left and right branches. A single entry element is constructed

with which to set blood flow entry conditions for the coronary mesh.
The final fitted set of data points is shown in Figure 2.4.

FtcuRe 2.4: Posterior and anterior view of the fitted data points on the epicardium of the finite
element heart mesh.

2.3.5 Assigning radius to the epicardial

nodes

The epicardial vessels constituting the largest calibre vessels in the coronary network have been

classified as orders 9-11 for the LAD and RCA and orders 8-10 for the CX sub trees by the
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diameter defined Strahler ordering system (Kassab et al. 1993). Assigning vessel order to these
epicardial elements in the model is an important process for two reasons.

Firstly, from vessel order the radius is calculated statistically from a Gaussian distribution
with mean and standard deviation given by Kassab et al. (1993). As radius is the most important
hemodynamic property of a vessel the order assigned to these large vessels

will have a large

effect on the blood flows through the epicardial vessels.
Second the connectivity data defines the number and order of daughter vessels branching

from a mother vessel of a given order. Thus the orders of the epicardial vessels are the sole
determining factor of the largest order in each of the subtrees branching into the myocardium.
The process of determining the largest order of each subtree and its position along the vessel is

outlined in Section 2.4.1.
From Williams, Warwick, Dyson & Bannister (1989) the three main subtrees forming the
coronary network are identified. From each tree the length of each vessel element is measured
between the two bifurcation points. Using these lengths each vessel element is initially classified

according to which order most clearly contains a particular length within its range of lengths.
The initial segments of the LAD, RCA and CX are classified order I

l, I I and 10, respectively,

inespective of length. The asymmetry of the network topology means that not all bifurcations
result in a change in vessel order for both of the daughter elements. Thus element lengths

as

measured here may in fact be part of the overall element length. The Strahler ordering system

specifies that the order of daughter segments must be equal to or less than that of the mother.
The introduction of the diameter defined modification to this scheme means this statement does
not always hold true. However, in the case of the coronary network, this only happens in a very
small number of cases and thus is ignored when ordering the epicardial vessels.
Using this additional constraint, daughter vessels with small branch angles to the mother segment which are themselves mother segments to daughter vessels of higher order were assigned
the same order as the mother segment. From these assigned orders, radius was calculated from
the statistical data of Kassab et al. (1993). Figure 2.5 shows the complete epicardial mesh with
the radius assigned.
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Ftcune 2.5: Posterior

and anterior view of the finite element epicardial coronary mesh. The
radius values assigned are indicated by vessel size.

2.4 The myocardial vessel generation
Once an anatomically accurate model of the epicardial artenes has been developed an algorithm
to generate a model of the subtrees of vessels as they branch rnto the myocardium can be applied

to extend the model. The development of these further generatlons of the coronary finite element model requires the balancing of a number of competing factors. These include generating
vessels, which have realistic radir and lengths. the local branch angles between vessels, and the

spatial properties that provide adequate supply lor the whole organ. Algorithms have been proposed in the literature (Bassingthwaighte, Lrebovltch

& Weissman

1992), (Beard

& Bassrngthwaighte

& West 1994), (Wang, Bassingthwaighte

1998) tor generatrng general arterial networks

within three dimensional space that are attracrively srmple. However, these fail to account for
some or many of the factors discussed above. The published studies of Kassab et al. (1993)
on porcine coronaries provide data on network topology but no spatial information. From design considerations it is unlikely that the spatral properties of a network are arbitrary. In fact a
number of authors including Zamire (1976) and Woldenberg & Horsfield (1986) have proposed

optimality principles and rules governing branch angle. However, these principles have only
been quantitatively applied to individual junctions wrthout investrgating the networks function
of supply to the whole organ. The approach taken in this work has been to optimise local junc-
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tion and global spatial properties of the myocardial coronary network using the data of Kassab
et al. (1993) to generate vessel topology.

2.4.1

The generation of epicardial sites

Before the subtrees of myocardial vessels can be generated their mother epicardial elements,
positions on that element and largest order must be determined. The number of sites on epicardial vessels from which to grow subtrees was determined by dividing a particular element
length by the average segment length for that order and rounding to the nearest integer. The
order of each of these sites (largest order in the subtree) was calculated from a normalised con-

nectivity matrix. ln the diameter modified Strahler ordering system the daughter vessels with
orders n - 7 or (in a small number of cases) equal to the parent mother order n will branch at
the end of the element. As the orders of the vessels at the end of the segments have already
been defined in Section 2.3.5 the entries in the

(r, n) and (n -

1,

,)

positions of the connectivity

matrix are replaced with zero. This ensures there is no chance of large vessels equal or close to
the diameter of the mother vessels branching from a position other than the element end. The

connectivity matrix of each of the three main subtrees (LAD, RCA and CX) are normalised in
Tables (2.2YQ.4) such that the elements of each column sum to one.
Normalised

ER(n,m)

ll

ll

l0

0.00
0.00

9

0.61

8

0.24
0.15

l0

6

0.00
0.00
0.38
0.30
0. r8

)

0.1l

5

0.03

7

4

9

0.00
0.00
0.29
0.34
0.30
0.06
0.01

SN(n)
17.0
9.0 + 7.0
6.06 + 4.2

TRsI-p 2.2: The normalised connectivity matrix ER(n,m) for orders I l, l0 and 9 gives the
relative probability of the order of a site originating from the epicardial vessels in the LAD
subtree. SN(n,) determines the number of vessel segments in a vessel element of a given order
in the LAD subtree (Kassab et al. 1993).
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Normalised ER(n,rn )

ll

u

0.00
0.00
0.20
0.32
0.44
0.04

l0
9
8

7

6
5

25

r0

9

SN(n)
26.0

0.00
0.00
0.27
0.38
o.25
0.10

5

0.00
0.00
0.30

8.5 +7.2
5.38 + 3.6

0.41

o.2r
0.08

4
Test-e 2.3: The nonnalised connectivity matrix ER(n,rn) for orders I l, l0 and 9 gives the
relative probability of the order of a site originating from the epicardial vessels in the RCA
subtree. SN(n) determines the number of vessel segments in a vessel element of a given order
in the RCA subtree (Kassab et al. 1993).

ER(n,m)
l0

Normalised

9
8

7

6
5

4

l0

9

0.00
0.00
0.40
0.40
0.20

0.00
0.00
0.47
0.42

0.1I

8

0.00
0.00
0.65
0.31
0.04

SN(n)
r4.0
6.60 + 4.0
4.22 + 2.4

Tnsl-e 2.4: The normalised connectivity matrix ER(n,rn) for orders 10, 9 and 8 gives the
relative probability of the order of a site originating from the epicardial vessels in the CX
subtree. SN(n) determines the number of vessel segments in a vessel element of a given order
in the CX subtree (Kassab et al. 1993).
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This gives the relative probability that a bifurcation with mother order n will produce

a

daughter vessel of order m. Random numbers generated from a uniform distribution [0,1] are
then used to assign the order of the daughter vessel branching into the myocardium from this

site. The sites were positioned uniformly along the parent element. Using this method, there
is no correlation between geometric position and the position of a site of order m relative to
the position of another site of similar order. This is probably incorrect as

it

seems unlikely

physiologically that two daughter vessels with large orders relative to a mother vessel would be
close together. There is, however, no information on this kind of relationship and thus at the
moment the above method is the best approximation.

2.4.2 Number of discrete

generations in the coronary model

As stated in Section 2.3.5 using the diameter defined Strahler ordering proposed by Kassab
et al. (1993) the coronary tree has been classified into ll orders. How many of these orders
for the purposes of this study is an important question. Due to limits
of computational storage and time it is desirable to limit the number of discretely generated
are discretely modelled

coronary elements to a number which is not excessive but does not compromise the fundamental
physics of the model. At close to vessel radii of 100pm a number of important features of this

problem change which means that a continuum or lumped parameter model becomes more
appropriate.

At this radius blood can no longer be assumed to be Newtonian meaning that the equations

in Chapter 3 which describe the advection of blood through the network are no longer valid.
Reynolds numbers are considerably lower, flow is less pulsatile and more fully developed, thus
a simpler model of flow may be more appropriate (Mayer 1996).
Defily, Kuo, Davis & Chilian (1993) has reported that the predominant level of auto regulation lies in arterioles less the 100pm. Thus the assumption that there is limited effect due to
smooth muscle regulation of vessel radius is also invalid below this level. These complicated
effects of smooth muscle on the microcirculation, while beyond the scope of this thesis, have to
date been predominantly modelled using lumped parameter models (Mates 1993).

Finally the computational expense in terms of calculation time and storage space grows
exponentially with the addition of successive discrete generations.
For these reasons the largest six generations of the coronary network are generated dis-
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cretely, which corresponds to vesselradii values above about 100pm. Below this level a lumped
parameter model of flow is used which is presented in Section 4.2.

2.4.3

Generation of vessel connectivity

Kassab et al. (1993) have applied diameter defined Strahler ordering to produce a comprehensive
set

of data which provides

a basis

from which topology is generated for the coronary model. This

work orders each of the three main sub trees, RCA, LAD, and the CX, separately. The RCA and

LAD have been classified into I I orders and the CX has been classified into l0 orders. For each
order, of each of the three main sub trees, average radius and length with standard deviations for
vessel segments are also reported.

The topology of the myocardial subtrees are generated by calculating radius, lengths and
connectivity of vessel segments from the order of the site and the number of segments contained
in the element starting at the position of the site. This is done using a Gaussian distribution and
then rounding to the nearest integer value. These segments are then calculated one at a time

with the end of the then current segment providing the starting point of the next. The length of

of an element is calculated from a Gaussian distribution with a mean and standard
deviation defined from Tables (2.5)-(2.7). The radius is assumed consistent along the length of
a segment

a vessel element, thus

it

is calculated for only the first segment of a vessel element also using a

Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation from Tables (2.5YQ.7). This eliminates

radius fluctuation along the vessel element. The calculation of direction of the vessel segment

is outlined in Section 2.4.4. Tlvo new sites are created at the end of each vessel segment.
If a segment is not the last segment in the element one site is a continuation of the vessel
element having the same order as the current segment. The other site has its order calculated

from a uniform [0, 1] distribution and a normalised version of the adjusted connectivity matrix
E R. (n, m).
As the two sites at the end of a vessel element of order n are assumed to be order n andlor

n

- I the probability functions for generating

sites along a vessel but not at the end need to

be adjusted. This is done by replacing the values of E,R(n,

n) and ER((n

-

1),

n) with 0 and

ER((n - 1), n) - 2 + ER(n,n) respectively . As only six generation are being generated all
values ER(S,n) to ER(O, n) are also set to zero. ER*(n,rn) is then calculated by normalising
the columns of this adjusted ER(n,rn) matrix to one. ER*(n,rn) matrices for the LAD, RCA,
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and CX subtrees are given in Thbles (2.5YQ.7).

ll

ER*(n,m)

l0

9

8

7

^SN(n)+ SD

r.00

17.0
9.00 + 7.0
6.06 + 4.2
4.69 + 3.0
3.89 +2.r
2.23 + r.3

ll
l0
9
8

7

r88
0.563
0.125
0.125
0.

6

0.20r
0.352
0.282
0.165

0.183
0.382
0.435

0.087
0.913

Length

3.l l
r.82 + 1.28

+ l.l3
r.32 + L.Lz
1.67

0.99
0.73

+

r

0.82
0.64

Radius
1588
746 + r83
358 + 6s
238 + 28
r52 +.27

75+18

TnsLr 2.5: ER* (n, rn) defines the probability distribution of sites along a vessel of a given
order in the LAD sub tree. SN(n) determines the number of vessel segments forming a vessel
element. The radius (in pm) and length (in mm) defines the properties of each segment (Kassab
et al. 1993).

ER. (n,m)

ll

10

9

8

7

1l

l0

0.138

9

0.r72 0.108

8

o.276
o.379
0.034

7
6

o.270
0.378
o.243

0.189
0.343
0.468

0.194
0.806

1.00

^9N(n)t SD

Length

Radius

26,0

3.12
1.89 + t.38
1.62 + 1.31
1.26 + t.l0
0.99 + 0.81
0.75 +0.&

1588

8.50 +.7.2
5.38 + 3.6
4.68 +2.7
3.23 +2.1
2.30 + l.3l

715 + 190
365 + 65
219 +.32
r32 +23
75 +. t6

TRsLn 2.6: ER* (n,*) defines the probability distribution of sites along a vessel of a given
order in the RCA sub tree. SN(n) determines the number of vessel segments forming a vessel
element. The radius (in p,m) and length (in rnm) defines the properties of each segnent (Kassab
et al. 1993).

When the last segment in a given element has been generated the order of the two new sites

of the daughter vessels branching from it are calculated from another connectivity matrix . In
Tables (2.8F(2.10) the (n, n) and (n - 1, n) entries from the full connectivity matrix for column

n

all other entries replaced with zeroes. The order of these
sites at the end of the vessel element is now calculated again using a uniform [0, 1] distribution.
have been normalised to one and

What remains is to add spatial information to this complete topographical description.
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ER* (n,m)

l0

9

8

7

l0
9
8

7
6

0.375
0.250
0.250
0.125

0.358
0.339
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SN(n)+ SD

kngth

14.0
6.60 + 4.0

3.43 X 2.03
2.41
3.18
t.78 +. t.46
1.60
1.33
l.1l 0.98

4.22+ t.2
0.090

0302 0.910

2.75
1.00

2.1I

+ r.6
+ l.l

t
r
r

Radius

1302r

169
137
513
234 +-39

r

142

+.27

7t +. t5

TeeLe 2.7: ER* (n, rn.) defines the probability distribution of sites along a vessel of a given
order in the CX sub tree. ,SN(rz) determines the number of vessel segments forming a vessel
element. The radius (in pm) and length (in mm) defines the properties of each segment (Kassab
et al. 1993).

order

n|

nn lProportion(n-l)

0.000 |
l0 l 0.050 |
9 | 0.061 |
8 | 0.031 |
710.058t0.942
6l
0.059 |

1.000

0.950
0.939
0.e69
0.941

TABLE 2.8: The probability distribution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as a
function of order for the LAD sub tree (Kassab et al. 1993).

(n-l)

order I Prooortion n

ll |
l0t

0.000
0,200
9 | 0.030
8l
0.00s
710.065
6l
0.082

Tnete 2.9:

I
I

I
|

1.000
0.800
0.e70
0.99s

10.935
|
0.918

The probability distribution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as a
function of order for the RCA sub tree (Kassab et al. 1993).
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n I Proportion (n-l)

l0 l 0.000 |
1.000
9 | 0.055 |
0.94s
810.098
10.902

7l0.084

6 |
Tnsln

2.

l0:

I

0.107 I

0.916
0894

The probability distribution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as
a function of order for the CX sub tree (Kassab et al. 1993).

2.4.4 Adding

spatial information to vessel topology

Using the method presented in Section 2.4.3 to generate topology, the network is created from
largest to smallest vessels one segment at a time. For each segment a number of competing
factors determine its direction. These factors are, the positions of previously fitted and generated

to the boundaries of the host mesh and the local geometry of the mother
segment direction and the directions of the daughter vessels surrounding a bifurcation point.
The existing network and position of the boundaries are used to create a function to spatially
represent the supply of blood via coronary vessels to a panicular region. The direction of the
branching segment is then determined by solving a nonlinear optimisation problem such that
segments, distance

the segment direction minimises the supply function on some local domain.

The domain chosen is a sphere representing all possible end points of a segment. The

with the lowest supply function
value. This provides the global supply direction. The mathematical equations for the network
segments direction is determined by the point on that sphere

contribution and boundary contribution to the supply function are described in Section 2.4.5 and
Section 2.4.6 respectively.

The global supply function, however, does not account for local optimality principles at
bifurcation points such as minimum shear stress and lumen surface area as proposed by Zamire
& Bigelow (1984). These are incorporated by the addition of a penalty function in Section 2.4.7 .
This function models the cost incurred by a vessel branching at a locally non-optimal angle using
the principle of minimum shear.

In Section 2.4.8 the contributions to the supply function are summed and
for determining the optimal vessel direction is presented.

a

solution technique
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The network avoidance function

The network avoidance function is a spatially varying function developed to provide a representation of blood supply to a given position in space by a network. This function is used to

direct newly generated vessel segments towards positions where the function value is low. As
the network segments are generated from the largest to the smallest orders the direction of each

vessel is determined only by vessels of larger order or previously generated vessels of equal

order. The contribution from each existing vessel segment to the avoidance function (/r(o))
is inversely related to the distance between the segment mid points r,n and a given position in
space

r.

Summing these contributions over the set of vessels

rt(r):*

l/

gives

6:t&

(2.6)

In Equation (2.6) the source termUn is the supply contribution of a vessel segment n. Unis
assumed dependent on radius .R" and length Ln of a vessel n such that

[Jn:

(2.7)

R?nLn

The exponent Bo determines the rate at which the supply effect of a vessel segment n reduces
with the distance away from nn. Larger values of B, weight nearby vessel segments heavily

with the contribution of more distant vessels quickly attenuating. Decreasing B, results in
increased relative contribution of these more distant segments.

an

The full network avoidance function is calculated by summing the contribution of all segments

N in a region

segments

surrounding a points in space

r.

The region chosen to determine the

N is all elements adjacent to the host element of c. Large distances between c

network points outside this region mean their effects on

/1(r) is very small and thus in the

interests of computational efficiency they are not included in the set

2.4.6

and

N.

The boundary avoidance function

To constrain a generated network within the volume defined by the ventricular mesh a term
repelling segments away from the boundaries must be introduced. This boundary avoidance
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term is similar to the network avoidance term i.e.,

rz(n):E

(2.8)

@:fu,

At a position c the points on the boundary t6 &te identified by calculating the vector o - tu
which is orthogonal to the boundary in the local { coordinate system. For each element volume the

{ cordinate

system is used as an approximation to the global coordinate system. The

geometrical position of c6 is obtained by projecting the position of

c along lines of constant {

through the elements of the host mesh on to the surface of the boundary. There are a maximum

of six such boundary points for an interior point within the host mesh. The projections of

s

are

illustrated in Figure 2.6

Ftcunn 2.6: ( projections on to the boundaries of a single host element.
Each of these points now acts similarly to the position of a segment in the network avoidance

term Equation (2.6). The value of Equation (2.8) is inversely proportional to the distance of

c

from the boundary point 16 summed for all boundary points b. The source termU6 determines
the effect of the boundary relative to the source terms Un of the network. Uo is chosen to scale

with the number of network points

N

such that the relative effect of the boundary terrns stay
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constant, i.e.,

ft _
wb-

1

F

irr'

(2.e)

TU"
n=l
r

The exponent B6 determines the influence of Ua as moves away from the boundary. The
sole function of the boundary term is to contain the network; thus high values of p6 relative
to 0, (0a

:

50)

are chosen so that Equation (2.8) has little effect at positions away from the

boundary.

2.4.7

The local pendty function

To account for the local hemodynamics at a network bifurcation, in addition to Equations (2.6)
and (2.8), a third function is introduced. This function alters the supply function such that branch

angles that violate localjunction principles of optimality are penalised. Hacking, VanBavel

&

Spaan (1995) and Zamire

& Bigelow (1984) have suggested that shear stress, or total drag force
acting on the lumen walls, is the most likely major determinant of branch angle in vascular
systems. Furthermore Zamire (1976) has calculated that the optimal branch angle (0) at a
bifurcation to minimise shear stress is

d.:cos-lfuj'j.-)
where

Qo,Qt,Qz

(2.10)

are the flows, and ro,r1,r2 are the radii, for the parent segment, the segment

branching at angle 0 to the parent segment, and the other daughter segment respectively. As
the flow through each segment at the stage of network generation are not known 91 and Qz are
approximated from the resistances of the two daughter segments by

Or:U"ffi

and

r4

Qz : Qo:#a
ri+rr

(2.rr)

Substituting Equation (2.11) into Equation (2.10) yields an expression for the optimal local
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branch angle as

do:

CoS

'I

fr+ 51q - G-fu1
c-2
-'

I

("1+'f)"t

-l

(2.r2)

The deviation in direction of a segment originating at tp from this optimal branch angle is
quantified by the local penalty function

fs@) --

-U/l(a

-

np).u

-

cos 0"1)o'

(2.r3)

InEquation (2.13) uisthedirectionof themothersegment andUt representstherelativeimportant of local hemodynamics compared to the global network and boundary terms. The exponent
B3 determines how the penalty increases

for increasingly non-optimal branch angles. The cal-

culations of Zamire & Bigelow (1984) show small penalties are associated with comparatively
large deviations from the optimal branch angle thus .ils is chosen to be the relatively small value

of 2.

2.4.8

The solution technique

Summing the contributions from the network (/r

(c)), boundary Uz@)), and local junction

hemodynamics (/3(c)) outlined in Sections (2.4.5YQ.4.7) produces the following equation
N

f (a) :y

n=\ 6
Z-.1

:;ffi. * #-*

- ut(l(r - n')' u - cos o'l)P"

(2.r4)

The problem of calculating a vessel segment direction can now be formulated as the constrained

nonlinear optimisation problem discussed in Section 2.4.4by doing a Taylor series expansion of

Equation (2.14) about no and minimising it for a given sphere radius or step length. As the step
length approaches zero the optimum direction approaches the steepest decent direction for an
unconstrained problem

(-V/).

This would simplify the mathematics considerably and produce

& Bassingthwaighte (1998). However, this zero step length
is found to produce physiologically unreasonable branch angles and patterns within the heart
an algorithm very similar to Beard
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mesh. Thus the extra algebraic and computational expense of using a non-zero step length is
necessary. Thus the formulation is

min f(rr) +v f(n)r(* - *r) +|O - *)'y,f@p)(r - np)
s.t

(* - *o)'

@

-

nu)

-

(2.rs)

steTt

The solution technique is outlined in Section 2.4.9 where Equation (2.15) is reduced to finding
the roots of a one dimensional polynomial. This requires the cross terms in Equation (2.15) to
be eliminated by diagonalising the Hessian matrix

V' f

(r).

The diagonalisation is performed

by constructing a matrix ,S which has as its columns the normalised eigenvectors of V2/(co).
As V2l(oo) is both real and symmetric the eigenvalues are real and orthonormal and the transformation matrix ,5 is orthogonal. Substituting

fi-

(2.16\

Sy

a- ,5- 1c
a: Srn
o o'l
[^,
SrV2 7(to1s : l0 Az ol:
Lo s .\,J

(2.t7)
(2.18)

(2.re)

Equation (2.15) can be written as

n'nn

s.f

g(y) :Y f (*o)'s(u

-

ap) +

h(s):@-uo)'fu-ve) -

t,

,\u - ao)'h(a -

ap)

(2.2o)

step

This diagonalisation is equivalent to rotating the r, A, z space into coordinates defining the
directions of principle curvature of Equation (2.15). The arc lengths remain unchanged because the eigenvectors are normalised so the constraint of Equation (2.20\ is unchanged from

Equation (2.15).
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The Lagrangian function

Finding an optimal solution to Equation (2.20) can now be reduced from solving a three dimensional constrained nonlinear optimisation to finding the extrema of the Lagrangian function

L(y,0") -- g@) + 07h(y)

(2.2r)

where 01 is the Lagrangian multiplier. Finding the extrema of Equation (2.2L) is equivalent to

finding the points g* that satisfy
Y
Each point

y*

L(Y*,,0r)

:

V

g(Y.) + 0 rY h(a*)

:

(2.22)

0

satisfies the first order necessary conditions to be a local minimum of Equa-

tion (2.20).

Writing Equation (2.22) out in full, for

a three dimensional problem, provides the

following

three necessary equations to be satisfied at any local minimum.

1i)trt

+

V

f (no)' s1 * 20yy1 :

Q

1-

i)ra, + Y f (t')' s2 * 20vY2 :
;_
i^t t+ V/(ro)' s, + Zovg :

(2.23)

Q

Q

The problem now becomes one of finding the simultaneous solution(s) to Equation (2.23) and
the constraint

h(r) from Equation (2.20). Eliminating 0;, writing

Uz and

gr3

in terms of y1 and

substituting these expressions into h(g) after some algebra, yields the following expression

r,

a?+1.

,'Y{('"ll:l ,- l'-r:o
,,"oJ,(*t:,',l'*f,
Az)
- + V/(co)'s1.l
- )r) + v/(co)'s1l

Liyt()'

(2.24)

Liy'(,t'

In Equation (2.24) y1 is the sole variable with all other terrns previously calculated when determining the coefficients of Equation (2.20). With still more algebra Equation (2.24) can be
reduced to the six degree polynomial
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* (;,^' (v/(',)'",) +
(],^, ^,,)
^,,)'
l,
*
(v r@o)'",) (|,^, (},^, ' (|r^, - ^,,)
^,,)'lrl | {or,',,'",)'
^,))'*
[

(;,^' -

n (|r^'

-

^,))
'

^,,)

(],^, -

^,,)'l,l

(o t @o)'",)

(v r@o)'",) +

^,,)
f,
z (vylcoy'",) (|,^,

^,))'

*

(o11'o)'"",)

^,,)
-^,,) (v/('o)'",) + z(vy1*,1'",) (],^, -^,,) (v/(',)'",)

(t (;,^, - ^,,) (1,^, - ^,,) (v/('o)',,)
l

(v/('o)'",)' (|r^, -

*
- l(,^, (*^,^,,)'*
^,,)
^,)'(), ^,)')]ri
*
(v/('o)'",)'* z (v y1*o1"",)' (i,^, -

(vr@o)'",) (|t^, -

(;,^, -

(|,^, - r,r)

+ (A, - ,r,y (v,,1'o)'"') (1,^,

-

-

^,,)') ]rt.

{ot,'",'",)o + (v,r1'o)'",)' ((or,'")'",) + (vv1'oi'",)) -

({"t,',)'",)'(},^, - ^,,)'*n

(}r^, -

(v/('o)'",)' (|r^, - .r,r)')]rt + z (v y1,o)'",)'

(i,^, -

^,,)

l,

^,,)

(;,^, -

(v/(*o)"",)

(v/('o)'",) (},^' ^,,)

(v

^,,)

(v/('o)'",)

r@,)'",) (vrr'o)'",)

* - {or,'o)'",)' (v/('o)'",)'] :
]
[
(2.2s)

What remains now is to find the roots to Equation (2.25) and check if these stationary points
satisfy the sufficient conditions for optimality.

o

+
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2.4.10 Finding the roots of the Lagrangian the function
] starting at At : - l which
satisfy the first order necessary conditions for optimality i.e., yr is a root of Equation (2.25'1. For

The strategy used is to search for real values of y1 on the interval [-

l,l

each root the second order sufficient conditions for optimality are then tested and

an optimal solution has been found.

If the second order sufficient conditions

if satisfied then

are not satisfied

the search is continued until another root to Equation (2.25) is found.

Finding the roots to Equation (2.25) is starred by evaluating Equation (2.25) at !1 and At * 6
and then incrementin E h by d until a root is bracketed. Muller's method (Press, Teukolsky,
Vetterling & Flannery 1992), which is a generalised secant method, is then applied to determine

the exact value of the root. This method is chosen for its stability once the root has been
bracketed and for the relative speed of convergence.
Once this value of 91 is determined the second order sufficient condition is tested by determining the positive definiteness of the Hessian on the tangent plane defined by the surface h(r).
The is done by constructing a matrix

h(r)

and then using

ur zrv2 Lzu

:*"li:

:

Uz

-Ut

Z

from a basis of orthogonal vectors tangent to the surface

Z to transformVz L to a second matrix Q as defined below

uTew

;l L'*

Where both eigenvalues of

\+20) o
o (;^z + 20)
00

: llT.lo

Gst+2il)

:;,1 utr > o
us

(2.26)

.J

positive, Q is positive definite and the second order sufficient
conditions for an optimal solution to Equation (2.20) have been meet. Positive semi-definiteness

Q

are

of Q, while possible at an optimal solution for these equations, was never encountered. If Q is
not positive definite on the tangent plane, y1 is not an optimal solution thus 91 is incremented
until a new root is bracketed and the process is continued. If the end of the interval is reached
without the sufficient optimality conditions being satisfied at any of the roots, the increment d
is reduced and the process is repeated for any new roots that are bracketed. Once optimal an
optimal value of y1 is calcul ated, y2 and y3 can be determined from the second and third terrns

in Equation (2.24).

y

is then transformed via Equation (2.16) back into the original

which now defines the optimal branching direction for Equation (2.15).

o

vector
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2.4.11 Network generation
The direction of each segment is calculated at a number of intermediate points generated incrementally with increasing distance away from the proximal node of the vessel segment. At
intermediate points the direction to the next point is calculated by optimising the avoidance field
at that point. Once the distance to a point from the proximal node of the vessel segment equals

the segment length of that vessel order, the current point is defined as the segment end and a
node is created. The creation of intermediate points is shown schematically in two dimensions

in Figure 2.7 . The intermediate points are also included in the set N in addition to the segment
mid points when calculating the network avoidance function which has a smoothing effect on
the function

f (rp) by generating a more continuous field.
segment

tIx^)
contours
P'

--- --+
direction
intermediate points a
field

Vessel Elernent
Vessel

nodes

O

Segments

-

FlcuRE 2.7: Shown is the calculation of intermediate points which provide a smoother
avoidance function /(rr) than if only segment ends were included in the network avoidance
terrn.

For computational efficiency a mother segment that would have bifurcated and that has one

of its two daughter segments having an order below 6 is joined to the remaining segment to form
a single entity. This allows a large reduction in the number

corresponding saving in computational storage.

of lower order segments and thus a
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2.4.12 The calculation of material points
While not affecting the global geometry of the network, the calculation of

{

positions within the

host finite element heart mesh is a critical step in linking together the geometries of the coronary
and ventricular meshes. This is essentially the process of attaching the network mesh to material

points in the heart. When the heart mesh deforms the global positions of the nodes forming the

network mesh can be updated from the global geometric positions of the nodes forming the host
mesh. This is done by using the local

(

values within the host element surrounding each network

node to interpolate the global geometric position.

Global positions are defined from local

{

values according to the piecewise parametric ex-

pression

(€)r'
a: sa
lvn
n=l

(2.27)

Defining

d ({)

: lrt"(€)o,

(2.28)

n=I

finding the local

{

within a given element can be formulated as finding the roots to

,0(€)-c:0

(2.2e)

By approximating Equation (2.29) using a linear Taylor series expansion the roots are found iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method. At each iteration the increment in {, p is determined
by solving

4l

2.5 Rnsulrs

- a*Vd(€o)tp:0
vo?o)'p-o-d(€o)

,d(€u)

0Q, 00, atrf

f;6t i;52 a52

+

r
(2.30)

P:a-

af;t a52 '16z

A€, A€,
The

{

ll'1.

A€,

coordinates are then updated according to

€e+r

-

€r

+p

(2.3r)

This method was used to calculate the € positions of all new nodes. For any given element
local

{

values can be calculated from global coordinates in space. One or more

{

values

will

be

outside the [0,1] interval for coordinates not contained within the host element. It is imponant
not only to calculate

{

positions but also the host element that contains a node. It is only in the

host element that contains a node that the interpolation of the local

to the global position.

{

( position will correspond

positions within the element of the parent node for each new node are

If any { values lie outside [0,1] this indicates that the position is not within
the host element. ln this case { positions are interpolated for each adjacent element until an

calculated initially.

element was found where all

2.5
2.5.1

{

values are within the interval [0,1].

Results
Single subtree coronary mesh

To investigate the properties of the network avoidance algorithm four single myocardial subtrees

are generated each with varying values of the two free parameters, 0u and t4. The CMISS
command file to generate the single myocardial subtree is included in Section B.3.
Each mesh is a four generation subtree branching from a site on the CX epicardial vessel with
an

initial segment of generation l0 and is generated using a step size of 0.4mm. The position of
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the site is chosen to test the algorithm where the ventricular mesh provides a complicated set

of

boundary surfaces.
Each subtree and the boundaries of the ventricular mesh are shown in Figures (2.8F(2.11).
These small networks show there is a significant effect on network geometry with a change in

0,'
As 0, is increased the network becomes more spread out as closer segments are more heavily
weighted producing branch angles which approach right angles. This effect is seen by comparing

Figure 2.8 where the subtree is generated with a low value
generated with a high value (0o
value

of

:4).

(p, :

2) and Figure 2.9 which is

In each of these two cases U1 is set to the relatively low

10 such that the effect of the global network terrns

/r (c)

and f2(rc) can be investigated

in relative isolation.
The effect of increasing the local junction term

(t4

:

100) is to modulate the potentially

large unphysiological branch angles. Branches which have large deviations away from the local

optimal values calculated by Equation (2.12) become less attractive. As U1 increases network
branch angles

will tend to converge

towards d, irrespective of global network and boundary

geometries. This convergence effect is shown in Figure 2.10, where
and in Figure 2.1I where

B,

and U1 arc high but there is

p, is low andUl is high

only a small difference in network

geometries.

The convergence of branch angle to the local optimal value 0o as U r increases is quantified
in Figure 2.12. The average branch angle is plotted fbr generation 7 segrnents (n=33) branching

from the terminal end points of generation 8 segments. The standard deviation in branch angles
away from the mean is also reduced as the quadratic penalty function penalises large deviations

from

do.

2,5.2

Six generation coronary mesh

The development of the full six generation coronary mesh using the method presented in this
chapter is shown in Figures (2.13F(2.18). This network is generated with values

0,

:

Ut

:

40,

3.0, which were chosen to provide a compromise between global geometric properties and

local bifurcation geometry. The step size defining the sphere over which segment direction is
optimised was set equal to 0.4mm

.

The complete mesh has I 1029 nodes and I 1028 elements and took 53 hours to create using a
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p,

:

2 and

Ftcune 2.9: Generations l0 to 7 of a single subnee generated with 0,

:

4 and Ur

Ftcune 2.8: Generations l0 to 7 of a srngle subtree

generated with

Ut:

:

LO.

10.

u

2.5 Rrsurrs

2.l0:

Generations

l0

Hcune 2.I l:

Generations

l0 to 7 of a single

FIGURE

to 7 of a single subtree generated with 0o

subtree generated with Bo

:

2 and Ut

:

L00.

:

4 and Ut

:

L00.
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Statistical Distributions of Branch Angle for Variations in B1 andUl
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FtcuRe 2.12: The convergence of branch angle to the local optimal value of do calculated via
Equation (2.12) is shown above. For each mesh I (Figure 2.10),2 (Figure 2.8), 3 (Figure 2.9)
and 4 (Figure 2.1 I ) the mean and upper and lower quartile of branch angles are calculated for
all terminal generation seven vessels. The theoretical optimum do is shown for comparison.
single Silicon Graphics RI0000 processor. As the direction of each vessel segment depends on

all of the previously created vessel segments there is no obvious way to parallelise this process.
Each of the three subtrees in this mesh has connectivity, radius and segment lengths which
very closely conform to the data in Tables (2.2)-(2.10).
The global distribution of vessel elements is investigated by calculating the probability dis-

tributions of the minimum distance from each of the 3240 Gauss points in the ventricular host
mesh (from 120 elements with 3

x 3 x 3 Gauss points) to the nearest vessel element.

These

probability distributions are in shown Figure 2.19 for the Gauss points in the septum, left and
right ventricles and the complete host mesh. The left and right ventricles show a similar distance
distribution with average distance values of 1.78mm and 1.75mm respectively. The distances

in the septum are slighter larger with a more spread out distribution and an average value of
2.376mrn. The average distance for all Gauss points is l.85rnm.

For a completely uniform distribution of vessels within the myocardium the probability
distributions shown in Figure 2.19 could be expected to be normal. While the distributions are
approximately normal they are slightly skewed to the left indicating that an even distribution
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Ftcunr 2.13:

The fined epicardial surface vessels.

FtcuRe 2.14: The fitted epicardial surface vessels and generation l0 branching into the
myocardium.

Ftcune 2.15: The fitted epicardial surface vessels and generations 9 and l0 branching into the
myocardium,
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FtcuRs 2.16; The fitted epicardial surface vessels and generations 8,9 and l0 branching into
the myocardium.

Ftcunr 2.I7:

The fitted epicardial surface vessels and generations 7,8,9 and
the myocardium.

Ftcune 2.18: The fitted epicardial

l0

surface vessels and generations 6,7,8,9 and

into the myocardium.

branching into

l0 branching
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Distribution of Minimum Gauss Point Vessel Distances Distribution of Minimum Gauss Point Vessel Distances
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(a) The left venricular Gauss point distribution
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(b) The right ventricular Gauss point distribution
of minimum distance to a vessel element.
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(d) The complete Gauss point distribution of minimum distance to a vessel element.

Ftcune 2.19: The probability density functions of the minimum distance between each Gauss
point in the ventricular host mesh and a vessel element. The average distance for the septal, left
and right ventricular, and overall Gauss point distances are shown.
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of vessels has not been completely achieved. However the average of each distribution is only
slightly larger than the mode and thus for the purposes of this study the spatial distribution of
vessel segments is deemed satisfactory. Further spatial analysis of the global network properties

is continued in Section 4.3.3 when, in conjunction with the blood flow model, the distribution
of blood flow through the myocardium is compared with experimental data.
I,ocal bifurcation angles were well distributed about d,. Figure 2.20 shows the branch angle
pattern between a parent vessel and a daughter vessel of generation 6 in the LAD subtree which
is typical of other orders and the RCA and CX subtrees. This demonstrates that the local penalty

function is effective in limiting large deviations while Figures (2.13H2.18) show global network
geometry is not significantly compromised.
Statistical Distributions of Branch Angle in Generation Six Segments
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FIcURE 2.2O: The mean, lower and upper quartile of branch angles for all genenation 6
elements is shown as a function of parent order. The two values for a parent order of seven are
for terminal parent vessels (where a seventh order parent vessel gives rise to two order six
vessels) and non terminal parent vessels (where a seventh order parent vessel gives rise to an
order six vessel and an order seven continuation). The number in each sample is indicated and
the optimal 0o values are plotted for comparison.

Chapter 3

Coronary blood flow
3.L Introduction
This chapter develops the mathematical model of blood flow through the finite element model

of the coronary tree presented in Chapter 2. This work is based closely on the formulation of
Hunter (1972) which provided a foundation for modelling pulsatile three dimensional blood

flow with an efficient one dimensional numerical scheme, Section 3.2 introduces the basic
equations used to model blood flow through a single vessel segment. Section 3.3 outlines the
numerical method applied to these equations and invesrigates the important issue of stability. In
Section 3.4 numerical results for blood flow along a single vessel are presented. These results
are then compared

with analytic solutions, and tested for convergence and stability properties to

ensure their validity.

3.2

Theory

3.2.1

Blood flow equations

There are a number of fundamental assumptions about coronary blood flow used when deriving
the governing equations for the model. The studies of Perktold, Resch

&

Peter (1991) and Cho

& Kensey (1991) indicate no significant influence of the shear thinning properties of blood in
large vessels. The shear thinning effects on flow through smaller vessels are modelled separately

5l

3.2 Tunonv

in Section 4.2. While the relative size of red blood cells to vessel diameter is large, blood can
be modelled as a continua. The distensibility of a coronary vessel wall is assumed to dominate
any effects due to the compressibility of blood.

Thus in this study blood is modelled as an incompressible, homogeneous, Newtonian fluid.
The low Reynolds numbers in the coronary circulation mean all flows are assumed to be laminar.
The flow is also assumed to be axi-symmetric.
The following equations use a cylindrical coordinate system (r,

0,

r)

with the s axis aligned

with the local vessel axial direction. The velocity in the circumferential direction is assumed to
be zero. This removes any dependency on d within the model.

Using the above assumptions the Navier stokes equations, which govern Newtonian fluid
flow, reduce to (Hunter 1972):

0u,

E*ur

0u,1u' 0u,* L7p
g,

ox

/0'u, . l7u, *. 02ur\

u

ou:'\o*;

(3.1)

ar' )

and

0a,+" 0u,*ux 0u, t
at
o,
*
In Equations (3.1) and (3.2)

I)t

r

6'u"

\

(3.2)

A"')

and r)n are the axial direction and velocity respectively, and

are the radial direction and velocity, pressure is denoted by

r

and

p, viscosity by u and density by

p. Conservation of mass is governed by:

0u,,L}(ra,)
:
-f

-;-

--^-

oxrdr

.

(3.3)

w

Following the dimensional analysis given by Barnard, Hunt, Timlake & Varley (1966) each
quantity is non dimensionalised such that

ft-

anO

p:

pvozp* where V,

characteristic length defined by

r:

Rr*,

r:

nd [Jo are characteristic

) : ff,

Afi*,

a,

:

Vou|,

ur

:

Uoul,

t:

axial and radial velocities, and .l is a

where R is the inner vessel radius. Using these non

dimensional quantities Equation (3.1) can be written as:

oP*
\u (}'ri, , I7u| ,\A'ui\
*' r,:o'I
+' r,rootr
*
",
",
'
81+
Af*
AX* 0I* W\ffi-7ar.-Wa"")

a!I.

(3.4)
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and Equation (3.2) rearranged to become:

# : W l# *'i# *'I# -'# (# . I# - # . #r *ry")l

(3 s)

By assuming the radial velocity is small compared to axial velocity lenns in Equation (3.5) mul(3.5) rcduces *
0 or pressure is constant
Wcan be neglected. Thus Equation
#: (3.3)
across the vessel cross-section. As r* is independent of r* Equation
and Equation (3.4)

tiplied by

can be rearranged to be:

0(r.ul)

0x* *D(r*ui):n
0r*

(3.6)

and

_ \u 0 /r-g{\
Q1* 0r*
0x* 0r* \Rz 0r, \' 0r* J
Integrating Equations (3.6) and (3.7) from r : 0 to r : R we get
0(r.uI) *O(r'aiul) *,,*0(r*ui2) *O(r'p*\
, -x
'

f-lf

'.o;d'.)-v.utr)*#.rr.uil" -

s

(3.7)

(3.8)

and

*l{ .,,0,.] -r,.,1, #* "t*l[ .,r*'] - lr.rff.ffi *
tr.uiuil*. np*d,r* : #l-#]
I
n

0

(3.e)

^

Since the wall is a stream surface:

ruln: l#1. *l''#]^

(3.10)
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lr-uiui)^

- [r.ui)a#

. lr.rf] #

(3.11)

and by defining the average axial velocity to be
R

7f

u:frJzr-uldr.

(3.12)

0

and

a

as
R

": # |

zr.o;,'ar.

(3.13)

W+znffi:o

(3.14)

0

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) can be written as:

A(R?V)

2Au

pzFip* _
l?rIl
At, --?(aR2Vz)
0n' --n-A**:VfrLEr"l"

(3.1s)

or, in terms of dimensional quantities, as

*u?R *!0v :g
ot-'A;za"

0R

(3.16)

and

X *2 (1 - df# + avT . iX :

Tl*] "

(3.17)

The above derivation eliminates u", the radial component of velocity. However, it requires
the assumption that

u, is solely a function of the radial coordinate

r.

This is equivalent to
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specifying an axial velocity profile. Once a profile is determined, a and the viscous term

2v

l}u"l

(3.18)

E le, J.
can be determined in Equation (3.17).

3.2.2

Velocity profile

The velocity profile chosen for this model is of the form

u,:flult-(;)']

(3.Ie)

Equation (3.19) defines a blunt axial velocity profile characteristic of oscillatory flow, where

7 is a constant for a particular profile. A value of 7 is chosen to give a compromise fit to
experimental data obtained at different points in the cardiac cycle (Hunter 1972). Figure 3.1
show this velocity profile for differing values of 7.

Velocity Proiles Across a Vessel Cross Section

s>

.g
o

l.s

6
€l
o
(t)

cl

tr

E
tr

0.5

-o'5

normalise$ radius

ft

o'5

FtcuRp 3. 1: The velocity profile across a vessel cross section normalised by average velocity
fordifferent values of 'y (shown as label on the Faph).
The form of Equation (3.19) means that the boundary conditions of no slip ((or)"=n

:

0)
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and viscous axi-symmetric flow (,Lf
constant being

#

*lo" J"=o :

0) are automatically satisfied. The proportionality

ensures that Equation (3.12) is also satisfied. By substituting Equation (3.19)

into Equation (3.13) it follows that 7

:

L+.

Thus Equation (3.19) can now be written in terms

ofaas

u,--;an['- (;)=]

(3.20)

By substituting Equation (3.20) into Equation (3.18) the viscous term can now be calculated as:

-2##.

Note that the case where

o

:

1 corresponds to a flat profile

in which the no slip

boundary condition is violated.
The conservation of momentum Equation (3.17) can be written as

dV,VAR,
ro V
__r
^.rr?V,I}p
+z(I
*av
+
-'
par:
at
d-L*
a*
") EE
and substituting Equation (3.16) into Equation (3.21)

X * eo - t) v a,Y + 2 (a - tT

(3.2r)

it can be further reduced to:

u,ry

. i# :

-z:\#

(3.22)

Equation (3.22), along with conservation of mass Equation (3.16), provides two equations

in the three unknowns, average velocity (V), pressure (p) and inner vessel radius (R). A third
equation which describes the relationship between prcssure and cross sectional area must be
established. This is dependent on the mechanics of the vessel wall.

3.2.3 Wall equation
The wall of coronary blood vessels are assumed to be elastic within this model; the transient or
viscoelastic properties of the vessel wall are ignored.

All

vessels ane modelled in a

fully dilated

state free from the effects of vascular tone. The approach used has been to establish an empirical

relationship between transmural prcsstrre and the radius (or cross sectional area) of the form:

p(R):".

l(*)'-

(3.23)

']
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The form of Equation (3.23) was chosen by Hunter (L972) to provide a good fit to experimental
pressure-radius data. The constants Go
assigned

ffid P which define a particular wall behaviour are

to each order of coronary vessel based on the comprehensive analysis presented in

Chapter 6.

Now Equations (3.16)

nd

(3.22) form a set of two nonlinear, hyperbolic, first order differ-

ential equations relating velocity (V), pressure (p) and radius (R) for pulsatile flow of blood
where pressure is a function of radius via the nonlinear constitutive Equation (3.23).

The following Section 3.3.1 introduces the solution technique and Section 3.3.3 details its
application to solving the equations developed above.

3.3 Numerical method
3.3.1, The Lax-Wendroff finite difference technique
The TWo-Step Lax-Wendroff finite difference representation is used as the solution method for
the set of equations derived in Section 3.2. This was chosen as an efficient explicit method which

is second order accurate in both time and space and also eliminates large numerical dissipation
(Press et al. 1992).

Implicit methods were not considered

as

satisfactory stability can be achieved

with this more computationally efficient method.
Equations (3.16)

nd (3.22) can be cast in a variation

#.
where for this general form
nonlinear matrix function of

A(u,r)#: z(u,r)

u : u(r,t)
u

and

of the flux-conservative equation,
(3.v+)

is an n component vector and A(u,

r, and z(u,x)

r)

is an nxn

is an n component nonlinear vector function

of u and r. The first of the two steps in the Tlvo-Step Lax-Wendroff method is to compute a set
of intermediate points with first order accuracy. Denoting ft as a gnd point at time step k andi
as a grid point at spatial position

:
"T!

i this becomes

f,{u!*'+.,f) -

#of'',

*
(,f*, "!)

o}'!*t

(3.25)
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where

Af**: o ((i"1, .

,(f,,r*,,1,1))

(3.26)

:, ((i"r.' * ;"f), (]"r*,, l,t) )

(3.27)

i"l)

and

,!+*

The final second order accurate values are calculated from:

.,f+'

:

Af*r

: o ((i"ff . ;"ri),

'!*i

:, ((;":ii.;"iti) , (i"f;,"irf ))

"i - f.of.+ ("lii - "lli) + atz?+*

(3.28)

where

(3.2e)

(1,:;i, "irf) )

and

3.3.2 Boundary

(3.30)

conditions

The finite difference scheme outlined above provides equations relating the values of

uf

for

i = L,, N, where N is the total number of grid points defined on an arterial segment, to the values
of uf+l for i : 2, N - 1. A boundary condition scheme is needed to calculate the end values
uf+t and uffl.
If Equation (3.23) is substituted into Equati on (3.22) to eliminate

pressune, then,

in combi-

nation with Equation (3.16) it can be written in a quasi linear matrix form as:

I

l] # l;]

.1""

2(o-D#.%.']#
ruu

tI: l*,*]

(33'I)

Equation (3.31) is now in the same form as the more general expression Equation (3.24\. For
the purposes of examining the properties of the characteristic directions we now define

r

as a
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:

u(t)
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then

0u(x(t),t)

u

:y *dx0u
at' dt1s

By comparing Equations (3.24) and (3.32) it can be seen that

,(t),

0u

i

:

z

(u,r(r)).

and the integration

which information

Therefore the value of

(3.32)

if

ff, :

A

then along the path

u(r, t) is dependent only on its initial

tf

along the path r(t). Thus r(t) defines the characteristic
#
(r,t)
propagates

in

space. The slope of

-dx:d, are thus calculated from A (u,*): ,\f or
A:

r(t)

value

paths along

or the characteristic directions

ltz"-1)v-) 2(o-:.lr#+*# -0
v-^

| +

(3.33)

Thus there arc two characteristic directions specified by

A:aV+(o(a-1)V2+

PG.RP yi

(3.34)

npE

At each end of a vessel segment there is one characteristic path sloping towards the interior
grid points 'i, : 2,N - I (Richtmyer & Morton 1967). Thus these interior points are affected
at the next time step by only two boundary values, one at each end of the segment. These
boundary values are generally chosen to be a pressure. Using an elastic wall equation, radius is

simply

a

function of pressure. However,

a

method for calculating the velocity at the two segment

endpoints needs to be found.

At the beginning of the vessel segment, the difference representation for the system of equations centred at the point (|, k + j) is:

u!+1
ii,tF

Expanding the terms

";**

:

-.rt+t
A,
Lul,

-ni

r*iuf;*i

- ul*'

Ao

+ i"land uf+i

-

r+*
-p3

,

iu! + Lu!+'and rearranging

(3.35)

Equa-
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tion (3.35) the following expression is obtained

ul+r:u!+ul-ur+'Equation (3.36) relates the value of
step and the values

.r;*i

and

#"-{i

1uy+,

+.,r-.rf*t

- uf) + rou*i

(3.36)

uf+l to values uf and uf known from the previous

uf+1 calculated using the general

time

scheme outlined above. The use

of u\+r ,however, introduces an error which can be understood by considering the characteristic
trajectories. The characteristic paths define how the velocity information propagates from grid
points at one time step to grid points at the next time step. A domain of dependence can be
hence constructed. This defines the set of grid points at a previous time step that the value at a

cun€nt grid point is dependent on. In this case the domain of dependence is determined by the
slopes of the two characteristics passing through a gnd point, shown in Figure 3.2.

o

k-l
r-z

o

k-l
i-l

n

Characteristic Dircction

k-l
i*l

o

i*z

Characteristic Direction
I

aV+(

a(a-l)

V2 + 1p+Go/2p)

2

aV-( a(a-l)

V2 + (P+Go/2p)

Ftcune 3.2: The linearised characteristic directions are shown on the finite difference grid in
time and space. From these directions the theoretical domain of dependence can be calculated.
This defines the grid point values at time /c which r.f+l A"p"ods on.
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ul+'lie

outside the domain of dependence and thus introduce error when

The values at

included in the calculations of boundary values. Equation (3.36) represents a system of two
equations with only one unknown

of uf;+r

yf*t

oncepf+r has been specified. Therefore one component

can be eliminated to reduce the error from including values outside the domain of

to a minimum. The component yf+t of uf+l was chosen to be eliminated as
velocity proves to be the most sensitive variable to instabilities. This morc general boundary
condition scheme is applied to the specific difference equations in Section 3.3.3.
dependence

3.3.3

Computations for flow in a single vessel

The Lax-Wendroff finite difference technique outlined in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 can now be
applied to the equations governing flow developed in Sections (3.2.1H3.2.3). By applying
Equation (3.25) to Equation (3.22), Equation (3.16) and F4uation (3.23) the following intermediate equations are obtained. These are used to calculate velocity, pressurc and radius at
intermediate or half step points.

,,:;i

:

L,

{u*, + v)k

-

#lr+

(v+r + v) (v+,

V)): (&*t
+(a-1) MRYi+I'*Va
- &) +)@,*,&+r +IR^I
aVtl+rI + u
- 2Atuo-l I L(,&*i+1 + R" ]-

-f

4;i

:| ta*, +

R'i)h

- #[i,*.,

- v)
(3.37)

")]

+ &) (v+,

- v)

(3.38)

+f,v*r+v)(&+, - *)]-

o[i:|

(3.3e)

{",,*' 1G,,)

l(;**)'-'l

Final or full step values are calculated with the following equations. These have been

3.3

NumucAI,

6l

NIETIIoD

obtained by applyine &uation (3.28) agaia to fruation (3.72), Eguation (3.16) and Equation (3.23),

-u! - HIT(v** +v;-i) (u,** -y,-+)
(b* *
r'l
(n *r- 4-+)
1(
vh+i
+ (a - ,,
t-*)'
*
(o**
&-r)
-o,+)l
]
E.* +4-* \'4*i

vh+'|

dI

- 4atua-l

u**

*'1-*

=l***

L(*.**a-*)'l

4*': 4 -#,i

(a** +&-*) (u,** -

* i (u*l + v,-,0) (e** - &-;)

fr*'-'"

(3.40)

v,-i)

(3.4r)

1o**

Q.2)

[(#)'-']

Applyingthe boundarycondition saheme ftom Section 3.3.2 gives:

r4*'+ u**' -vf -ut +
#tw -

\v (u|*' +vt -v!+t - vro)

+z(a-ug(d*,+g-nf*,-d)
*|{fr*'

+

pE

- pl*' -pt) l : -+atvrft#f

ff+r + ,Wl -4 - 4+#t*"' (y
*t' (nt*' + 4 -Rf*' - nf) I : o
where V' , E and

P

(3.43)

rrsfer 0o dre points

*'+vf - vf*'-

vf)

$.44,

y,f*t,,8!+r anOp!+l rcspetively. UeingEquaim (3,44')
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I{+1 from Equation (3.43) (in order to reduce the error in calculating Vf+t) pnr-

duces the following expression relating the boundary value of velocity
the ft and k

+ 1 time step which have been previously

v!*'

-

:vt + ffitr"#(nj*'

) ror + fi -

. # (*
where

pf*t it

pl*' -pf)

I

+ Rt

Vr**t to quantities from

calculated:

-Rf*, - nf)

- zntuo -Ly@f

+zav') (Ef*' +

Rt*,

- Rl -

Rt)

-#

(3.4s)

r*o*'

- Rt)

positive and is the prescribed variable and Rf+l is obtained directly in terms of

pf+l from

Rf*':

(3.46)

",(#*t)u

3.3.4 Stabitity
When the numerical velocity

ff

of an explicit finite difference scheme exceeds the wave speed

of the equations, enors are introduced which ultimately grow and swamp the true solution.
Explicit finite difference schemes for a given problem vary in their stability criteria, for example,
the FTCS (Forward Time Centred Space) representation is unconditionally unstable. Comparing

stability criteria with the theoretical wave speed provides

a measure

of how appropriate the Tlvo-

Step Lax Wendroff method is to apply to the equations used to model coronary blood flow.

A reliable measure of stability can also be used to determine the largest time step At for
given space step

Ar.

a

By pushing the stability of the numerical scheme to its limit, the efficiency

of computation can be improved. Using the largest time step possible also reduces the damping
effect of including only a subset of the information contained in the domain of dependence.

A von Neumann stability analysis is chosen here to determine the stability criteria; for a
more complete discussion of stability analysis see Richtmyer & Morton (1967). This criteria
is then compared to the theoretical wave speed calculated from the slope of the characteristics
determined by Equation (3.34) and the numerical rcsults in Section 3.4.5.
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Central to the von Neumann method is the assumption that the coefficients of the difference
equations vary so slowly that they can be considered constant in the local region of a particular

grid point. In this case the independent solution modes of Equation (3.31) can be written

as

(Press et al. (1992)):

4:rudkto'Ro

(3.47)

yk :rkdkia,ay

(3.48)

Here /c is a real spatial wave number,

j

is used to denote the complex number

c..r

is a complex number which is a function of ,t, and

l=.

The difference scheme is unstable if, for any

ft, it has modes which grow exponentially. Exponential growth will occur if for some & the
amplification factor la.'l is greater than one.
The first step in investigating the behaviour of unstable modes of the finite difference scheme
is to substitute Equations (3.47) and (3.48) into linear expressions which rplate flow variables at
the /c

* 1 time step to variables at the /c time step.

Equations (3.37) and (3.38) were linearised by substituting a characteristic velocity V* for
values

V$,

and Vh

*da characteristic radius .R* for values .Rf*, and Rf . Ttre pressure variable

was eliminated by substituting the first order Taylor series approximation of the pressure-radius

relationship:

P!=G,

[(#)'-']

.#(E-nr)

(3.4e)

These linear approximations of Equations (3.37) and (3.38) are then substituted into similar

approximations of Equations (3.40) and (3.41) which produces the following expression relating
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.r) au.Y'
z&ntr2 (o 1)

a!^z,(z?

:

-

t)

(u,*, _ %_r)*

.
,
.(ffi*7offif
(2Lt2vav*2

L*vo,pGofftp-a11

ta*'-&-')'
(3.s1)
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Substituting Equations (3.47) and (3.48) into Equation (3.50), dividing by alfte9frd& and
reducing the complex terms, gives:

wRo: fo-

- (%Y

.

- (%Y

.

o#),"

r,cos,tAr

. #)

m

_
/ary.\ R"
(2i sin &Ac)
- |\24,x
=-'' _ l v\ r
/

-

2)

(3.s2)

R' (2coskar

-

2)

By combining the Equation (3.52) with a similar expression derived from Equation (3.51) a
system of equations can now be written in the following form:

+ Bi
| _ A *(F+w2)i
l(r+r')

(c + a,r) + (D a,z)rl

and a grven value

: fol

ftl
jL%l

(3.53)

Lol

u

has been split into its real u1 and imaginary u2 parts;
are calculated from the coefficients of Equations (3.50) and (3.51)

The complex number

A,B,C,D,E,F,G,I/

G+Hi

of rtAr. The only possible solution to Equation (3.53) is when the determi-

nant of the left hand matrix is zero. This leads to two simultaneous equations:

0:w30

--

w!

-

2w1u2-

(C +

E)q*

(D

* F)u2+ AG + DF -

BH

- CE

Fwt- Cuz+ AH + BG - ED -CF

(3.s4)
(3.55)

By rearranging Equation (3.55) and substituting it in Equation (3.54) a solution for wl can be
found by solving the following nonlinear equation:
2

^ ( AH + BG - ,ED -CF - Fce,,r\| -r?-(c+E)*,
o:l
C*2q
\
)
p")
+'\(D *'-'\
*r" + DF n ( AH + sc --nn - cr -

c+Zq

/

(3.56)

BH

- cE
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Equation (3.56) was solved iteratively using a quasi Newton Raphson method once the root was
was first bracketed. The step in

c.r1

at each iteration was calculated as 0.5p wherc p is the full

Newton step.
ar2

is then calculated from either Equation (3.54) or Equation (3.55) using the known value

of t.r1. The amplification factor is now:

lul:
Thus for a given time step

At,

(ul,

space step

* r|)i

(3.s7)

Ac, characteristic radius

and velocity, and set

of

material parameters, the stability of a scheme can be determined from whether the maximum
value of la.,l for all ,tAs is less than or equal to one.
Figure 3.3 shows the maximum amplification factor lr.,rl for all values of kAr plotted as a
function of As and At. The material values used to calculate the coefficients of Equations (3.50)
and (3.51) are 0

-

characteristic radius

3.0, Go

ft*

expected as the time step

:

2l.2kPa,

and velocity

Al

d

: l.I, p -1.059 cm-3 and v=3.2cm2 s-r and the

V* were 3.0mm and 1000mm s-r respectively. As is

increases and the space step

Ar

decreases, resulting in an increase

in the numerical velocity, the amplification factor lol quickly becomes greater than one. This
indicates that the numerical scheme will be unstable. The rate of increase in larl is quantified
by the contours plotted of the base of Figure 3.3. The l,,,rl : 1 contour is plotted in Figure 3.4
for a range of wall stiffrress (B) values. For the purpose of comparison the line defined UV #
equal to the theoretical wave speed is also plotted. This shows that the stability limit from the
von Neumann stability analysis for the Tlvo-Step Lax Wendroff scheme is extremely close to the

theoretical limit of any explicit finite difference scheme. It demonstrates that the use of the TlvoStep Lax Wendroff representation of Equations (3.16) and (3.22) is suitable and appropriate

for

solving the blood flow equations.

3.4

Single vessel results

Results from the numerical implementation of the Ttvo-Step Lax Wendroff scheme to the coronary blood flow equations are now presented. Section 3.4.1 presents plots of pressure, radius and

velocity at different time intervals as a wave travels along a single vessel segment as a result of
raising the pressure at the left hand end. The steady state behaviour of the model is investigated
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Amplification Factor

(1c..'l)

As a Function of Time (At) and Space

(Ar)

Steps

factor
Amplification
-

ler{3 ----100 -----l0--.-...----

l.l ---.4000
3000
2000
1000

0

FlcuRn 3.3: The two dimensional surface defining the application factor

la.rl, calculated using

At. The
of graph to show how At is

a von Neumann stability analysis, as a function of the space step

Ac

contours of larl at values indicated are projected on to the base
constrained by Ac for a given amplification factor

and time step

lr^.,1
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Stability Limit lr.,l

:

f

For Varying Wall Stiffness

.'5

von Neumann
Characteristics

.'7 -t

1.3

?
F

S

4

1.1

,,

o.e

H

0.5
0.3
0.1

"7
5e-05

0.0001

0.00015

At(s)
FtcuRe 3.4: The theoretical stability limit (1c..'l < 1) of Ar as a function of At calculated
using the von Neumann stability analysis is compared to the limits calculated from the slope of
the characteristics for a range of wall stiftresses p values (the P for each result are shown
beside the appropriate plot).
by holding this pressure constant once it has reached a certain level until all transient effects
have died away. An analytic steady state solution is then derived and compared with the steady
state numerical solution in Sections3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively.

Convergence results for various levels of discretisation of

At for a transient solution are pre-

sented in Section 3.4.4 alongwith a comparison between steady state solutions and the analytic

solution. Finally, the actual stability of the numerical calculations is investigatedin Section 3.4.5
and compared with the results obtained from Section 3.3.4.

All model

parameters unless otherwise stated for the results in Sections (3.4.1H3.4.5) are

generated with a single 50mm vessel segment which has an unstressed radius

of lmm

and

an initial pressure is set at 5.6kPa. From 0s to O.ls pressure at inflow is linearly increased to

l0.6kPa and then held constant until

a steady state

solution is reached. The relative fluid density

is set at 1.05, viscosity z at 3.2mm2 s, the wall elasticity constants of Go
2 respectively and the

Ar

is 0.926mm.

fid

B are 21.2kPa and

flow profile paftlmeter o is 1.1. The time step At is 0.lms and space step
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3.4.L Flow profiles
Figures (3.5H3.7) plot seven transient solutions together with the sleady state solutions for
velocity, radius and pressure as a function of distance along the vessel o. The increasing pressure
at the left hand end of the vessel results in an increase in radius and a pr€ssure gradient along
the vessel which causes a positive velocity. As time progresses the pressure wave travels along
the vessel until it reaches the right hand end where the pressure boundary condition is held at

its initial value. At this point the interaction between radius velocity and pressure becomes
evident. The pressure gradient set up in the vessel means that the pressure at the left hand end
is higher than at the right hand end. Thus at the left hand end the elastic vessel wall is distended

further and its radius is greater. Figure 3.5 shows the transition between two types of behaviour.
Between time 0 s and 0.1 s velocity is highest at the left hand end of the vessel because pressur€

is continuing to rise. Between time 0.1 s and 0.2 s where pressure is held constant a drop in
radius along the length of the vessel causes the velocity to rise as the fluid is funnelled into a
smaller downstream radius.
The viscous term

#r#

from Equati on (3.22) is dep,endent on radius and velocity and thus

is lower at the left hand end where radius is higher and velocity lower. The rate of pressure

.

O.op

0p.

#

is therefore also lower and the steady state solution thus shows an increasing pressure

gradient down the vessel.
The wave speed Cofor zero fluid velocity is calculated by measuring the time taken for the

velocity at the right hand end of the vessel to rise above computational precision, divided by
the length of the vessel. This numerical value of 505.2mm/s compares well with the theoretical

value of 506.4mm/s calculated simplifying Equation (3.34):

7lP + G,)
2p

(3.s8)

It is interesting to compare Equation (3.58) with the Moens-Korteweg equation. This relates
wave speed (Cr) to the properties of wall thickness h, E the Youngs Modulus, radius B, and
density p for a thin walled elastic tube filled with an incompressible inviscid liquid (Nichols

&
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Ftcune 3.5: The velocity

values calculated at grid points along the vessel s€gnent at times
0.01s, 0.04s, 0.07s, 0.Is, 0.13s,0.16s, 0.19s and m.
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pressure values calculated at grid points along the vessel segment at times
0.01s, 0.(Xs, 0.07s, 0.ls, 0.13s, 0.16s, 0.19s and m.

O'Rourke 1990)):

"":\m
This shows that the

ff

term in Equation (3.59), the product of wall thickness h and E the

Youngs modulus in the circumferential direction is equivalent to
model.

3.4.2

(3.se)

R#or ry

in the cunent

Steady state analytic solution for a single vessel

A further test of the validity of results obtained from the finite difference scheme is to compare
them with the results from an analytic solution. Such a comparison can be used to quantitatively
test the correctness of the numerical procedure.

A steady state analytic solution for the flow through an elastic vessel can be derived from
Equation (3.21), Equation (3.23), and the principle of conservation of mass. By setting all
transient terms to zero and substituting vessel area S : rRz, the steady state description of
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Equation (331) rcduces to;

-'dv J+:
o'E
p@

=Y

(3.60)

-2o 'o is

"-

From conservation o. f ,mars giv.on a constant flow rab Q, tho velocity V

-

*,

ov!:'q-dl-g)
tu-Sdn
d.G) ds
_.e
-S dS dr
_ qQP dS
SB

Thus:

(3.61)

de

Fr mthe wall:eqqa$on:

p($):*.

[(#)-

_,]

,_
LlP - G"E o1-rdi
pE: #rz

Substituting Equatioa (3,61) and

(3.62)

(3,63)

ftuation (3.63) into E$ntion (3.60) gives:

-aez d,s _,Got*g-f,
_
sB iI& , psi"

_rn4e

(3.64)
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This can now be rearranged and integrated using the separation of variables technique:

#l#+fts*'] :-*#*,

*l (#
+ -.rezln.9 *

*s1r**')

o':l-,*ftoo*

: - ztr
':!
^
^ug|+z
($ + z) ps:

va

.

(3.6s)

er + c

where the constant C is calculated using the boundary condition of vessel area at the entry point
,S;

where

r:

0. Thus:

c

:

-ae2ln,gi

+ '"*tf*'
($ + z) psi
u

(3.66)

Now an equation specifying the steady state relationship benveen vessel area ,5 and distance
along a vessel s for a given flow rate Q can be expressed as:

-ae2rn$ +

ffit**'-

o".rf*'
fr
($+z)osF

-2n{\Q

3.4.3

(3.67)

Comparison with the numerical solution

This function can now be plotted and compared to the results obtained from the numerical code.
This has been done by using the flow rute Q and the entry radius calculated numerically for a
single vessel once a steady state solution has been reached. The steady state solution for this
comparison was defined as the solution at time

I such that root mean squared change in the

velocity field at the set of difference points along the vessel is less than 0.00lVo for the last
1000 time steps. The numerical and analytic steady sate solutions were compared for increasing

values of B which corresponds to wall stiffrresses. This parameter was chosen because it has
the largest effect on pressure distribution and therefore also on radius values. Figure 3.8 shows
an extremely good match between the analytic solution of Equation (3.67) and the numerical
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FIcURE 3.8: Comparison of the steady state numerical solution of radius values at gdd points
along the vessel with the analytic solution calculated using Equation (3.67). The p values used
for each solution are labelled beside each plot.

results for all values of wall stiffness. The lower values of wall stiffness show an increasingly
nonlinear relationship between radius and distance along the vessel because a mor€ compliant

wall has a large change in radius for a given pressure drop. The change in radius also effects
the viscous

tet ffi

the limiting case where the vessel
between radius and distance

3.4.4

in Section 3.4.1. Increasing p is a movement towards
is completely rigid (i.e., fl - m) and where the relationship

as discussed

will

be linear and unchanging.

Convergence

The convergence of the numerical scheme is tested by comparing the results of transient velocity

profile solutions for increasingly smaller values of

Ar.
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Figure 3.9 shows the convergence of the velocity profile along the vessel at time 0.01I s for
seven different values of

Ar.

Foreach

Ar

value

At

was calculated from the theoretical stability

criteria presented in Section 3.3.4.
Each of these transient solutions is then run until a steady state solution is achieved and this
is then compared with the analytic solution from Section3.4.2 in Figure 3.10. This shows a very

close match between the numerical and the analytic solution over a wide range of

As

values

and thus for clarity only two solutions are included.
Convergence of Velocity Profiles
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Ftcune 3.9: Convergence of fansient velocity profiles for decreasing Ac (values of Ag arc
shown in the key of the plot). For each value of Ac, Af is calculated using the stability criteria.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show that the converged solution is also correct and indeed there is very

little difference between the analytic solution and any of the numerically obtained st€ady state
solutions.

3.4.5 Numericalstability
A final test of the numerical scheme is to compare the numerical stability with the theoretical
stability limit calculated from characteristic directions and the von Neumann stability analysis
in Section 3.3.4. The velocify values are the most sensitive to instabilities and generally show
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Ftcune 3.10: Convergence of the steady state radius profile along the vessel for decreasing
values of Ac. As in Figure 3.9 At is calculated using the sability criteria"
oscillations with a frequency of

n*.

This frequency is the least accurately represented by the

grid discretisation and thus is the first mode to become unstable.
Figure 3.11 shows the effect on velocity of the transient solution in Section 3.4.4 of increasing At while leaving As unchanged. At

Af

:

0.097ms the theoretical stability limit is reached.

It can now be seen that if At is increased beyond this point the scheme becomes incrcasingly
unstable. This result validates the result from Section3.3.4 and confirms that a reliable criterion

with which to access the stability of the scheme has been obtained.
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Stability of velocity profiles
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Numerical profiles of velocity along a vessel for different values of At at a
constant As. The solution at the theoretical limit calculated using the von Neumann stability
analysis is shown in bold. When At is increased beyond this theoretical limit the velocity
profile becomes unstable.
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Chapter 4
Networks
This chapter extends the model of blood flow through individual segments described in Chapter 3, to model the flow through a network of vessels.

Blood flow through

a

network is modelled by means of equations which govern the behaviour

of flow at bifurcations, introduced in Section 4.1, and a microcirculation model described in
Section 4.2. The ffow properties are investigated for simple networks in Section 4.1.4, microcir-

culation models in Section 4.2.6, and a full six generation coronary model in Section 4.3. The
coupling of the flow model to the mechanics of

4.1

a

deforming host mesh is presented in Chapler 5.

Bifurcations

Equations governing fluid flow at bifurcations within a network need to be innoduced in order

to model blood flow through branching structures such as the coronary tree. In reality the flow
stream lines and wall geometry at bifurcations are complex and three dimensional in nature

& Stein 1984) . While there have been several studies modelling this complex
behaviour (e.g., Perktold et al. (1991), Johnston & Kilpatrick (1993) and Caro, Dumoulin &
Graham (L992)), a full three dimensional fluid flow model of each coronary bifurcation would
prove computationally prohibitive. Thus to maintain the efficiency of the numerical scheme

(Sabbah, Walburn

necessary to solve flow through large networks a simpler, more empirical bifurcation model is
used.

4.1 BrruncATroNs

4.1.1 Bifurcation
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equations

The bifurcation model is based around approximating the junction as three short elastic tubes.
The tubes are assumed to be sufficiently short such that the velocity along them is constant, lhus
they are parallel sided and losses due to fluid viscosity are negligible, No fluid is assumed to
be stored within the junction. The finite difference grid point at the end of the parent vessel

entering the junction is denoted as a1 and the point proximal to

a,1 as

a2. The grid points at

the beginning of the daughter vessels are labelled as b1 and c1 ond the distal points as h and cz

respectively. Fo' F6, and 4, re the flows through each junction segment and P" is the pressure
at the junction centre (see Figure 4.1).

Fo1

Hcune 4.1:

+

Ps

Schematic of the gdd point positions
and junction pressure

(P)

(ar,az,bt,h,q,c2)

flows (.Fir,.F6,,F",)

at a bifurcation.

Conservation of mass through the junction is thus governed by

F&+r_Fi*r_4,*t:O

(4.1)

The conservation of momentum for tube o is governed by the resultant axial force equalling the
rate of change of momentum of fluid in a segment length lo radius Ro i.e.,

nR\@"-po):ry

(4.2)
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Similar expressions can be written for tubes b and c. These are expanded using a central difference rcpresentation about the (rt

pfl'+

+ |) time step to give

p:,

- p:*' -

oi:*

(4,.'- 4,)

- pff, - of, :*(4,.' - 4)
il*' +il - il{' - o!,:'* (q*' - 4,)
p:*' + d

where

F:nRzV

(4.3)
(4.4)

(4.s)

and

Plo
,
uo:
@ot

Plo
,
Lb:
n4,

,
u":

Pl"

d,

(4.6)

4.L.2 Calculation of initial bifurcation pnessures
By adding the Equations (4.3F(4.5) and then enforcing the conservation of mass Equation (4.1)
an equation forp!+1 can be constructed in terms of prcssures at the ends of the vessel segments
at time sleps & and

/c

*

1, namely

p:*'

:

Ptl'+Pf,

-pt +

*

Pff'+Pf,

*

Pfl'+Pt,

LotLb'L.

By combining Equations (3.16) and (3.23), using the chain rule to write

asrvznff + rRzff,we

(4.7)

ff ^X# ^O#

set

, I dp1F
At ' 2rRdR4x

0p

-:J--.:-:fl

(4.8)
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Expanding this for each vessel segment using a central difference representation at the k

+

i

time step gives:

- p:, - A"#(4J'

Fk- F,*' - 4,) :o
pfJ'+ pt:'-pt,-pf, - A,#(4*' + F|,-- q*'- 4) :o

pf:' + pl:'

pf,*t +

plf'

-

p2,

(4.e)

+

(4.10)

- pl, - eI" - A"#(4*t + F:,- Fft-+' - 4) :O

(4.1r)

where

* (G"", +

G^,)

| '";.-+* lu
L*",*o"",..|

Ao:

(4.r2)

with similar expressions for A6 and A". Using Equation (4.3) to eliminate F&r+r from Equation (4.9) produces the following expression

pl!'

:

p\l' + pI, + il{'

+{f

[4,*' + F!, + 2F:, r+ 4"#

# (pl, - pt*'

This relates the pressure at the end of vessel segment a at time k

+t

points which have been previously calculated at time steps k and k +

)

(4.13)

to quantities at interior

| using the general scheme

already presented. Expressions for pf,+r und pf,*t like Equation (4.13) can be obtained which
consist of only information known at times k, k

pfr*t

-d

+ i *d F::', {+1

and

F!r*t.

Once

pffl,

pfr+l have been calculated the variables for radius and velocities are obtained from the

boundary scheme (Equation (3.43) and Equation (3.44)). As discussed in Section 3.3.2 the use

of points

F:{', .ff+l

and

Fe+l introduces

a small error because information

lying outside the

domain of dependence has now been included in the solution. This error is demonstrated by
calculating the conservation of mass Fo,
Fo,
F",, for a junction which from Equation (4.1)

-

-

should be zero. However, the introduced error means that this expression quickly grows to be
larger than the total flow.
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4.1.3 Iterative bifurcation scheme
Starting from the pressures calculated in the explicit scheme above the error is then reduced
using a Newton Raphson iterative scheme. The scheme seeks to simultaneously satisfy the
nonlinear system formed from Equation (4.1) and Equations (4.3H4.5) i.e.,

pt:' -

- fi{r"r!:t
p1l' - pl:' fi{r'.r!:t
pk+t

Pk+t

-

:;?

nl
+ L.F!,+r) :-* (r"F!, + L"F:,) + pl - pl,
+ L6F!,+\

ryr*t

(r,F!,+

LbFf,) +nt,

-

- 4,*t :o

@.r4)
(4.1s)
(4.16)

All terms in Equations (a.l4F(a.16) are either constants that are calculated at time k or are
functions of Pj,+l, Pf;+l and Plr*t.Thus Equations (4.14)-(4.16) can be approximated with a
first order Taylor series which is rearranged to form a matrix equation from which the Newton
step s can be calculated:

oFlI'

' - zt
Ar 7rp+r

-.1- - ar
?e;+r

0

oFtJ'
- - zt
Ar 7P;+r

0

-'t- - ?b.aF|*t
a, 0r;,+r

''

',

2LtaF::t

AFI,:,

AE

0Pk+L

apf,*,

_aF:,*'

|il:

- 4,) +ft (4*' - 4) + pf;*' + pf, - p:J'
@::' - F:,) + 2k (4*' - ry,) + Pj,*' + P:, - Pk+l

?k @!:,

k

(4.r7)

0Ph+L

;r]

4*t+llft+r_Ffr+r
where

AF!+L

ffi

is calculated using the chain rule

ffi:,, (nfl')' ffi

+ 2n (Rf+'1

ffiv!,.'

(4.18)
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av!+l

ffi

E3

is calculated fiom differentiating Equation (3.45) with respect to Pf,+l.

'# : #vryw-

;] . # (#

+z*v')ffi

zV an!1r
H ar;+t
(4.re)

and

finally

Wris

obtained by differentiating Equation (3.46)with respect to Pi,+r.

aBt:,
Apk+t

Ro I P:J'
pG, t-T
L G"

aF:.*'ana. aF:.+,

ffi

ffi

ti

-'l

11

(4.20)

-

are derived in a similar manner.

The Newton Raphson iterations are now performed by solving Equation (4.17) and updating
the pressures via

l#li"'l

:lfiiil:l .H

(4.2r)

The process is then repeated calculating a new vector g with each set of updated prcssue values

until the process has converged to within a specified tolerance. The initial starting solution is
sufficiently close to satisfying Equations (4.L4H4.16) such that the scheme converges under all
flow conditions tested. Thus further investigation into the properties of Equations (4.14H4.16)
is not necessary.

A converged solution usually is generally achieved in less than 3 iterations. This method
proved to be an extremely efficient and stable way to achieve a solution that satisfied the governing conservation equation at bifurcation points within the finite difference grid.
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Simple network results

Results for the anerial flow through a simple network are presented in Figures (4.2H4.4) to
demonstrate the bifurcation model behaviour.

The same material parameters outlined in Section 3.4 are used to test a simple three segment

bifurcation. The parent vessel which the time varying pressure boundary condition is applied to
has an unstressed radius Ro

of l.0mm

and is connected to two daughter vessels with .Ro values

of 0.6mm. All segments are 25mm lengths. The time varying pressure boundary conditions at

Initial
pressure is set at 5.6kPa. From 0s to 0.ls pressure at inflow is linearly increased to l0.6kPa and
then held constant until a steady state solution is reached. The pressures at the two outflow grid
the inflow and outflow grid points in this simple network are also the same as Section 3.4.

points are held constant at their initial values of 5.6kPa.

Continuity of pressure is ensured by solving Equations (4.14) and (a.15) as shown in Figwe 4.2. The increase in the pressure gradient along the vessel proximal to the bifurcation is
because of an increased vessel wall surface area to volume ratio and thus an increased friction
factor. The discontinuity in radius shown in Figure 4.3 is where the first segment bifurcates into

to smaller vessels. As with the single vessel radius profiles the elasticity of the vessel means
radius increases with pressure. Due to the pressure gradient in the steady state pressure solution
the steady state radius values drop through from inflow to outflow. This drop is most rapid in the

smaller vessel where the pressure gradient is largest. The reduction in total cross sectional area
at the bifurcation of the two daughter vessels compared to the parent vessel results in the abrupt

change in velocity shown Figure 4.4. The radius reduction particularly in the smaller vessel
produces the increase

in steady state velocity. Steady state flow, however, is constant along all

vessel segments.

The satisfaction of conservation of the conservation mass constraint imposed by Equation (4.16) is demonstrated in Table 4.1 for the same times as shown in Figures (4.2H4.4).

in this simple network bifurcation is symmetric the flows in each daughter segment
are identical and thus only one set of values is given. From the values radius and velocity at
grid points adjacent to the bifurcation the quantities of mass flow are calculated. The inflow
of the daughter segment is exactly half the outflow from the parent segnent verifying mass
Because

conservation.
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FtcuRe 4.2: Transient and steady state pressure profiles for a single bifurcating networlc
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Ftoune 4.3: Transient and steady state radius profiles for

a single bifurcating network.
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Ftcune 4.4: Transient and steady state velocity profiles for
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TnsLe 4.1: The conservation of mass through the single symmetric bifurcation mdel.Vo, Ro
"F'p are the velocity, radius and flow through the parent gridpoint and Va,.Ea and Fa are the
velocrty, radius and flow through the daughter gridpoint

and
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model

The microcirculation network formed by the arterioles, capillaries and venules, defined for the
purposes of this work as vessels with radius less than l00pm, is both topologically and function-

ally different from the network of large conduit vessels. At this spatial scale blood increasingly
can no longer be considered an homogeneous Newtonian fluid. The flow properties are strongly

influenced by individual red blood cells it contains in suspension (hies, Neuhaus & Gaehtgens

(1992)). This effects fluid viscosity (known as the Fahraeus effect), flow profiles and distribution of flow at bifurcations (Pries, Ley, Claasen & Gaehtgens (1989)). Thus the equations
used to model flow through the Iarger vessels in this study, or the often used Poiseuille flow
(Mayer 1996), are no longer valid. The large number of microcirculation networks connecting
each small artery to a small vein also makes the method of discretely modelling individual vessel segments for each microcirculation network computationally prohibitive. To overcome these

problems a lumped parameter model of microcirculation is developed based on the intramyocar-

dial pump of Spaan et al. (1981). This is used to reproduce the observed flow r€sponses to arte-

riole and venule pressure reported by Chadwick et al. (1990) by combining nonlinear resistive
and capacitive elements. This is a computationally efficient way of reproducing experimentally
observed behaviour while maintaining some of the fundamental physics of the problem.

Section 4.2.1 introduces the lumped parameter equations and their coupling to the arterial/venous network finite difference scheme. Sections (4.2.2H4.2.5) present the nonlinear
equations used to model the relationship between flow and resistance and capacitance. In Section 4.2.6 preliminary results from the microcirculation model are presented.

4,2.1

Component relationships

The five element lumpedparameter model is shown schematically in Figure 4.5. R*,

&

and

R,

are arterial, capillary and venule resistances, respectively, and C1 and C2 represent the proximal

and distal capacitances of the microcirculation model.
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FtouRe 4.5: Schematic of the lumped parameter microcirculation model.
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Equations (4.22H4.24) govern the flow through the resistive elements Rr, R"and R, and the

fluid volume stored in the capacitive elements of the microcirculation bed is described in Equations (4.25) nd(4.26). Using acentral difference approximation of Equations (4.25) nd(4.26)
about the k

* | time step, and a forward difference

approximation of Equations (4.22H4.24)
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* 1 time step, produces the following set of simultaneous equations:
Pk+r-Pf+r
ftf+r
prtc*r- Pk+r-Pk+r
pn*l

-

c -

c

@.n)
(4.28)

R!+r

r"f*':W
pklr _ pk

(cf*'+cf) \',t:
(ct*' + ct)

ry-

rf;*' + F: p*+t + F:

(4.2e)

r!*'-

P!

(4.30)

- F!*' - p!

(4.31)

Coupling the lumped parameter model to the arteriaUvenous network flnite difference scherne
means finding the simultaneous solution to Equations(4.T1H4.31) and the boundary condition

Equations (3.45) and (3.216).

Using Equations (4.27H4.29) to eliminate P1, P2 andft", Equations (a30) and (4.31) can
be written as:

ilr

(P",

p,)

,ct .,,,1t -,,
=F!*'Rl*' -pf*t + (rf*t + F* -4*t - Fi)
Ck+L+Ck
+ P: - F:R:-ty,',,*t1", -s

- (4*' + F: - F!+t - ril
- P: - R:F: + tl} - *"at: o

vz(Po,&) =4f*tnf*'+ P!+r

V#ya69

@SZ)

(4.33)

where

*t*r :

p!+r

-

p!+tnl+L_=

!X+1P4"+L

Rf+t

P,,

P!+L

(4.34)

of Po, and Ro, C2 solely in terms
The boundary condition F4uation (3.45) can be used to express F. as a function of

Section 4.2.5 describes the variables Ro,Ct solely in rcrms

of

-
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P" and likewise F, can be expressed solely as a function of Po using Equation (3.a6). The
equations for F" and f; in terms of P" and P" we the same as those in Section 4.1. Thus, using
Equation (4.34) i[1 and Vz ile also solely functions of P" and P". The simultaneous solution to
Equations (4.32) and (4.33) is found by iteratively applying the Newton Raphson method. The
system of equations solved at each iteration is

tinl
P" and Po
are calculated

alur

are then

:|ffff]
l0r;+'

1P;+r1

(4.35)

t;;l

incremented to Po+APo and Pr+APr. The derivatives in Equation (4.35)

fiom

:_l
aph+l

(ar:*,
*lFx*rp&+l 4lnl"+rp,/c+r4
gpk+r'a '

_a.ry*t\ . at

aph+L"o
\ar;*t |p;+r )
\CY+t
-Lt -aT
+ (If*' + F: -4*' - 4)
(c+++cff

alur
: -a,
AP"
CFr +
0Vz
AP,

0Vz
aPk+I

cf+L +

lry+r
-Ch

0r:+r
_
- C!+r-ar
+ Cl7e!+t

-(4*'+F:-4*'- rn

@#rffW

(4.36)

(4.37)

aP;+r

_r + ?p:+r pr+r _r entj'+r prr+r _ ( ar:*, _ a4*t
-r.r Api+ltua - 6pgu'a \bF- W)

cf

(4.38)

\

A'

Cffi

(4.3e)
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:l ('-n.'ffi-R:*,ffi)u(pj*' - F:ilRr+t -

#,:l
-

Fk+trq+r

-

p*+r)

(4.4o)

ffi

lt @-),

lnl,+r p/c*r 04*t \ pt+t
(-' - r'tp/s+r Ap:+L
- t% Api+l ) t%

(Pj* r

_ pk+tp1*' _ p,e+rp/c+l _ p:*')ffi

(4.41)

lt @:-)'

The above equations define the relationships between the five individual components of the
lumped paftrmeter microcirculation model. The nonlinear behaviour of the quantities

R", Cz,E" and their rate of change with respect to venous and/or arterial prcssurc

0R" 0R" )cz ap

R , Cr

#,,#,,

Ai, fr, ffi completes the description of the lumped parameter behaviour in the
d,,
microcirculation model.
The values of these parameters arc calculated by first defining a topologically accurate micro-

circulation models of the arteriole, venule and capillary networks in Section 4.2.2. The equations
governing flow through these networks are then solved to estimate resistance and compliance of
each component. Finally, in Section 4.2.5 the empirical relationship are fitted between pressure,

resistance and compliance such that the microcirculation model can be efficiently implemented

in the whole organ model.

4.2.2 Microvascular

topology

The first step in generating a physically based model is to accurately reconstruct the topology
of the coronary microcirculation network. This provides the starting point for the calculation of
resistance in Section 4.2.3 andcapacitance in Section 4.2.4.

The morphological data of Kassab et al. (1993), Kassab, Rider, Tang

& Fung (1994)

and

Lin & Fung (1994) quantitatively describes the topological propenies for the arterial,
capillary and venule microcirculation networks. Tables (4.2H4.8) present this data for the
Kassab,
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arteriole and venule subtrees.
E R*

(n,m

5

4

2

3

I

5

4
3

o.357
0.518

2

0.r20

0.209
0.545

I

0.006

0.211

0.148
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0.035

0.t22

0

0.306
o.694

1.00

^9N(n)+ SD
2.00
2.33

+ 0.9
X t.9

2.t7

+ 1.2

1.94 + 1.0
1.93 + 1.0
1.00

I-ength (pm)

Radius (g,m)

49 + 350

32.2 +7.5
17.9 +.2.7
9.9 *. r.2
6.8 + 0.7
4.9 + 0.5
3.4 + 0.5

238 +.221
87 +62

83*55
73

*.48

3t +27

TnsLe 4.2: The RV normalised connectivity matrix ER(n,rn) and morphology for
non-terminal arteriole segments (Kassab et d. 1993).

order lProportionn I Proportionn5

4
3

2

I

0.172
0.036
0.017
0.032
0.052

|
|
|
|
|

1

0.828
0.964
0.983
0.968
0.948

TesLe 4.3: The probability distribution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as a
function of order for the RV arteriolar network (Kassab et al. 1993).
As in Section2.4 the connectivity data has been normalised such that ER*(n,rn) determines
the probability of an order

n daughter segment branching from a non-terminal order rn mother
segment using a [0, 1] distribution. The probability of a daughter segment of order n or n - L
branching from the terminal ends of a mother segment of order n is given in Table 4.3, Thble 4.5
and Thble 4.8. The separation of the connectivity data for terminal and non-terminal daughter
segments, and its normalisation, makes the same assumptions about the longitudinal positions

of daughter segments along a mother segment as in Section 2.4.3. The same method as outlined

in Section 2.4,3 is used to generate

a complete topological description

of the arteriole and the

venule subtrees. Starting at the largest order the number of segments in this element, and the
orders of the daughter vessels branching along its length, are determined stochastically. The

calculation of the number of segments and the orders of its daughter segments is then repeated
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9.9
1.0
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4.8 0.4
3.4 + 0.5

The LV normalised connectivity matrix EB(n,rn) and morphology for
non-terminal arteriole segments (Kassab et al. 1993).
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Proportion n

-|

0.881

0.937
0.973
o.972
o.943

The probability distribution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as a
function of order for the LV arteriolar network (Kassab et al. 1993).
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TeeLe 4.6: The norrralised connectivity matrix ER(n,rn) for non-terminal venule segments
(Kassab, Lin & Fung 1994).
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,SN(n)+ SD
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The venule morphology for each order in the microcirculation network (Kassab,

Lin & Fung 1994).
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Tnsle 4.8:
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n,
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The probability disnibution of the order of sites at the end of a vessel element as a
function of order for the venule network (Kassab, Lin & Fung 1994).
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for each newly generated vessel and the process is repeated until only order zero segments
remain.

The radius and length of each arteriole segment is calculated from a normal distribution.
The means and standard deviations are given in Table 4.4 for subtrees branching from the LAD
and CX branches and in Table 4.2 for subtrees branching from the RCA branch. The lengths

of

the order zero capillary vessels are taken from the branching point to the first cross connecting
vessel.

The connectivity data in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 makes no distinction between LV and RV venule

networks. These authors observe the cross-sectional shape of venules to be elliptical rather
than circular. The means and standard deviations of segment length, and major and minor

of the cross-section, are given for each venule order in Table 4.7. These quantities are
also calculated stochastically from a normal distribution. While Kassab, Lin & Fung (1994)
axes

have observed trifurcating (L2.8Vo) and quadfurcating (lVo) venule branching geometries, all

branching patterns in this model are assumed to be strictly bifurcating. The arcading of venules
observed on the epicardium is also not included in this model.

Using the method described above a 435 segment arteriole network containing 218 order
zero capillary vessels and a 291 segment venule network containing 146 order zero capillary
vessels is generated.
These two treelike networks are assumed to be connected by the average number of terminal

capillaries in each (182) which have an average radius of 5.5pm and path length of 550pm
(Kassab, Rider, Tang

& Fung 1994).

Using the generated topological descriptions of the arteriole, capillary and venule networks
the foflowing Section 4.2.3 develops a model of flow through each network.

4.2.3

Resistance

The relationship between pressure and ffow for the arterial and venule networks defines

B'o

Rv. This is determined by solving the equations modelling steady flow where the flow g;
through segment i is related to the pressure difference and the segment conductance q by:
and

Qi: ci (prrtl -

Pn)

(4.42)
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where in Equation (4.42) X(i) is the upstream end and a is the downstream end of segment
Thus p"1;y is the pressure at the upstream end of segment i and p1 is the prcssure at the

i.

downstream end of segment i.

For a tree-like network Mayer (1996) has shown that the pressures pi at the end of each
segment can be represented by

Pi:

rtPx$)

*

(4.43)

U;

) as the set of the daughter vessels j of segment i which branch into capillaries,
and the set 6r(j) as the vessels which branch to further non-capillary vessels, c; and p; can be

By defining

fi(f

calculated recursively from

:
",

[rJVi.rM;
l

t

L

*

(t - c*or) .
(1 "0,U,)]
:Ic.,,tl
;tco,or
n j=,
"' j=r

(4.44)

and

Ai:

-. fNt

:'" ltLF

Mi
cttg)uttu) +

I

t cd;(ilPo{il (r - "r,rrt) J
r=r

(4.4s)

|

Nl and M; are the maximum number of vessels in f,(f) and diff) respectively and the
values of ci are unchanged by the local pressures or flow The recursion is started at all segments
i where Mi - 0 and then repeated at all parent nodes once o and y have been calculated at
where

the two daughter segments. Using the values of

r;

and y; the pressures at each segment end

'i can now be calculated starting at the top of the tree (where pressure is prescribed) using
Equation (4.43).
The above scheme provides an extremely efficient way of explicitly calculating pressures in
an arbitrary tree-like network

i

with asymmetric typology where the values of q foreach segment

of the vessels forming the microcirculation network is dependent on
pt, the transmural pressure and thus the values of q are not constant and Equation (4.43) is
are constant. The radius

nonlinear. To address the nonlinearity of

q

the linear scheme is solved iteratively updating the

ci values for the next iteration using the calculated network pressures from the current iteration
until all flows in every segment have converged.

n
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The conductance values

q are calculated

assuming Poiseuille flow

q- rftKiNu;

(4.46)

8vL,

Nonlinearities are introduced in Equation (4.46) where the radius

&

is assumed to be dependent

z is assumed to be dependent on &. The variable Ki accounts for the
collapse of vessels when pt 10. Nui models the recruitment of vessels, which has been shown
to be important by Chadwick et al. (1990), such that the number of parallel vessel segments
is also a function of pt. The value of Nq is assumed not to effect the fundamental network
topology and enters this model by altering the effective conductance and volume of an individual
on p1 and the viscosity

vessel segment.

The variation of R;,

Ki

and Nu; with p1 and vessel order, shown in Figurcs 4.6 and 4.7, is

based on the empirical relationships (which are included

in Appendix A) derived by Chadwick

et al. (1990).

Variation of

K

With p1 and Vessel Tlpe
small

kli

t

small venu

0.8
0.6

.E
()

4)

-q
o

0,4

(.)

0.2

,,

,

-------L'---

0r40

-30

-10
-20
transmural pressure (kPa)

l0

20

Ftcune 4.6: The variation in the vessel collapse factor (K) with transmural pressu€ (pt) for
vessel types across the microcirculation network @quation (4.6) in Appendix A).
The dependence of v on vessel radius and blood hematocrit (shown in Figure 4.8) is calculated via the Equations (4.47) and (4.a8) proposed by Pries et al. (1992) where hematocrit pro-
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used to characterise the variation in IL and Nui with transmural
(Equation
(A.3) and Equation (A.7) in Appendix A).
pressue

Ftcunn 4.7: The functions

^Viscosity
J.)

Variation with Vessel Diameter and Hematocrit hoportion
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Hcunn4.8: BloodviscosiryasafunctionoftubediameterdefinedbyEquations(4.47)
and (4.48) (Pries et al.1992)

w
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portion (I/.") is assumed to vary linearly between 0.35 at generation five and 0.30 at generation
zeto.

u

:

uplt

. #(r10r-r.rnr&
c,H:'

|

+ 3 - 3.4be-0.0tt")l

(4.47)

(4.48)
-.ru

s-1.186(&-3.37)

where z, is blood plasma viscosity set at 1.2mm2

s-r (Nichols & O'Rourke

1990).

As segment conductance is dependent on pressure, flow is determined not only by the pressure difference between the top and bottom of each network but also on the absolute prcssure

values. Using the method described above total flow through the network is calculated as

a

function of the prescribed pressure values at the top and bottom of each network. Figure 4.9 (a)
and (b) show the network flow as a function of inlet and outlet pressure. Figure 4.9 (c) and (d)
show the difference between flow solutions for the constant and pressure dependent conductance

values. These differences demonstrate the importance of the nonlinear function of

&, Ki and

.l{ui that ultimately mean the lumped parameter values of resistance are functions of pressure.
Figure 4.10 shows the resistance of the arteriole E and venule Ru networks as functions of
inlet and outlet pressures.
The capillary resistance is calculated by modelling circular tubes in parallel joining the ar-

terial and venous sides of the network. The mean capillary path length used in this model (tr")

is set at 550prm, and radius (^R") at zero transmural pressure, is set at 5.5pm (Kassab, Lin &
Fung 1994). The number of parallel tubes (At) at zero transmural pressure is determined by the
average of the arteriole and venule order 0 segments. The vessel collapse and recruitment func-

tions of Chadwick et al. (1990) are again applied to the capillary model such that the resistance

of the capillary bed R" becomes

(4.4e)

where N",

K

and -R" are functions of transmural pressure.

r is a normalised variable

running
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Arteriol Network Flow

1m

Venule Network Flow

flow (ml/s)

flow (mVs)
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(a) liotal arteriole flow as a function of inlet pressure Po and outlet pressure P1.

ila

(wai a

(b) Total venule flow as a function of inlet pressure

P" and outlet pressure

P2.

Difference between Linear and Nonlinear Models Difference between Linear and Nonlinear Models
flow difference (ml/s)

flow difference (mUs)
0.02
0
-0.02

0.0025
0
-0.0025
-0.005
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P" (tcPai +

(c) The difference in arteriole flow between the
model with pressure dependent conductance and

(d) The difference in venule flow between the
model with pressure dcpendent conductance and

the model with constant conductance.

the model with constant conductance.

Ftcune 4.9: The calculated flow through

the arteriole and venule network models and the
(where
difference in flow between the linear
the conductance is constant) and nonlinear (where
conductance is pressure dependent) models.
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Calculated Arteriole Network
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Calculated Venule Network Resistance
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(a) Arteriole resistance as a function ofinlet pressure Po and outlet pressure P1.

Hcune 4.10:

810

Pz GPa)

(b) Venule resistance as a function of inlet pressure
P, and outlet pressure P2.

The calculated values for.Ro

: A#

and -Ro

: W.

through the capillary model from the terminal arterioles to the terminal venules. Viscosity

is again calculated using the empirical relationship of Pries et al. (1992). To account for the

of .R", N" and K

well as the dependence of viscosity u on radius R,
F4uation (4.49) is solved iteratively. The values of ^R, N", K and u atzero transmural prcssure
are used to calculate the initial estimate of capillary resistance R" and then flow F" : T.
Pressures at intermediate points i are then calculated, starting at the inffow end, from P, pressure dependence

Pt-r

-

&,F".

as

These intermediate pressues are used to re-evaluate Equation (4.49) and the

process is repeated

until a converged solution is reached. Figure

4.ll

shows F" and

ft"

as a

function of inlet Pr and outlet P2 pressures.

4.2.4

Compliance

The compliance of the microcirculation network is separated into two parts, the first (Cr) is the
arteriole and systole half of the capillary network, and the second

(G)

is the venule and diastole

half of the capillary network. For each half, the compliance is defined for a given point in time

tuz
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Capillary NetworkFlow
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(a) Capillary flow F" as a function of inlet
outlet (Pz) pressure.

FlouRe 4.1
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and

as
O) Capillary rcsistance n" = Y
of inlet (Pr) and outlet (Pr) pressure.

a

funcfion

The calculated flow and resistance for the capillary model at inlet Pr and outlet
P2 pressure.
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Arteriole and Systole Capillary Network Volume
volume (ml)
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Venule and Distole Capillary Network Volume
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(a) The volume of the arteriole half of the microchculation network as a function ofpressure.

4+6
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(b) The volume of the venule half of the microcirculation network as a function of pressure.
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(c) The capacitance of the arteriole half of the microcirculation network as a function ofpressure.
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(d) The capaci[ance of the venule half of the microcirculation network as a function ofpressure.

Ftcunn 4.12: The change in volume and capacitance as a function of inlet

and outlet pressure
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at a point along a vessel segment as

C_

0a

(4.50)

Ap,

Where o is the cross-sectional area. The values of C1 and C2 are then calculated by integrating

Equation (4.50) over all segments for each half of the microcirculation network such that:

Zl

(4.sr)

z3

f

Cz: I
J

0a(z,pt, K(pt), N(p)) u,

optk)

z2

where z is the distance through the network such that z1 is the top of the arteriole network,

of the capillary bed, and z3 is the end of the venule network. Again, the
functions defining vessel collapse, recruitment and area variation with z Ndp, are taken from
z2 is the mid point

Chadwick et al. (1990). The values of pt in Equation (4.51) in the arteriole and venule networks
are calculated using the network scheme outlined in Section 4.2.3 and are assumed to vary

linearly along a segment between the two ends. For the arterial half of the capillary &d,

p2

is assumed to equal to p1 the pressure at the ends of the terminal arteriole, and for the venous
half , pl was assumed to equal to pz. This simplification of the ps distribution in the capillary
bed is necessary so that the lumped parameter values of C1 and C2 cmr ultimately be expressed

solely as functions of P" and P, respectively. The integration of Equation (4.51) is performed
numerically using Simpson's rule. Figure 4.12 shows the results of Cr as functions of Po and

Pr and C2 as functions of P, and

P2. The

variation in Cr is far greater with Pr. This is because

most of the volume for the systole half of the microcirculation network lies in the capillaries.
These vessels also have a lower collapse pressure than the arterioles and thus undergo larger
volume changes as pressure varies. The capacitance of the venule side of the network is more
evenly spread between the capillaries and venules. Because these vessels more readily undergo
collapse and have a higher volume, the capacitance for this half of the network is significantly
higher than that of the arteriole half.
Figure 4.13 shows the time constants for each half of the lumped parameter model. The time
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(a) Time consiant for the arteriole half on the

(b) Time consiant for the venule half on

lumped parameter model.

lumped parameter model.

the

FtcuRe 4.13: The time constants for the lumped parameter model
constant for the arteriole half is dominated by the value of Pr where Pr

:

Po

-

Fo *

R.. The

time constant for the venule half of the network is dependent on both P, and Pz and as with
capacitance is significantly larger than the time constant for the arteriole half.

4,2.5 Empirical

models of the microcirculation parameters

The methods used in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 to estimate Ro, R., Rr, Cr, and C2, while accurate
to the morphology and accounting for many of the physical phenomena, are too computationally
expensive to include in the whole organ model. In this section empirical relationships are fitted

to the more detailed model results to provide a morc efficient way of evaluating the resistance
and compliance values. Each

of the relationships are fitted using a rational polynomial of the

form:

R_

Nt * NzQ+ N3s +
Dr * Dzq* D3s *

A/4qs

+

Ns82

+

Nos2

Daqs

*

DsQ2

I

D6s2

(4.s2)
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The form of Equation (4.52) provides an adequate number of degrees of freedom such
that a close approximation to the physical model developed in Sections (4.2.2H4.2.4) can be
achieved. The value and derivatives of Equation (4.52) are also computationally inexpensive to
evaluate and the Newton Raphson method converges quickly to the solution of Equations (4.32)
and (4.33). Table 4.9 presents the variables q and s used in Equation (4.52) to

fit each component relationship and the RMS error in each fit. Tables 4.10 and 4.1 I present the values of N"
and D,, for each fit.
RMS error

Variable

q

s

Ro

Po

Fo

5.r57

n"
R,

P1

P2

P,

Fo

Cr

Po

P1

Cz

P,

P2

13.371
9.056
3.123e-05
3.615e-06

Tnst.e 4.9: The variables associated with c and y for each component in the lumped parameter
model and the RMS error in fitting Equation (4.52) to the physically based model developed in
Sections (4.2.2H4.2.4).

Variable

Nl

Nz

N3

/V4

AIs

N6

R,

0 .00051t37
1.0

-7.3677e-05
-0.11236
-0.00066418
3.2133e-06

o.o035752
-0.083349
-0.0047076
-1.2763e-05
4.428e-O5

-0.N21702

4.2085e-06
0.0082348
7.4907e-05
6.9337e-08

1.0

R"

R,
Cr
Cz

0.0034779
3.0104e-05
0.00020578

Tenle 4.10:

l.3l36e-05

0.0055689
-0.0125
-8.6688e-07
-2.3643e-06

0.00694ef
1.0

3.3129e-M

5.2479eM 8.2425e-06

The fitted nominator values for Equation (4.52) for each component in the
lumped parameter model.

The q and s variables used to fit E" and

^Ro

are the inlet pressure and flow rather than inlet

implicit relationship. The
scheme in Section 4.2.1 depends on being able to express the value and derivatives of & and
E, solely in terms of Po and Pr, respectively. Using the boundary conditions Equations (3.45)
and (3.46) from the finite difference scheme, Fo can be expressed solely as a function of P".
pressure and outlet pressure. This is done to avoid having to form an
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r07

D1

Dz

Dt

Da

Dg

D6

Ro

3.ll92e-O7

-3.17e-05
3.2255e-O5
-0.00046939
-o.74405

2.2473e-W
9.9149e-06,
2.1416e47
0.0015796

0.0010545

0.00043352
7.6075e-06
1.0
1.0

-1.0483e-08
1.9563e-05
3.276e-07
0.069804
0.001729

-5.0848e-07

R"
R.
Ct

Variable

Cz

2.4147e-M
-2.8796e-05
-0.023532
-o.0062574

-0.361l7

0.M4355r

r.2t&,45
0.00.27t47
0.16945
o.05926

TesLe 4. I l: The fitted denominator values for Equation (4.52) for each component in the
lumped parameter model.

Thus.Ro

:

Ro(Po,Il(P"))

ana

dR" 0R"

dPo 0P"'
-:
If

.Ro

is fitted with Po and Pr then R"(P",

aR"dF"

(4.53)

aFodPo

&) :

Ro(Po, Po

-

RoFo) which defines Ro

implicitly and thus becomes a morc expensive relationship to evaluate. Similarly P, and F" are
used for fitting ft". Figure 4.14 presents the fitted form of .Ro and R, in terms of inlet pressur€
and flow.
Once the values of Ro and

R" have been determined Pr and P2 can be calculated from

Pr:

Po

-

RoFo

(4.s4)

Pz:

P, +

R.n

(4.ss)

and

Now the values of Ct, Cz and& can be evaluated. The
are given by

' dCt dCz 0R" ' aR"
irvatrves
der'
aP,
dP,' dPr' aP"

#,:H,.#('-R-#-r"#)

''to

(4.56)
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Calculated Arteriole Network
resistance (kPa.s/ml)
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Calculated Venule Network Resistance
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(a) Arteriole Resistance

(b) Venule Resistance

Ftcune 4.14: The arteriole and venule resistance as a function of inlet prcssure and flow.
Note: the sign convention of .F', has now been reversed to be consistent with Section 4.2.1.

#:#.#(,*o#."#)
AR"
AP"

:- aR. ('
0Pr

(4.s7)

-R"#-r"qfu*)

(4.58)

#:#('*o#,."H)

(4.5e)

Each of the five elements of the lumped parameter model is now cast in a form such that Equa-

tions (4.32) and (4.33) can be solved using the numerical scheme outlined in Section 4.2.1. In
the following section results for the lumped parameter model are presented.

4.2.6

Results from the lumped parameter model

Chilian (1991) and Chillian, Layne, Klausner, Eastham & Marcus (1989) have experimentally
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estimated that the pressure dependent resistance of the coronary microcirculation varies between

33.44kPa.sml-tg-r and l16.25kPa.sml-1g-r in isolated blood perfused porcine hearts. There
arc 5376 positions in the six generation coronary network where lumped parameter models
of tissue per microcirculation
unit in the 199.54cm3 heart model (assuming lcm3 approximately equals lg of tissue). When
normalised per unit of tissue, the resistance values of Chilian (1991) compare well with the
are coupled to the finite difference scheme equating to 0.03729

model results of Section 4.2.3. Other models (Bruinsma et al. (1988) and Arts

&

Reneman

(1985)) give estimates approximately double these values for the complete coronary circulation.

The microcirculation capacitance values in Section 4.2.4 are also of the same order but
slightly larger than the estimates of Spaan (19S5) who reports values of 0.30
for arterioles, 0.976

x 10-amlkPa-rs-1

for the capillaries and 0.12

x l0-aml/kPa/s

x 10-3mlkPa-rs-l

for the

venules per 0.03729 of tissue. Kresh et al. (1990) uses value 2.5 time greater than these to
account for vessel collapse.

The time constants calculated from the product of resistance and capacitance indicate that
the microcirculation contributes to the phase opposition between arterial inflow and venous
outflow. The time constants are smaller than the estimates of Chadwick et al. (1990) and Spaan
et al. (1981) who give values close to or greater than one full heat cycle although ke et al. (1984)
agrees for a significantly shorter value

(=l00ms). This variation in time constant values may

be

due to the difficulties in estimating intramyocardial vessel compliance which is experimentally

complicated by the distributed nature of the circulation and pressure dependent effects (Hoffman

&

Spaan 1990).

The effect of pressure on total flow and phase lag is investigated over time by observing
the pressures (Po,P1,P2,Pr) and the flows (Fo,F",Fr) from the microcirculation model linked
between two vessels. The vessels are lmm long

with Ro,p,Go values set at lmm, 10.0 and

20.0kPa respectively such that their resistance and capacitance effects relative to the lumped
parameter model are minimal. The relative density and viscosity are set at 1.05 and 3.2mm2s-l

respectively.
The inflow pressure is initially set equal to the outflow pressure and then raised linearly over
0.02s to 2kPa above outflow pressure and then held constant. Figure 4.15 shows the change

in pressures and flows with time for an initial inflow pressure of OkPa. Results for a linear
model where Ro, R", R., Ct and C2 are unchanged from their initial values are also included
for a comparison in Figure 4.15 (a), (b) and results from the full anatomical model are shown in
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Time Varying Flow In the Lumped Parameter Model Time Varying Pressure In the Lumped Parameter Model
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(a) The flow variables (Fr,F",Fr) through time for
the nonlinear and linear lumped parameter component values.
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(d) The pressure variables (Po,Pr,Pz,Pr,) through
time for the anatomical and fitted nonlinear
lumped parameter component values.

FtcuRn 4.15: Results for the nonlinear anatomical, fined and linear lum@ parameter models
(see text for explanation).
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Figure 4.15 (c), (d).

As P" is increased the pressures (Pr and P2) linked to the two capacitive elements (Cr and
C2) increase because net flow into the lumped parameter model is positive. The volume stored

in the capacitive elements is limited by the capacitance and pressures Pr and P2. For positive

flow P1 and P2 must lie between P" and Pr. Thus over time net outflow F, approaches net
inflow F. as Pr and P2 approach the constant values of P" - FoRo and P, + nRr,respectively.
The nonlinearities mean that the time constant of the rise in Pr and P2 is slightly smaller than

in the linear model due to a reduction in both resistance and capacitance with pressure. The
smaller time constant means the inflow and outflow values converge more rapidly in the nonlinear model. The small difference between the fitted and full anatomical models demonstrates
a satisfactory representation of the individual model components has been obtained using the
form of Equation (4.52).
Figure 4.16 shows results for initial inflow pressures of -2 kPa, 2 kPa, and 4 kPa. By
comparing the behaviour of the lumped parameter model at different pressures the pressure
dependent nonlinearities of resistance and capacitance can be investigated. For a fixed pressut€

difference between Po and

P, three different effects are seen as Po is

increased

. The first

is the increase in flow which is a direct result of the reduction in resistance associated with
increased radius of the compliant vessel model used in Section 4.2.3. The reduction in resistance
is accompanied by reduction in capacitance as vessels at higher pressure become less compliant.

At large negative pressures vessel collapse also leads to low capacitive values because further
decrease in pressure produces only small vessel volume change.

The second effect, which follows from varying resistance and capacitance values, is the

inflow F, and outflow Fr.
At low pressures the lag between F" and Ii,, which is dependent on the product of resistance
and capacitance, remains relatively constant (Figure 4.15 (a), (b) and (c), (d)). This is because
pressure dependent time constant or the time lag change between

the reduction in resistance is offset by the increase in capacitance from vessels opening from a

collapsed state. At higher pressurc with resistance and capacitance both reduced, the time lag
becomes much lower as shown in Figure 4.

t5 (e) and (f).

The third and lesser effect is the change in proportions of resistance and capacitance between

the arteriole, capillary, and venule compartment with pressure. As pressure is increased
represents an increasing proportion

lumped parameter model.

of the resistance and

G

.Bo

dominates the capacitance of the
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Ftcunn4.l6: ResultsforthesamesimulationasshowninFigure4.15butwithvaryingvalues
of the initial pressure
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FuIl coronary model

The model developed in this chapter can now be used to solve the blood
flow equations using
the finite difference grid generated on the full six generation finite
element model of coronary
network geometry described in Chapter 2. This provides a further
computational test before
adding the effects of time varying intramyocardial pressure into the
model. The comparison
of flow simulations with experimental data from isolated heart preparations also provides
another test of the model. The steady state hemodynamic properties
of the model are able to be
compared with pressure drops as a function of vessel size
@efily et al. 1993) and flow washout
characteristics (Bassingthwaighte & Beard 1995). A further functional
test of the distributive
properties of the network is also gained by comparing the regional
characteristics of model and
experimental myocardial fl ows.

4.3.1 Grid generation
An essential step in applying the equations governing coronary flow is the generation
of the
finite difference grid on the finite element mesh defining the geometry
of the network. The grid
point positions are calculated in the space of the one dimensional
{
finite elements forming the
network. This fixes these positions to the material points of the vessel elements
which
allows

the difference grid to deform as the finite element coronary mesh
deforms, for example, during
a heart beat. The number of grid points per element is calculated

by the integer division of the
element length by the global space step Ar which is specified for the
whole mesh. Grid points
are generated at all of the finite element nodal positions which do not
bifurcate. At bifurcating
nodes three grid points are generated so that flow variables can
be represented independently

for the parent and two daughter vessels as is needed for the bifurcation scheme outlined
in
Section 4.1. Because the finite difference grid is based on the finite
element model of the
network which in turn is positioned inside a host mesh such as the heart, two
rurays are needed
to represent the connectivity of the mesh. The first is based on the directions
of each vessel
{
element where the first local grid point in an element is positioned at
{ 0, the last at € I and
the number of grid points per element determines the positions of grid points
in between. This
{
is used as an efficient way of keeping track of a large number of grid points
by not explicitly
storing every { position while still allowing the position within the deforming geometry
to be

:

:
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tt4

updated quickly. The € directions of vessel elements within the heart
arc dercrmined by the
dfuection of defieasing d for the heart mesh coordinate sys0em.

Ftcune 4.17: Heart and coronary mesh schmatic showing the local direction
which
{1
correspouds to the global

-0

coordinate direction.

There is generally no consistency in direction between adjoining corcnary
{
elements. This
makes it impossible to estabtsh a global convention direction of the
velocity values. If vclocities
are based on element { directions, velocity at gld pornts on the boundary
of trvo elements may
be positive in one element and negative in the other. A second array
used to rcpresent grid point
connectivity, is detennined by the proximal and distal directions which are global
for all grid
points. With these directions calculated for every grid point, velocity
is assigned to be positive
fsr fluid motiol in the proximal to distal direction.

At

each grid point

a,nf,i,rf-fi

i

values

of arterial and

venous verocity

v{,u:ii,ui1r,

radius

nr,frli,nfll are stored. At grid pornts surrounding a bifirp}+t are also storcd" Spatially varying material prcperties
cation point the values of Pi
within the network such as wall parameters p and Goare derermined for each grid point
by the
order assigned to the vessel finite element containing it. Unstr€ssed radius
is interpolarcd from
the nodal radius values of the same element.
and pressure

-4
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4.3.2 Flow profles
The coronary blood flow equations are solved using a relative fluid density set at 1.05, viscosity

v at 3.2mm2s-1, flow profile parameter a is 1.1. The time step At is 0.lms and space step
is 0.926mm. The wall elasticity constants of

G

Ar

o urd 0 are set at 2.0kPa and 4.7 respectively on

the arterial side and 0.5kPa and 7.0 on the venous side. Pressure at the arterial inflow is linearly
increased from 0kPa to 12.63kPa (pressure at the beginning of diastole) over

0.3/s and then is

held constant until a steady state flow solution is reached. Pressure at the venous outflow is held
constant at OkPa.
Figures (4.19>(4.21) show velocity, radius and pressure plotted along the path shown in red

in Figure 4.18. This path follows from the top of the coronary tree through the vessels of the
circumflex down to the apex of the heart, to an arteriole connected to the microcirculation model

of other paths
between the inflow and terminal segments. The change in pressure through time for the full
and then back up to the venous outflow. The profiles along this path are typical

arterial and venous tree is shown on the six generation coronary mesh in Figures 4.22 and 4.27.

FtcuRE 4.18: The path of grid points is shown in opaque red along which velocity, radius and
pressure are plotted in Figures (4.19H4.21) respectively. All other grid points and the inner
ventricular surfaces are translucent.
These results show that the numerical scheme is performing stably with conservation of
mass and momentum and continuity of pressure across all bifurcation points. The separation

of

the pressure plots in Figune 4.21is due to the pressure drop induced by positive flow through
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4.19: Transient flow velocity profiles for the six generation corcnary network and
microcirculation moder embedded within the passive heart.
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FtcuRe 4'20: Transient flow radius profiles for the six generation coronary
network and
microcirculation moder embedded within the passive heart.
the lumped parameter model of Section 4.2. Likewise the delay in
flow transmission through
the microcirculation network is because of the capacitance in
the lumped parameter model.
The high vessel compliance at zero transmural pressure means that
vessel wave speed is

relatively slow. Thus large pressure gradients are set up as the pressure
at arterial inflow is
quickly increased' These Pressure gradients create large arterial velocities
shifting fluid from
larger vessels into the smaller vessels. Once the pressure wave has
reached the high resistance
microcirculation network the coronary slosh phenomenon is demonstrated (Goto,
Kimura, Tsujioka & Kajiya 1993) where the velocities in the larger vessels
are reduced by the high pressures

in the smaller

vessels created

by the increased myocardial fluid volume. As pressure at the
arterial inflow continues to increase until 0.3s the revene pressure gradient
is overcome and
flow at the arterial inflow increases again. When inflow pressure stops increasing
the same
slosh phenomenon can be seen again although with smaller changes
in velocity. This coronary
slosh phenomenon is increased by heart contraction which is further
investigated in Sections 7.2

and7.3.

The steady state solution is deemed to be reached at 1.2s when the venous
outflow flow
equafs 99vo of the arterial inflow. Figure 4.28 shows steady state pressure
as a function of vessel
size comparable with those reported by Defily et at. (1993) for a vasodilated
coronary network.
The total steady state flow of 20mls-r for the 200cms ventricular model
also compares well with
the range of 0'075mls-rg-r to 0.l5mls-tg-t reported by chilian (lggl)
for similar arterial
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FtcuRe 4.21: Transient flow pressure profiles for the six generation coronary
network and
microcircuration model embedded within the passive heart.
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venous pressure difference. This indicates the global hemodynamics
are modelling coronary
blood flow in the absence of contraction effectivelv.

statistical Distribution of pressures with Segment Radius
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4.3.3

Regional myocardiat blood flows

Flows through the myocardium have been reported to be spatially heterogeneous
(Bassingthwaighte, King & Roger 1989),
@assingthwaighte et al. 1994). Relative dispersion ('RD) is used to measure flow heterogeneity for spatial resolution
or tissue sample volume
and is defined as the standard deviation of flow a1 divided by the mean
myocardial flow p,1 into
each sample measured as flow per ml tissue 1.e.,

nD :

!!
ltt

(4.60)
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Ftcune 4.29: The probability density functions of relative flow (f for different sample
sizes,
where

fi is the flow into a given tissue sample and foo is the averag? flow for that samile size).
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Ftcunn 4'30: The log log plot of relative dispersion
sample votume
ffi u".ru, normalised
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yn.
and the least squares linear fit of these points loe
D)
log
An"
is
calculated
at
#*:(1
Vo equal to 3'3l56ml and D (the fractal dimensionfis nneO as L'.124
within a lgzoconfidence
interval of 10.0128. The linear relationsbip indicates a fractal model may be
appropriate.
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For a fractal distribution in space .BD scales with tissue sampte size u according
to
@assingthwaighte et al. l9g9)

RD

:

RDo

(;)'-"

where RDo is the relative dispersion measured at reference volume
uo and
dimension.

(4.61)

D is the fractal

'RD is calculated by first refining the heart host mesh along lines of constant ( into equal
volume blocks. Regional flow into each block is then determined
by adding the flows from
terminal arterial segments contained within the block.
Figure 4.29 shows the flow probability density functions for average
tissue sample volumes
of 3315.6mm3, 1657.9ffiD3, 828.9mm3, 414.4mm3 and 207.Jmm3 where each
volume has
a

.RD value of 1.17, I.34,1.41,1.67, and 1.72 respectively.
The regional variation in flow is determined using only six of the
eleven generations of the
coronary arterial network. The RD calculated is therefore significantly
higher than the experimentally observed value; Bassingthwaighte et al. (1994) reports a
RD of 0.135 for l.0g tissue
samples compared with a calculated RD of 1.41 for 0.8289mm3
volume size. The discrepancy
is because the number of terminal arterioles feeding into a given volume is greatly
reduced
from that of a full coronary network. Thus at a given tissue sample
size the calculated .RD is
much more susceptible to variation between blocks of tissue. This
indicates that to model the
whole organ transport properties of the coronary network, regional
distribution below the level
currently included in the six generation model may need to be accounted
for.

The relationship between

RD

tissue sample size can still be calculated and fined to
Equation (4.61) to test the fractal behaviour of the model. The log
log plot of RD ve*es tissue
sample size in Figure 4'30 shows a near linear relationship
indicating that a fractal model with
a fractal dimension D
I.L24 may be appropriate.
The distribution of flow through the ventricular wall is investigated
by calculating the average relative flow in tissue volumes for the outer epicardial
third and inner endocardial third of
the myocardium. These results, in Figure 4.31, show significantly
higher endocardial flow for
and,

:

both the left and right ventricles. The ratios of epicardial to endocardial
flows are 0.42 and 0.b6
for the left and right ventricles respectively. These values are consistent
with the experimental
observations of Flynn, Coggins, Goto, Aldea, Austin, Doucette, Husseini
& Hoffman (LggZ)
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and Goto et al- (1991) who reported a epicardiaUendocardial
ratio about 0.b for the left ventricle

at a coronary perfusion pressure of

l0.6kpa.
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4.31: Relative flow in the epicardium and endocardium of the left and right ventricles.

4.3.4 Network transit times
Literature exists detailing experiments in which tracer wash out from
the heart has been measured @assingthwaighte & Beard 1995, Sideman & Beyar lggz).
These provide a useful comparison between experimental data and results from a flow
simulation using the full coronary
mesh which have been run until steady state is achieved.
When a unit impulse of a flow limited tracer is applied at the inflow
to the coronary network
the normalised dilution time curye measured at the venous outflow
is equivalent to the probabil-

ity density function of transit times h(t) (Beard & Bassingthwaighte l99g).
Bassingthwaighte
& Beard (1995) have conlended that the tail of such a washout curve can be fitted as power
a

law in the form of

h(t1

:

Ao,to-L

(4.62)

For our model h(t) was calculated from the steady state flow results
in Section 4.3.2. F".ch
flow path was determined by tracing back proximally from a terminal
arterial segment up to the
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inflow/outflow segment in the tree. The transit times tt
o^r, for each grid point i are determined
by calculating the sum of Euclidean distance from the current grid point to
the proximal and
to the distal grid points and then dividing this value by twice the velocity
value (V)
grid
atthe

point i.e.,

+_
bttonsi

-

(4.63)

2U

where oi, op and a6are the Cartesian positions of the current, proximal and
distal grid points.
These grid point transit times were summed for both venous and
arterial velocities for all grid
points along a given flow path to find that path's total transit time
fo. h(t) is plotted by summing
all flow along paths which have transit times within a specific time interval (t-

t,t+E)divided

by the total flow.

Figure 4-32 shows an inflow unit step in concentration and the outflow
concentration response function O(t). This outflow concentration curve O(t) is
calculated as a cumulative
frequency graph of transit times for each flow path corresponding to a terminal grid
point i
weighted by the fraction of total flow through that terminal segment
i.e.,

o(t):

r

ttronei <t

rRi(V)2

(4.64)

Ftot

where 4or is total inflow (which is equal to outflow in steady state)
and
and velocity through terminal grid point f.

&

and4are the radius

Figure 4.33 plots the normalised dilution time curve h(t) which can also
be thought of as
the derivative of the curve in Figure 4.32 with respect to time. As transit
time through the
microcirculation bed is not considered, the delay in the response in outflow
concentration is
much smaller than in reported experiments. The fundamental form should,
however, not be
different.
The tracer is assumed to be flow limited, thus no diffusion or dispersion of
the concentration
is modelled. The lack of diffusion, combined with the aliasing effects of measuring
discrete
transit times using a small time interval, probably accounts for the scatter
shown in Figure 4.33.
However, Beard & Bassingthwaighte (1998) have shown that the power
law form of the tail of
h(t) is unaffected by the diffusion of concentration.
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The tail of fr(t) is plotted on a log log scale in Figure 4.34 andthe
data is fitted with a linear function using the Marquardt-kvenberg least squares regression
algorithm. The linear fit
has a 12 value of 8.76 which is within the 99Vo confidence
interval for the sample size. From
Equation (4.62) -4 was fitted with 0.753 within a68.3%oconfidence
inrerval of 0.0g2g. More significantly o w,ts fitted with
-2.98 within a68.3voconfidence interval of 0.123 which comparEs
well with the value of
-3.0 reported by Beard & Bassingthwaighte (1998) and Bassingthwaighte
& Beard (1995). This shows that the model simulates the observed tracer washout process
and
indicates that it may indeed be approximately fractal.
Power Law Fit to the Dilution Outflow Data
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4.3.5 Computational perfonnance
The large number of finite difference grid points and network bifurcation
and microcirculation
models mean the time-dependent coronary blood flow calculations
are computationally intensive' Computational time can be reduced by parallelising the computations of the coronary
blood flow model outlined in this chapter. This is shown in Figure
4.35 where computation time
is measured using an R1000 Silicon Graphics Power Challenge.
The largest three generations
of the full coronary model is solved for 10000 time steps and the time taken
for each problem
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is plotted against the number of processors for the single vessel computations
in Chapter 3 and
the network bifurcation and microcirculation models in this chapter.
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FtcuRe 4.35: The time taken as a function of number of processors for 10000
time steps
solving for flow variables on the first three generations of the full coronary
mesh.

A major advantage of the explicit Lax Wendroff scheme applied to the blood
flow equations
is the ability to divide the computational effort at a given time step
evenly between processors
with little additional work' This is demonstrated in Figures 4.35 and
4.36 where time for this
part of the computation is very close to the theoretical ideal
of linear speed up which indicates
an efficient parallelisation' Computational loops were parallelised
by dividing the grid points
evenly between processors using simple scheduling. For an explicit
finite difference scheme
False Cache Aliasing, when one line of memory locations is written
into by a number of processors' is in general easy to avoid. This is because the flow variables
at a particular time step
depend only on the previous time step wherc the values are fixed.

The computation times for the network elements of bifurcations and
microcirculation calculations in Figures 4.35 and 4.36 do not show linear speed up with number
of processors. A
larger number of iterations are needed to achieve a converged
solution in areas of the tree where
large pressure gradients occur. Thus to avoid bottle necks where
at times a subset of the processors may be idle, the most even way to divide computational
work between processors is
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ft, where is the time taken using one processor and 2;
is the time taken using tz processors, is a function of number of procesiors
n-for 10000 time
steps solving for flow variables on the first three generations of
the full coronary mesh.

to use dynamic scheduling. Dynamic scheduling is where each processor
is allocated the next
chunk of network elements as it finishes the calculations of the previous
set. From experimentation the optimal balance between evenly distributing computation work
and minimising the
computational overhead of distributing the work, for this model, is
found with a chunk size
approximately equal to ten. The computational overhead, however, increases
and efficiency
drops with the number of processors as shown by the drop away from
the ideal linear speed up.
Despite the drop in efficiency the scalability of the problem up to
eight processors is still good.

Chapter 5

coupling cardiac mechanics to coronary
flow
5.1

I

coupling coronary flow model to the mechanics model

There are two distinct steps to coupling coronary blood flow to the force
exerted by the myocardium (or other host medium) on the coronary vessels. The first step is
the calculation for
each vessel of the pressure exerted on the vessel wall as a function
of time and distance along
that vessel. The calculation of this wall pressure is presented in Section
5.1.1.
The second step is to include in the blood flow model presented in Chapter
3 the reaction
of the vessel wall to the varying pressure. The elastic pressure-radius relationship
introduced in
Section 3.2.3 is modified such that pressure within a vessel is now the
sum of two forces. These
are the force exerted by the elastic vessel wall on the fluid within
the vessel and the pressure
exerted on the wall by the deforming host medium. The modified pressure-rad.ius
equation is
introduced in Section 5.1.2.
The deformation of the host medium and thus the pressure exerted on
the vessel wall is calculated independent of vessel pressure. Thus the volume of the
coronary vessels is not included in
the mechanics model. While the results of May-Newman, Omens, pavelec

& McCulloch (1994)

and McCulloch, Hunter

& Smaill (lgg2),among others, suggest coronary perfusion pressure has
a significant influence on ventricular deformation, including
this effect in the model is assumed
to be of secondary importance in the determination of coronary blood flow.
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5.1.1, calculation of the force exerted on the vessel wall
The pressure acting on a vessel wall at a given point along the length
of a vessel is assumed to
be the average of the radial forces acting normal to the wall. The
starting point in determining
this pressure is the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor TMN. TMN is
calculated by solving the
finite elasticity mechanics equations which govern the deformation of
the host medium. This
stress tensor is referred to material coordinates. These material
coordinates are the local rectangular Cartesian coordinate system expressed as (21, uz,us) which
has axes aligned with the

microstructure of the host material. For cardiac muscle it is convenient
to use a material coordinate system aligned with the fibre-sheet structure of the myocardium.
This has direction
z1 aligned with the fibre direction, u2 normal to the fibre
direction in the plane of the muscle
sheet, and,us normal to the sheet (see Figure 5.1). Forall problems
presented in this work,
fibre and sheet direction information have been previously specified for
the host mesh. The 2nd
Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor is defined by (Malvern 1969)

P

: TMN Nulfrl aa

(5.1)

a$)

is the covariant base vector for the undeformed rzTy coordinates and the vector p
is related to a physical force vector p by the same transformation that
maps a material line
segment to a deformed line segment. P is expressed in terrns
of (Nl, Ab, Ns), the normal to the
undeformed area dA.
TMN does not directly provide information about the physical stresses. The
object is to use
the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor to determine the Cauchy stress
tensor oii in a deformed
rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. Using oii thephysical stresses
can then be calculated.
The Cauchy stress tensor is related to the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress
tensor in this Cartesian
coordinate system by (Matvern 1969)
where

o@)

oii

:

jrr<'t

rr

:7 0q ,y,v }xi
J ?uy- 7un

(s.2)

(s.3)
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where .F is the deformation gradient tensor

s:i
'M--

?xt

auII

(5.4)

This maps an undeformed point with material line segment dvp inthe
local fibre/sheet u coordinate system to the corresponding deformed line segment d,r;inthe global
reference Cartesian

coordinate system a by

dx;:

Fioduy

(5.5)

F is evaluated using the { material coordinates of the host finite element
mesh and the curvilinear
reference coordinate system 0 (e.g., prolate-spheroidal)
of that host mesh

ilri :0r, A,0€r

1uu

ooi

0(6)uy

(5.6)

To evaluate the stresses on the vessel wall the Cauchy
stress tensor is further transformed into a
local deformed vessel rectangular cartesian coordinate system y
by

oiifu)

oan

o*tplouj
- ?xx?xt

From Cauchy's formula in Cartesian coordinates the stress vector
on a surface with unit normal n) is given by (Spencer l9g0)

t: o'rnigi
where

(5.7)

t (force per unit area acting

(5.9)

9i re

the base vectors of the coordinate system. From this, the normal
stress, f,r, acting
perpendicular to a surface with a normal 14 is

tn:

o"JTliTlj

(s.e)

By determining a vector normal to the vessel wall the normal stress
acting on the wall can be
calculated' This can be further simplified by aligning gr1 in the direction
of the vessel, !/2 normal
to 91 and the r axis and y3 the cross product of gr1 and y2. Thus
both 92 md gs are normal to the
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vessel axis. The average normal stress in the radial direction
is now
ttuott

It is this value of
that

t.al

thatis taken

:

|{o,,ror.t-

6re(v);

(s.10)

as the stress acting on the vessel

t.a1is negative when the host

wall. It is important to note
mesh is exerting a compressive force (reducing radius) on

the vessel and positive when exerting a distending pressure
on the vessel wall.

5.1.2 Modified

pressure-radius relationship

To couple an embedded vessel to the host mesh mechanics the pressure-radius
relationship,
presented in Section 3.2.3, is modified in two ways.

Firstly, the average force per unit ar:ea acting normal to the vessel wall (trorr),
when cal_
culated at each grid point along a vessel, is added to the pressue
exerted on the fluid by the
elasticity of the wall.
Secondly, for a given deformation of the host mesh the vessel element
will also, depending
on orientation, stretch or compress axially. The inclusion of vessel
axial deformation accounts
for the tethering of vessels within the myocardium. This axial deformation
is defined by ,\
which is the ratio of current length Z to reference length .Lr. This
axial deformation of the
vessel affects the pressure-radius relationship. Vessel radius
at zero transmural pressure Ro
becomes a function of A

(5.1r)
where 'Ri is the unstressed radius measured at a reference axial
extension Ai. The form of
Equation (5.1l) is based on the analytic solution of Green & Adkins (Ig70)
for a transversely
isotropic thick walled cylinder under axial extension and inflation.
The proof and a justification
of Equation (5.1l) is presented in Section 6.3.3.
The changing wall stiffness due to axial deformation is modelled
by defining B (a constant
in Equation (3.23)) also as a function of A such that

B: fu)+ &z

(5.12',)
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C.conary Vessel

Undeformed Element

Deformed Element

FtcuRe 5.1: Coordinate systems used in the kinematic analysis of large deformation
finite
element host mesh with embedded coronary elements. The axes (Xr,
are the material
Cartesian coordinates aligned with the rcference coordinates (at,sz,ca)
in the undefornred
state' (21, u2tu3) are the material coordinates aligned with the tissue
micro structur€, these are
defined to be orthogonal in the undeformed state. ((1,
{2,6s) are the local finite element
material coordinates' (Yt,Yz,Ys) and (ur,yz,gs) are the Cartesian
set of coord.inates which are
orthogonal and aligned with the vessel direction in the undeformed and
defonned states
respectively. (0u02,0s) are the curvilinear reference coordinate system.
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The form of the exponential B
fu)*82 dependence on ) is chosen to provide a close fit to
the physically based model (introduced in Section 6.3.1)
at a range of physiological

-

extensions

while infioducing a minimum of free parameters. The wall equuion
Equation (3.23)relating
radius to pressur€ now becomes:
e*+az

P(R)

- G.f (+1

-

-'I

(s.13)

Thus the modified finite difference equation for the two step Lax
Wendroff scheme at the
half time step is:

",1T

:

r
,*G..)
!t*",
I

zrh*+

\'#

l(,dfl*1tj

I

-'.| -

loi,.J,,r+tf,1,?'?r,*,,)

(5,4)

where

4;i

:f

t^*l

+

^f*'

+ )f+, +

t!)

+

k

(5.15)

and

d,li

+

rt:t:RI,*,/E*,
'VH;h;1nI,

(5.16)

At the full time step the pressure-area relationship becomes:

P,o*,

:

",

f{#)'*'

_,] _ 4t,,

(s.r7)

where

pfn'

:

flrA!*, +

g,

and

fi! : R*

(5.18)
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FIcuRe 5.2: A schematic of vessel collapse and the associated nonnalised area
change.

.\ is calculated for each grid point i at time step k from it's position and those
of the adjacent grid points in the undeformed state (c;-1
,ai,,ai+r) and in the deformed state at time /c

(t!-r,

r!,t!*r)

- r!-||',
"!llr+ll"!
-ll,!+r^r' llci+r - rillr+ llrr - rr_rll,

(5.1e)

A further extension is required to describe the pressure-area relationship when p(r?)
+
tu'a1

1 0. This case is particularly important

when considering the relatively low pr3ss15e

venous network subject to the higher pressures exerted by the
myocardium during contraction
of the heart. As fluid is driven out of a vessel segment by conmaction of
the heart the mechanism
of area reduction changes once the pressure within the vessel falls below
t.a1. Atthis point the
vessel wall is no longer in circumferential tension and further
reduction of vessel cross-section
area becomes increasingly due to a change in cross-sectional
shape rather

a reduction in vessel
circumference (Caro, Pedley, Schroter & Seed 1978). As tral is increased
above the vessel
fluid pressure the cross-section becomes elliptical and then finally barbell shaped
as shown in
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Figure 5.2. To model this behaviour a similar form to Equation (5.13)
is used:

P(n)

:*

['- (*)^] -,',.,,

(5.20)

*Pot

'R now refers to the average radius of the non-circular vessel cross-section i.e., Fl
R' is again a function of vessel stretch ) via Equation (5.11). r however, is assumed
constant independent of vessel stretch as no experimental data
could be found to quantify such
a relationship.

:

{}'

Derivative continuity of the prcssur€-area relationship between Equations (5.13)
and (5.20)
is set by ensuring

aPzl
'hl
oBlun_- aRlL=tu
assuming no direct dependence of

(5.21)

t.a10n R. This means that
nFo

-

(s.22)

BGo

thus

P,(R)

: +[, - (*)

^] _,..,,

(s.23)

The calculations of gt,Zz,n and Go for the coronary arterial
and venous networks arc presented in Section 6.3.

5'1'3

The effect of vessel stretch on the conservation of mass equations

As a vessel segment is stretched axially, the radius will reduce
such that the blood volume less
the net-flow into the vessel segment, remains constant. This phenomenon
requires an extension
to Equation (3.16) so that mass is conserved at each grid point
in a network model. The new
conservation of mass equation is derived by considering a vessel
segment which has a radius
R(x,t) and flow velocity V(r,t) which are functions of time f, distance along the vessel

s and

a vessel length increment

d'r. From conservation of mass, net inflow is equal to the change in

5.I
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vessel volume; thus

0 (R(n + E,t)26x)

At

_ .o1c;
o, t)2v(x,t)

-

- R(x *

6x,t)2V(r

*

6x,t)

(s.u)

Applying the chain rule and dividing both sides by dr produces
a (a@

!.*,t))'z + R(s-i;at ' !+,t)2

R(s,t)zv(r,t) - R(x + 6s,t)zv(z * 6x,t)
:
at

0 (6a)

(5.2s)

By making the substitution ds
taking the limit as dr
-r 0 gives

: \6t"" where dro is the incremental reference length, and

ry * R2 A^ _ _ARLV
U

where

AAt

0s

(s.26)

r is the current position in a deforming geometry.

By applying the chain rule again and
dividing by 2R, the final conservation of mass equation incorporating
axial stretch is

X.*#.+#+vff:o

(s.27)

or:

(5.28)
For the stability properties of the finite difference scheme it is important
the nonlinear variation of 'R with ) is included in the differenced form of the conservation
of mass equation. Thus
using Equation (5.28), the difference Equations (3.38) and (3.41)
used to calculare

ftf*t ut" modified to become:

*iii *o
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&+r

* &) (V+, -

V)

\

*|{u*,

I

i ()ffi * )t+t * rf*, + rf) /

*I (u.++ a-*) (a.* - &-*) r-.*X*)
(s.30)
The boundary condition Equation (3.45) becomes

vf*'

:v{ +
ffitr"#(d*,

-f,tot- +pt- p!*' -pf) r-

+ ng

-af*,- d)

zntu;\h

. #(# . (2o -tt u') (/^t.*t

.# @F' + nl _Rf*, _ af)

*, +

[g,4*' - \Arf - r[^f4)
(5.3r)

where in Equation (5.31) V' , R' and

At the terminal end of a vessel segment:

)'

rcfer ro rhe points U{*+

,nt*i

*O

f!** ,"r*tively
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+
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-

){rf'
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MoDEL

+ pI

(/^l:lr*1i + 1ffRA*'- r[*-,*:

rlt

,- frH)

- V @**'+ 4-,411 - af-,)
(5.32)

where in Equarion (5.32)

v',

R'and

respectively.
The values of

)' now rcfer to the points v::;, 4=-a,li]i

)

in Equations (5.29H5.32) arecalculated from the deformation of the host
medium which is unaffected by the blood flow model. This means ,\ values
can be calcularcd
independently of the pressure, radius and velocity variables.
Thus terms involving )*+l are still
able to be explicitly calculated at time step /c.
The remaining equations in Chapter 3 are unaffected by the addition
of axial stretch to
the model. The boundary conditions Equations (5.31) and (5.32)
ar€, however, also used in
the bifurcation and lumped parameter models (Sections 4.1 and
4.2 respectively) in Chapter 4.
Part of the iterative procedures in these two models is to calculate
the change in velocity with

,av,so the. change
_,, in flow with pressun (#)
aF
can be determined. The inclusion of

fT::": ld

axial stretch means Equation (4.19) becomes:

ffi : #l^V#-

;] .

#(#

+

ea-,) v')

ffi -#ffi
(s.33)

The remaining equations in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are unchanged by
including axial stretch
into the blood flow model. Finally the modified conservation of mass (Equation (5.27))

and
pressure-radius relationship (Equation (5.11)) also
changes Equation (4.8) which is used to
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t4r

provide the initial estimates for pressure values at gnd points
surrounding a bifurcation. This
modification is described in Section 5.t.6.

5.1.4 Modified friction factor
The friction factor term in

-2##

from Equation (3.22), which accounts for the viscous
resistances to flow, assumes a circular cross section. As a vessel
collapses, however, its crosssection is no longer circular and its resistance to flow increases more quickly
than a circular
vessel with the salne area S. This is because for a given
flow rate the reduced area results in
a higher average velocity and higher shear-stress on the wall, which
retards the flow. As the

(x

perimeter of the vessel wall remains almost constant
2rR )during collapse the surface over
which the shear stress is operating does not decrease and thus the total viscous
retarding force
is increased. By adapting the analysis of Wild, Pedley & Riley (1977)
which uses lubrication
theory to calculate the resistance of steady flow foran elliptical vessel
cross-section the modified
friction factor becomes

-auSV
(o

-

(a2

+

bz)

1) na3b3

(s.34)

where S is still the vessel cross section area and a and b are the major
axis of the ellipse which
are calculated from the approximate relationships
I

,J

o,

* ,l*,

(;)'

(5.35)

When o and b equal
^R, Equation (5.34) reduces to the circular cross-section case of Equation (3'22). The assumption of an axi-symmetric flow profile from which
the blood flow equations were derived with in Chapter 3 no longer holds once the cross-section
becomes noncircular. However' the low flow velocities through collapsed vessels leads
to nearly fully developed profiles characteristic of steady flow. Thus the transient terms
in Equation (3.22)are small
and the steady flow equation of wird et al. (1977) is closely approximated.
once the cross-section becomes dumb bell shaped this model becomes incorrect.
However,
at this point the pressure-area relationship becomes increasingly uncertain
and a better model
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of the very low conductance would not make results significantly more
accurate @edley l9g0).
Figure 5.3 shows the increasing viscous vessel resistance calculated
using Equation (5.34) for
the elliptic section as the area is reduced in compression. This
is compared with a circular cross
section of equal area but lower resistance.
Re;lstance as a Function of Area For circular and Elliptical cross
sections

{)
a

p.ircular cross seitio
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Ftcune 5.3: Normatised

resistance plotted against normalised alea
$ for circular and
elliptical cross sections of different arcas but the same pefrfoeter

5.1.5 € grid point calculation
To correctly determine the wall stress tro11 the
€eh position of each grid point within the host
mesh must be calculated.
The first step in this calculation is to use the
fr, positions of the rzodes of the vessel element
that the grid point is generated in to provide an initial esrimate
of the €gh position of that grid
point within the host element. This is done by interpolating
the {," values of the element nodes
within the host mesh using the basis function defined for that vessel
element at the {g, position,
where (g, is the position of the grid point interpolated within
that uessel element. This is shown
in two dimensions in Figure 5.4.
In the cases where the vessel element traverses host element boundaries,
the connectivity of
the host mesh is also needed to provide this initiar estimate
of €grr.
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Ftcune 5.4: A two dimensional schematic of the method used to initially qstimate
of the f
position of a grid point within a host mesh by interpolating
fte €," values using the basis
function for the vessel element.
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As the basis functions of the host and vessel elements generally have different
orders of
interpolation this initial €sh Position within the host element is not
sufficiently

accurate. The
accuracy of {er, is improved by using the Newton Raphson iterative
method outlined in Section2.4.L2 to converged to an exact position.
€

If

the converged

position has coordinates outside the range of zero to one this indicates the
host element is incorrect. In this case the host elements which
are adjacent to the host elements

{

of the two vessel element nodes, are searched until a converged solution
is found. As the lengths
of the vessel elements are much smaller than the lengths of the boundaries
of the host mesh, this
is the only group of host elements that needs to be considered.
Generally the { positions of all
grid points can be converged to in two or three iterations.
This numerical process for calculating
{gh, while computationally expensive, is robust for multi-element host meshes and can be used
for any type of host mesh interpolation functions.
Using the { position of a grid point the modified Cauchy stress tensor
is interpolated at that
grid point using the finite element bases function of the host element
for a particular state of
deformation. Thus, using the deformation state at each mechanics
step fo,a1 can be calculated
at each grid point. The values of t-a1are then linearly interpolated through
time between
mechanics solutions at intervals which bracket the current time.

5.1.6 Modified bifurcation equations
The modified pressure-radius relationship Equation (5.11) and conservation
of mass Equation (5'28) modify the equations used to calculate the initial pressure at grid points
adjacent
to each network bifurcation. Equation (4.g) now becomes:

}t.ou R dp 0) , 1 dp?F
'
at at ' zAdR At ZrRdR 0x

0p ,

and thus Equation (4.13) becomes

__:ll

(s.36)
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1

A further equation must also be added to account correctly for the case when
one or more of
the vessel segments forming a bifurcation is in a state of collapse.
In this case when p[jt+t6ra1
is negative the

derivi

dnl+,

butisroundbydirr"::;ffi:.H:X;',1-J.H'#i::''tedusingEquation(4'20)

ffi

:

similar expressions are used ,o,
The convergence of the iterative

#lt 4f*t

dPirl-

Pll' +-t^"'l -(i.')

ano

pr#Lo*"

(s.38)

dRllr

;"fiT'
in Section 4.1 is also affected by includ-

"";il'"d
ingt-ol- in the pressure-radius relationship of the
points surrounding a bifurcation. As differing
forces are exerted on each of the segments the approximation
of an idealised junction breaks
down more quickly for a given set of inductance values. Thus,
depending on the difference in
the force exerted on each of the vessel segments a much smaller
set of inductance values may
be required to achieve a converged solution.

5.1.7 Modified microcirculation moder equations
The model of microcirculation developed in Section 4.2 isalso
modified by the addition of t-a.
and A into the model. Resistance and compliance in Sections 4.2.3
and 4.2.4 wercexpressed as
functions of transmural pressure p1 which was set equal to internal
vessel pressure. p1 at agrven

grid point i now becomes the addition twenri) andpi. The lumped parameter
resistance values are
modified such that p
/\R. where .R. is the unstretched value. The ,\ values for the arteriole

:
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(ft"

and -Rr) compartments are calculated using the direction of the terminal
vessel
segments' The ,\ value for the capillary compartment (R") is
calculated using the fibre direction

which consistent with the observation of Arts & Reneman (1935) that
a capillary typically runs
parallel to the muscle fibres. The compliance values C1 and
C2 arcassumed to be independent
of .l values.

Microcirculation vessel wall distension, which determines resistance
and compliance, is
now a function of the difference between internal and extemal vessel pressure
as well as vessel
stretch. This is now consistent with Equation (5.13) used to define
vessel wall behaviour for the
explicitly modelled vessels.
This theory is now applied to three simple models to demonstrate its
application and to
provide a manageable framework to verify results.

5.2 Single vessel segment
The simple problem used to test the coupled flow mechanics model
in this section is a compliant
vessel embedded in a deforming host medium exerting a
uniform force tral at all grid points
along the vessel' This model is used to investigate two of
the interesting properties of a vessel
ffow under these conditions. In classic Poiseuille flow the resistance
of a rigid tube is constant;
that is flow rate Q is proportional the difference between the pressure
pz
at the two ends pt
but independent of the individual magnitudes of either Pr or P2. The
studies in sections 5.2.1
and 5'2.2 show the important difference between rigid tubes
and compliant vessels wherc, for a
given fp41, resistance is a function of vessel pressure.
These properties become important when

-

considering the coupling between coronary flow and myocardial contraction
within the whole
heart particularly when large pressure differences exist between
fluid pressure and fra1.
A single 20mm long 0.6mm radius vessel element is embedded within a rectangular
trilinear element which is loaded in compression on the faces normal
to the vessel

direction. A
7.5kPa applied to the vessel wall is calculated at each grid point
resulting from the deformation of the host medium. P1 and Pzare
set as the pressure boundary
conditions at each end of the vessel.
constant value of tuau

:
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5.2.1 Flow in collapsible

t4il
tubes

The resistance to flow associated with a change in vessel cross-sectional
area and shape is
investigated by increasing the pressure (Pr) in steps at one end
while holding the
zero pressute

other end at

(P)

and then holding Pr constant and increasing P2 in similar steps. The
flow
for each set of pressure conditions was recorded once steady state flow
had been reached and
is ploned against pressure difference in Figure 5.5. The vessel wall parameters
used for this
model are B
4.0,
1.0 and Go: 2.0kpa and the flow profile parameter o is set at l.JB
corresponding to full developed flow. The multiple values of
flow through collapsible tubes for a
given pressure difference have been the described most
recently by Matsuzaki, Ikeda, Kitagawa
& Sakata (1994) (for review see Hoffman & Spaan (1990)). These multiple flow values
are a
result of varying resistance as a function of transmural pressure.

-

9
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hessure as a Function of Flowrate For a compliant vessel
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FIGURE 5'5: The relationship between flow rate
Pzas first p1 is increased from
Q and Pr
zero to 8'5kPa (bottom curve) and then P2 is increased from zero
to 8.5kpa (top curve). The
multi-valued flow rate pressurc difference relationship of a compliant
tube is contrasted with the
srraight line relationship of rigid tube.

-

Initially when P1

:

0 and Pz

:

0 the vessel pressure is lower than

t.o1and the vessel cross
section is collapsed which poses a large resistance to flow.
Thus, for a given pressure difference,
flow is relatively small.
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The increasing distensibility of the vessel wall at negative transmural pressures
means increases in vessel pressure has a large effect on cross-sectional
shape and thereforc vessel resistance.

As Pr is increased the transmural pressure difference is decreased resulting
in a more open
cross-section and a lower resistance to flow at that end. This phenomenon
results in a large
increase in flow for constant steps in pressure as the vessel
cross-section opens. once p1 reaches
8'5 kPa it is held constant and P2 is incremented. This initially
shows no decrease in flow
despite

a reduced pressure difference between the

two vessel ends. Figure 5.5 shows that the reduction
in vessel resistance from the opening of the vessel end compensates for the reduced prcssurp
gradient. Experiments on latex tubes of Koh & Baines (1g74)and
Sipkema & westerhof (lggg)
report a similar relationship between flow and pressure difference.
The results of Conrad (1969) report that flow continues to increase
as pressure at p2 is increased' However, the continued increase is dependent on
a high constant downstream

resistance
and a large pressure drop due to turbulence at the low pressure
end where the tube which is held
open' suddenly expands. These effects are not included in the
current model.

5.2.2

Vascular waterfall

A vascular waterfall refers to the flow behaviour of compliant vessel under constant prcssure
exerted by a host medium f.,o4 where one end is held at Pl
> tsall errrdthe pressure at the other
end P2 is varied between 0 and P1. Waterfall behaviour
in coronary vessels was first reported by
Downey & Kirk (1975) as a means of explaining the increased
systolic flow impediment

during

contraction.
For an ideal collapsible tube the flow through a vessel segment
is unchange
0 and t1oa11drrd only begins to drop once p2 is increased above

dfor

p2between

tra1.

with the constant value of fp41 sot at 7.5kPa nd

h

held at 8.bkpa, flow variation with
of vessel wall, shown in Figure 5.6, is examined. The vessel wall
parameters for the pressure-radius relations (in
Table 5.1) are chosen such that the wall models
progressively approximated the ideal collapsible wall.
This limiting case is where the wall collapses to a minimum value
instantaneous once to,o,,
exceeds fluid pressure. The normalised flow results which
are obtained from the steady state
calculation of flow for varying values of P2 are shown in Figure
5.7. As the wall equation
P2 for four different models
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The parameters used for the pressure-radius relationships in Figure 5.6.
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FtcuRe 5.6: The four different wall equation models used to progressively approximate
the
limiting case of a collapsible vessel
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Vascular lMaterfdl Behavour of the Blood FIow Model
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FtcuRn 5'7: The different normalised flow responses for each wall equation show
the
approximation of an idealised vascular waterfall as the vessel wall approaches
the limiting
collapsible vessel behaviour.
approaches the

limiting case of a collapsible vessel the ideal water fall behaviour is better approximated showing the correct collapse behaviour of a vessel
segment under comprression.

5.3 Sheared cube example
The elastic wall equation of a coronary vessel at each grid point is
calculated by using oa
from a mechanics solution of the host mesh. To further numerically test
the effect fro, has on
the flow within an embedded coronary vessel which changes
direction another simple model is
developed. A single coronary vessel is embedded in a unit cube such
that the first segment lies
in the direction of the x axis and the second segment in the direction of
the y axis. The unit cube
is deformed at a uniform rate in the mode of simpre shear.
This superficially simple deformation of a unit cube is in fact deceptively
complex. It thus
provides a good initial test of the effect that the host mesh
deformation and changing vessel
direction has on the flows within the vessel model. With the additional
constraint of a homogeneous and isotropic constitutive law, the deformation of the host
finite element mesh under the

t
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applied tractions and calculation of tus11, can be checked analytically.
rz

yx2

Ftcune 5.8: Simple shear of a cube with embedded vessels

A kinematic description of the deformation is outlined in Section 5.3.1,
a constitutive equation is introduced and analytic expressions for the stress tensors
are derived in Section 5.3.2. The
calculation of t*a1is presented in Section 5.3.3 and numerical results
from the flows induced by
the deformation are presented in Section 5.3.4. By deriving
an analytic solution
using the same

approach as that in Section 3.4.2the steady state flow achieved when
fo,o11 is no longer changing
can also be calculated and compared with numerical results;
this is done in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.1

Simple shear cube deformation

Using an isotropic constitutive law the fibre direction has no effect
on the calculated stress
tensors. Thus for simplicity, in the example presented here,
the fibre axes (rr,, rr, us) arealigned
with the material axes (x1 ,Xz,xt). To check the implementation of the theory,
numerical
results were compared for various sets of random fibre angles
to confirm that fibre angle did not
effect the solution- The deformed reference material coordinates
are mapped from the material
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coordinates by:

I1
fi2

Ig

: Xr*kXz
:X2
:X3

(5.3e)

'F is the deformation gradient tensor which describes the mapping of undeformed to deformed
coordinates. Polar decomposition splits .F into an orthogonal rotation
tensor .fil relative to the
reference coordinates (where R is orthogonal thus R! :
R-l) and a strctch tensor U relative
to the material coordinates.

FX6
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ort
0Xu

:
f

i :i
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F:RU:
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r{r' il,

i]f

cosB sinp 0l
sinp W o l,

o o

rJ

fil is solely a rigid body rotation. Material strain, which is independent of rigid body
rotation or translation, is completely described by tI.Using the polar
decomposition of .F the
Here

symmetric deformation tensor

c

is now introduced for this example:

s : (RU')nu :urffRrJ

:(rrrr:
I

j r! *, j

(5.40)

]

The eigenvectors of

C correspond to the directions of the principal axes of strain relative to the
material axes (Atkin & Fox 1980). The eigenvalues are the squares
of principal stretches. For

thecase of simple shearthe eigenvalues of U are
As
1. The corresponding eigenvectors are

:

Sir

*";'-'

:
f

These are shown in Figure 5.8.
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It, Iz,.I3 are principle strain

invariants of

C which

C, or scalar combinations of the components of
(Atkin & Fox l9g0). These are

are independent of coordinate rotation or translation
found from the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial:

det[C

- pI]:

-p3 + IrF2

- Iztr* f3 -

g

(5.41)

These can be expressed independently as

Ir

: trC 12 :

+((rrc), _ rrcr)

For incompressible materials detC

5.3.2

- 13 :

I

and f3

:

det C,

(Atkin & Fox l9g0).

Stress tensors

The basis for the homogeneous isotropic material used in
this example is the existence of a strain
energy function 17 which is dependent only on Green's deformation
tensor C (Spencer l9g0).

Using a Mooney Rivlin material which provides a good model
of certain types of rubber, means
thatW has the form (Green & Adkins 1970)
W

(Ir, Iz) :

C{Ir-

3) + Cz(Iz

-

B)

(s.42)

The 2nd Piola Kirchoff stress tensor is related to the strain energy
function of the material lZ,
by (Malvern 1969)

r

,nMN

AXN AW AW
- - I'^AXM
afik aro - ac** n ac*,

:-eryv#.*,(#h) *r",@h)

(s.43)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure and

0It
:6MN,
0Cux

0Iz
0CuN

:

Ir6ux

-

Cuw

(s.44)
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Thus for simple shear the individual components ?MN can now
be determined:

r:-Pf';r'
+zcz(,,.-')
Further since 733

:

.'"[i;il
ii]

(s.4s)

[;il fi 'l*il)

0 (because the shain in the 33 direction is zero) p can now be calculated

p:

-2Cr

- 2Cz (z + *,)

(s.46)

using this calculated value of p, the 2nd piola Kirchoff tensor is:

*, ?2c, - 2cz(2 + k2)) _zczk _ k (_2cL _ 2cz(z + k2)) ol
|
T--l-2crk-k(-2q-2Cze+n\)

_2c2kz

Loool

of

(5.47)

using Equation (5.2), the Cauchy stress tensor o in terms of the components
of the symmetric
2nd Piola Kirchhofftensor is

* 2kTrz + kzTa2 TL2 + kTz2 ol
ft,t
o:|
7rzq1t7zz
Tm 0|

(5.48)

Loooj

5.3.3

Calculati on of

tro17

From F,quation (5.48) the force exerted on the wall of a vessel of
any given orientation can be
calculated using Equation (5.7). In the example prcsented here
the embedded vessel has two
segments' The first segment is in the X1 direction and the
second segment is in the X2 direction
@gure 5.9).
The Cauchy stress tensor is left unchanged for the first segment
because the local deformed
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Undeformed

Defonned

FtcuRe 5.9: The embedded coronary vessel in the undeformed and deformed

vessel

coordinate,:yt,". y is the same

thus the tensor

p

orj

equals

as the reference coordinate system

state.

r (see Figure 5.g)

f and:
otu) -Jo@) 7

(5.4e)

-o@)
The average force exerted on the vessel wall for segment

ildt:;(ozz *

I

is therefore

osz)

(5.s0)

: - Czk2
For the second segment the cauchy stress tensor is transformed
by

, folol
l*
- # lt -k ol at"r lr -k
loolJ Loo
1

ohi
thus

(5.s1)
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(s.s2)

5.3.4 Numericalresutts
Applying the force tro4, artdthe axial stretch of the vessel element
linearly over time via Equations (5'14) and (5.17) and Equations (5.29H5.32), produces
a rransient response in velocity
and radius.

The host finite element mesh is a lOmm cube which is interpolated
using tri-linear basis
functions. The host mesh is deformed in a simple shear corresponding
to ,t 0.1. The material
is a Mooney Rivlin type with Cr :0.20kpa and C2: 0.60kpa.
The vessel wall parameters
Go,frr nd 0z are set at 10kPa, 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. The fluid viscosity
z is 3.2mm2s-r and
its relative density is 1.05. The initial pressures and velocities
at each grid point are 10.6kpa and
zero' respectively. The unstressed radius is constant along the vessel
at 0.6mm. The pressure
boundary conditions at the end of segment two are set
at a constant value

:

of l0.6kpa and
the pressurc at the end of segment one is raised linearly through
time between l0.6kpa and
10'6lkPa' The raising of pressure at one end is to ensure a steady state pressure
gradient and
non zero flow which provides a check against the semi-analytic
expression in Section 5.3.6. The
time step d, is 0.1ms and the space step dc is 0.6mm and the deformation
of the cube is induced
over 0.002s.
The calculatedt.ou values and
in Figure 5.10.

)

values resulting from the end deformation state are shown

These numerically calculated values of t*o11are checked
using Equation (5.52) with the
values of Ct, Cz
& for this example and are found to agrce within machine precision.
^nd
Figures (5'l lH5.13) show results for velocity, radius and pressure,
respectively, over time.
The transient behaviour of velocity, radius and pressure along
the vessel is dependent on
how the force and axial stretch exerted on the vessel watl by deformation
of the host medium
changes over time as well as the speed with which these quantities
are propagated along the
vessel length' The flow velocity over time reduces the pressure
gradient while the host mesh
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FIcune 5.10: The extension ratio A and force

exerted on the vessel wall
deformation of the host medium.

t.a1by

the

deformation increases it; thus wave speed is an important factor in this
transient problem.
Figure 5.12 shows the increase in the step in radius over time due
to two factors. The first
is the change in force exerted on the vessel because of the different
orientation of segment two
relative to the segment one. The two orientations mean a greater
value of /,,o4 is exerted on
segment two than segment one. The second is the difference
in axial stretch between the two
vessel segments. The length of segment one is unchanged
due to the deformation while segment
two is extended. This extension causes the effective wall stiffiress
of segment two to increase
relative to segment one.
These two effects combine to produce a pressure difference
between the two segments which
creates a pressure wave that propagates from the position where
the two segments change di-

rection' Velocity is induced down the pressure wave gradient from segment
two into segment
one.

There is also flow into segment one and out of segment two as the pressure
in each segment
becomes lower and greater respectively than the fixed prcssures
set as boundary conditions.

5.3.5 semi-analytic

coupled flow mechanics solution

Once the steady stste t-o11 and ) values are known for all points
along a vessel the analytic
solution developed in Chapter 3 can be extended. An expression
can be derived for the semi-
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FIGURE 5' I
Velocity results through time show the initial spike where the vessel changes
direction due to the sudden increase in flow from the vessel segment
at high pressue ino the
segment with lower pressure. Flow is positive out of the high piessure
segment 2 and negative
with a lower maguitude out of the lower pressure segment l. This wave
continues
to spread

through time.
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FIGURE 5.12: Radius, which at time t=o is constant along
the vessel, quickly becomes
discontinuous due to the outflow from segment 2 into segnent
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2 is balanced Uy tfre now
out of its end. The radius of segment 2 progressively reduces as
there is net flow out inro
segment I and out of the end.
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FIcuRe 5.13: The step change in pressure exerted on the embedded vessel is
smoothed over
time as a result of flow from the high pressure parts of the vessel to the
low pressure parts.
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analytic solution of the flow induced by the force on the vessel wall
and the axial extension
resulting from the deformation of the host medium. Using the
modified wall equation Equation (5.13) and accounting for the fact that now g ndS, are functions
of .\, which in turn is a
function of r, the pressure gradient term becomes

I#

:

#,r-'#

where t,,1a4 and

dp^

. e#,f

'##."" f:{," (;) ##

) are functions of r

the distance along a vessel and

1

ds

dSo

dA

dt-oil

(s.s3)

- -ff'lf

ana

It,'
Using Equation (5.53) and by following through the same algebra
as in Chapter 3 the expression relating the change in surface area
to,

dA:

1ff1i,

^g

dS

-zrfr$

dtwott

+ Pds

dr

-so;Go4 n4-t, -s d)
-----V-DozpSt - Az dx
,Go
-aQ2 -rs3

psi

_*W^(*)B,#
(s.s4)

St-r

Equation (5'54), unlike Equation (3.64), cannot be integrated analytically
using separation of
variables as in Section 3.4-2 because ),8 and S, are now
also functions of
It is however,
straight forward to integrate Equation (5.54) numerically and
this is done in the following section
using the improved Euler method and compared to the finite
difference solution.

r.

5.3.6 Semi-analyticresults
Using the results calculated for t-olfor the vessel segments in
the previous example, steady state
finite difference flow results can be compared to the numerical
integration of Equation (5.54).
The finite difference results presented in Figure 5.14 were
obtained by continuing to calculate
the change in velocity, radius and pressure through time once
the deformation was complete
until a steady state solution had been reached. A semi-analytic
solution to Equation (5.54) is
obtained using the improvedEulermethod with a step size of
0.0001mm and a starting flow rate
of
4'91mm3s-1 and S calculated from a pressure of 10.O1kPa consistent
Q
with the boundary
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FtcunE 5.14: Comparison of the steady state semi-analytic solution
calculated from

Equation (5.54) and the finite difference solution plotted using
the same scale as Figure 5.12

conditions.

Figure 5.14 graphs the steady state finite difference solution
and the semi-analytic solution
on the same scale as Figure 5.12. The step change in pressure
at the boundary of the two
segments has reduced to zero and the radius along each
of the two segments is more constant.
The pressure gradient from the second segment (which has
a stiffer wall equation as it has been
axial stretched) to the first is removed by net flow out of segment
two. This more constant radius
in each segment is because the compressive force to,o11 is far greater
a
determinant of radius than
the change in pressure because of viscous effects. Velocify
does not decay to ?Erobecause the
boundary conditions set pressure to be higher at the open
end of segment one than ar segment
two' The match between the analytic and numerical solutions is very good
as in Section 3.4.3 .
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Cylinder model

5.4.L Introduction
A logical progression from the model of

a single vessel embedded within a cube

in Cartesian
coordinates is a simple network model embedded within a isotropic,
homogeneous deforming
cylinder. The CMISS command file to run this problem is included
in Section B.5.
Using the analytic solution of Rivlin (1950) presented in Section
S.4.4thecalculation of t-a1
can be quantitatively verified in a curvilinear coordinate system.
The introduction of a network
allows the study and testing of the numerical stability of the mod"ified
bifurcation scheme in
Section 5'l'6. overall understanding of the mechanics and flow
coupling is also improved
before the complexity of the fuil heart model is tackled.

5.4.2 Model geometry
For the purposes of testing and aiding understanding of the model
behaviour, the spatial scale
of the network radii and host mesh is similar to the anatomically accurate
full heart model and
physiologically realistic values defining fluid and vessel properties
are used.
The cylindrical model presented here, however, is not intended
as a simplified model of the
heart' Deformation of this one element model is unable to produce
the spatially varying stress
distributions through the heart wall.
A twelve segment asymmetric coronary network is embedded in a single finite element
cylinder' The vessel segment at the top of the network lies on the
outer surface of the cylinder
with subsequent generations branching towards the inner surface as
shown in Figure 5.15. The
cylinder has radii or
20mm and oz
30mm and a length .L
50mm in the undeformed
state' The radius of the vessel segment at the top of the tree is lmm
which reduces at each
successive bifurcation to 0.8mm to 0.6mm to 0.45mm.
Note: all grid points values presented
in the following Figures (5.16H5.22) arc those along the path shown in
black in Figure 5.15
stafting at the entry point of the largest segment in the network.

:

:

:
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tfl

FtcuRr 5.15: The single cytindrical finite element with the embedded twelve
element
coronary mesh.

5.4.3 Cylinderdeformation
The deformation of the cylinder can be split into two parts. The
first is a uniform inflation resulting from surface tractions P (modelled as a pressure) apptied normal
to the innercylindrical
surface. p, a measure of radial deformation, is defined by

Tt:

l.4at

rz =

r.rzaz

The second is an axial extension characterised by an extension
ratio
of deformed to undeformed lengths.

(5'55)

.\- calculated

by the ratio

5.4.4 Analytic deformation solution
The closed form solution derived by Rivlin (1950) from the
theory of finite deformation provides analytic expressions of the Cauchy stress components for
an isohopic cylinder undergoing
inflation and extension. The nonzero terms can be expressed as a function
of R, the undeforrred
radius as
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(5.56)

(s.s7)
(5.58)

where the hydrostatic pressure p is given by

p(R)

:po-

(* *,,^*) l#,-

-,[#."(+-;)]

#.

r (#)]
(5.se)

where

r'(R):

*('.#)

(5.60)

and

K

: a? (A^p? - 1) : al (s^pl - r)

The boundary conditions arc zero pressure acting on the outside
cylindrical surface md
on the inner cylindrical surface. This constrains
such that:

(5.61)

p"acting

r(')

o(t")l(a:or)

:

oF')l(u*r:

o

(s.62)

-Po

(5.63)

The negative sign in Equation (5.63) is because Po is acting
as a compressive stess. Stness distributions and deformations are delermined using an iterative nonlinear
nrot finding procedure.
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tffi

The procedure is to firstly determine
by solving Equation (5.63) and Equation (5.56)
using the Newton-Raphson method. Secondly from Equation (5.61)
Fz canbe determined and a
value for K calculated which, when substituted into Equation (5.60),
determines p as afunction
of undeformed radius ft. For a given value of p at an undeformed radius
.R, hydrostatic pressure
p is calculated from Equation (5.59) an6 oge) Nt6 t?z)
are calculated from Equation (5.57) and
Equation (5.58) respectively.

h

Using the closed form solutions for the physical stress componenrs presented
here, and
given the radial position of a point along a vessel and the
direction of the vessel at that point,
an

analytic expression for t.o4 can now be formulated.
The Cauchy stress tensor s(v) is calculated by transforming the
closed form of the above
stress tensor solution into vessel coordinates. This is

fcosd -rsind 0l lo,, 0 0l I cosB sind 0l
o@)-Alsin0 rcosl 0l
lo # 0ll-rsindrcosdola'

Lo o ljlo o o,,ll o

A is equivalent to the term

o

(s.64)

lJ

t"Equation (5.7) and is formed from the direction cosines
of the local vessel coordinate #el*wittr the axes of the reference coordinate
system. Note that
while the physical stresses o" and o"' are equal, their equivalent
components of the Cauchy

#

stress tensor aod needs to be divided by .R2, where .R is
the refercnce radius the physical stresses
were evaluated at. Again, as in Section 5.3. L tuotr is calculated
from:

tuat!:iryr+o!r)

(s.65)

5.4.5 Nunsdsal model
The cylindrical host mesh is interpolated using basis functions which
are linear jn
This is justified because the stress solutions to Equations (5.56!(5.58)

0 and z,

is independent of these
coordinates' The interpolation in r is Hermite because there
are spatial stress gradients through
the wall in the radial direction which are induced by inflating
the cylinder.
The network nodes were geometrically interpolated using linear
bases functions with evenly
spaced collocation points generated along the vessel at positions
such that ds
2.0mm.

{

-
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A Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law is used to model the isotropic material
of the cylinder with
Cr : 6'0kPa and, C2: 2.0kPa. For this example the cylinder is inflated with a pressure
of
lkPa and compressed with an extension ratio of )* : 0.g.
Using the expressions presented in Section 5.4.4 thecalculation of
t-o11in curvilinear coordinates can be checked. Figure 5.16 shows a very good
match between the analytic expression
and values calculated numerically at the collocation points. The
difference or error between
these two values is shown in Figure 5.17. The error would
be expected to converge as the host
cylindrical finite element is refined radially (Nash 1998). This is
due to the nonlinearradial variation in the stresses being approximated more closely. Figure
5.18 shows the extension ratio ,\
of the embedded grid points at the final state of deformation. The
deformation described above
results in the first segment of the network being axially compressed
with ) values equal to the
The
other
two segments are axially extended as the radius increases and the cylinder
'\-'
wall
thickens.

Analytic Solution and Numerical Solution
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tra11

The stress acting on the vessel wall and axial extension ratio is
calculated overtime by linear
interpolation between tuau
and )
1.0 at rest and the final value of tyaland,\ calculated
from the end deformation at time equals 0.03s. The initial pressrue
within the network is set at
10'6kPa, the relative fluid density at 1.05, and viscosity u at3.2mm2s-1.
The wall elasticity

:0

:
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and

0z are 10.0kPa, 2 and 4, respectively, for both the arterial and venous
wall models and the flow profile parameter a is 1.1. The time step for
the fluid problem At is
0.lms.
The pressure at the top of the arterial tree is linearly increased
from 10.6kpa to 16.0kpa in
the interval 0.0s to 0.03s with pressure at the end of the venous
tree is held constant at the initial
value of 10.60kPa.

5.4.6 Cylinder results
As each of the three variables velocity, radius and pressure are
dependent on each other, choosing an independent variable from which to determine the other two geatly
simplifies the interpretation and discussion of results. These results are interpreted
initially in terms of vessel
pressure.
Vessel pressure is the net result of the combination of three
different contributions.
The first is the increase in pressure at the top of the arterial tree which
causes a positive
velocity down the tree. The second is the application of troyto
the vessel wall which changes

depending on the position along the network. tuotr varies spatially
which cneates an additional
pressure gradient along each vessel segment. The sudden
change in direction of vessel segments
at bifurcation points means that pressure discontinuities also
exist between parent and daughter
segments.
The third contributor to vessel pressure is the force exerted by
the elastic vessel wall on the
fluid which for a given radius .R is dependent on the extension ratio ,\. At
time t
0 this is
equal throughout the network as )
= 1.0 and initial pressurc values at each grid point are set to
be equal.

:

However, at some later time the net flow into a grid point is greater
than the net outflow thus
the radius expands to satisfy conservation of mass and the pressure
exerted by the now distended
elastic wall is increased. Conversely where there is a decrease in radius
due to net outflow at a
grid point the force exerted by the vessel walt will drop. The
actual increase or decrease of this
force is dependent on the vessel stiffness parameters Go and where
B
B is afunction of axial
extension.

This dependence of radius on pressure has the effect of smoothing
large pressure gradients
created by the two previous phenomena. This smoothing effect
is shown in Figure 5.19 where
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the shape of the venous pressure plot is similar to the plot

of -twotrin Figure 5.16 but has begun
to be smoothed by flows from high pressure to low pressure-regions.
The arterial pressurc in
Figure 5.19 is affected by the rising pressure boundary condition
at rhe inflow.
Pressure at time=0.00l5
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5.19: pressure along path length.

The results from this model can now interpreted in the context
of these three different pressures' The convention used is that pressure gradients and
velocities are considered to be positive
in the direction of movement from the systole to diastole sides
of the network.
Figures (5'2oH5.22) plot the values of velocity, radius and pressure
at each grid point along
the shaded path in Figure 5.15 against distance along the
network from the top of the tree.
This at time
0 on the venous side, frox and changing vessel stiffness due to axial
extension are the sole determinants of the pressure gradients.
This creates a positive pressur€
gradient and thus the venous velocity is positive down
to the root node of the venous tree. As
time progresses the discontinuous force trox is smoothed by the
movement of fluid so that
an even pressure gradient is finally achieved. The drop in pressure
along each venous segment
results in a corresponding drop in radius. This reduction in
radius means that the positive venous
velocity induced by the pressure gradient also increases along
each segment. There are sharp
increases in velocity at each bifurcation point where two
flows combine into a parent vessel with
a cross-sectional area less that the total cross-sectional
areas of its two daughters.

f:

on the arterial side of the network the effect of applying t-a1is to retard positive
arterial
flow induced by the rising pressure boundary condition at the top
of the tree. The force

fral
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cancels the potential pressure gradient created by increasing prpssure
at the entrance to the
network' Thus while pressure increases in all segmen[s on the arterial side
of the network
velocity remains low because the pressure gradient stays relatively
flat. The effect of axial stretch
on arterial radius can be seen in Figure 5.21, where the radius
of the first segment increases as
it is compressed and the radii of smaller segments decrease despite increasing pressure,
as they
are stretched.
The small increase in velocity at the first bifurcation in the final
three plots is due to negative
back flow through the other arm of the network. This arm
has different topology and thus flow
through that segment becomes negative more quickly. This
demonstrates the bifurcation model
converging for negative ffows in a daughter segment.

The separation in the final three pressure plots between the arterial
ends and venous ends
is caused by flow from the arterial side to the venous side causing pressure
a
drop through
the micro-circulation model. This pressure drop is calculated
via the black box model. The
difference in velocities between these two ends is accounted for
by their different cross-sectional
areas and a small change in the volume

of fluid stored in the lumped parame&er model.

Chapter 6

coupling cardiac mechanics to coronary
flow
6.1

II

Introduction

while Chapters (2H5) have

presented the fundamentals used to model the vessel flowmechanics coupling a number of steps need to be taken before
they can be applied to the full
heart model.

with the introduction of the non-linear constitutive law

used to characterise cardiac tissue

and Co interpolation between elements, the potential

for large stress, and thus fro11, discontinu_
ities exists between elements. Section 6.2 details the technique
used to extract continuous stress
fields which remain accurate away from the erroneous value on
element boundaries.
Section 6.3 outlines the method and results for calculating the
arterial and venous wail parameters.
The results of the complete coupled coronary flow cardiac
mechanics are presented in Chapter 7.

6.2

calculation of stress within the heart model

The calculation of accurate values of tros are dependent on
an accurate interpolation of the 2nd
Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor TNM within the host finite element mesh.
For the simple single
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element problems presented in Chapter 5 TNM is calculated
directly by taking the derivative
of the displacement field and then using the material constitutive law
to calculate the shesses.
The stress field calculated using this direct method is one order
of interpolation lower than the
displacement field and has low accuracy at the node and element
boundaries (oden & Brauchli
I97l)' The use of C0 triJinear interpolatio n of p,and A coordinates in the heart
mesh means that
the directly interpolated components of strain discontinuous
across element boundaries. These
discontinuities in the strain components often result in much larger
discontinuities in the stness
components ?NM. This is because the pole-zero constitutive
law used to model myocardial
tissue is nonlinear and errors in a strain component close
to a pole result in a large error in the
corresponding stress component of TMN. This phenomenon
of increased error in the directly
calculated stress value when the strain component approaches
the pole is shown in Figure 6.1.

#

axialstrain

error in strain

FIGURE 6.1: The exaggerated error when calculating stress from
strain using the pole zero

constitutive law.

If

these directly calculated components

of TNM

are used to couple the mechanics of the

heart mesh to the network flow equations, abrupt changes in
the calculated values of
occur across element boundaries. Such changes are unphysiological
and

lral

also

ultimately cause the
numerical blood flow finite difference scheme to become unstable.
To overcome these problems a smoothing, or nodal stness recovery procedure
is used. The
aim of such a procedure is to calculate accurate values of the six components
of TMN at each
node which can then be interpolated to provide a continuous
stress fietd from which fpax cs11 b€
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calculated.

6.2.1

Stress recovery techniques

Several different types

of stress (or more generally derivative) recovery techniques can be applied to the stress field of a finite element solution.
The success of each of these methods is critically dependent
on the accuracy of the derivatives calculated at sampled positions from within the finite
element mesh (Zienkiewicz &
Zhu 1992). The existence and calculation of these optimal sampling positions
has been investigated for a number of different cases by Barlow (1976),
Mackinnon & Carey (19g9)

have
shown that the optimal sampling positions for one dimensional
and two dimensional linear and
quadratic quadrilateral elements are at the Gauss points.
Furthermore, derivative values at these
points are super convergent; that is, these values converge
to the true solution an order of magnitude more quickly than the general solution as the mesh
is refined. Superconvergence has yet
to be shown to occur at the Gauss points or any other positions
for higher order and/or three
dimensional elements (Zienkiewi cz & Zhu 1995). However,
the Gauss point positions remain
the obvious places at which to extract accurate stress
values and are used as the sampling points
for stress recovery within the heart.
Local averaging of the derivatives at the sampling positions surrounding
a given node is the
simplest form of stress rccovery. This method has been used
to smooth solutions for as long
as the finite element method has been applied to elliptic problems
where the interpretation

of

solution derivatives is important.
Recently, more computationally expensive globat projection
methods have been employed
(oden & Brauchli l97l)- Using a global projection
method, nodal values are recovered by performing a least squares fit to the stress values at optimal sampling points
or at other continuous
or discrete descriptions of the stress field. This type of method imposes
derivative continuity
which is dependent on the type of interpolating functions used in
the fit e.g., fitting a linear basis
function imposes C0 continuity on the stress field. I-east squares global
fits to stress values at
Gauss points are performed using tri-linear and higher
order tri-cubic Hermite basis functions.
The results from these global projection methods are presented
in Sectio n 6.2.2.
The super convergent patch recovery (SCPR) technique proposed
by Zienke wicz & Zhu
(1992) uses a local projection technique. The stress
values at nodes are determined by a local
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o

Full Patch

I

Partial Patch

f,\

FtcunB 6.2: Tfu linear parch fiftd over Gauss poitrts fon an interior nodc.

FIGURE 6.3: The linear patches fittpd over edge and conrer nodes.

least squaree fit of the Gauss point values surrounding given
a
node. The sfrEss value at that nodc

is then calculated by interpolating the fitted field at rhe nodal position.
This is implemented by
fftting values at Gauss polnts using tri-linear interpolation. Partial patches
are fitred to all Gurss
points within half an element thickness of the local node
and full patches are fitted to all Gausg
pointb contained within adjoining elements. The
Gauss points included in the fit for interior,
edge and corner two dimensional elements with three Gauss points
in each local element
direction, are shown schematically in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. within
the three dimensional mesh of
the heart sixty-four, thirty-two and sixteen Gauss points
are used to fit interior, surface and edge
nodes respectively. This technique has been shown
to provide a more ascurate way to rccov€r
the nodal sfiess values than local averaging techniques (Zienkiewi
cz &hul995).
The stress r€covery results for local pmjection methods of full
and partial patch fining are

f
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now contrasted with the linear and Hermite global projection
methods in section 6.2.2.

6.2.2 Heart model stress recovery results
In this section the results of applying each method of stress recovery
to the finite element mechanics solution model of the heart at the end of the isovolumic phase
of contraction are presented' At this stage in the heart cycle the stress values are
highest and thus provide the most
rigorous test of the stress recovery techniques.
Figure 6.4 shows the fibre, sheet and normal stresses determined
at two sets of Gauss points
for the two different global fits. one is adjacent to the endocardium
and the other is adjacent
to the epicardium. The Gauss points are grouped by element such
that I conesponds to the
first Gauss point in the first element at the apex of the heart model
and sixty corresponds to the
last Gauss point in the last element at the base of the heart.
There are sixty elements in each
endocardial and epicardial layer. It is interesting to note the large variation
of stress at both
the apex and at the base of the heart mesh. White the variation
of stress at the apex is due to
high deformation of the heart in this region, the variation at the
base is probably because the
boundary conditions at the top of the heart do not adequately
model the basal ring.
The two stress recovery techniques are based on the assumption that the
directly calculated
Gauss point stresses are correct and that it is only away from
these positions (1.e., at element
boundaries) that error is introduced. Thus the assessment of the two
methods is based on how
closely the interpolated values match those calculated directly at the
Gauss points while maintaining a smooth variation of the global stress field.
The global tri-linear fitting at Gauss points shown in Figure
6.4 and the fibre stress field
in Figure 6.6 both show excessive smoothing. The interpolated stress component
values are
consistently lower than those directly calculated. This is probably
due to the global imposition
of C0 continuity and is a result which is consistent with that reported by Zienki
ewicz & Zhu
(1992)' Higher order cubic Hermite interpolation includes
derivatives of the field with rcspect
to (r, €2, €e, (r€2, €r{a, {2ft and €r4z€s This inrerpolation field when
fitted at each node
shows a much better fit to the stress values at the Gauss point positions.
However, the fitted
field has unacceptably large stress values and gradients away from Gauss point
positions at
the element boundaries. Large inter-element stress gradients are particularly
evident between
elements forming the septum and the right ventricular epicardium.
This is because smaller

.
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FrcuRe 6.4: The stress component values calculated at Gauss point positions
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using the globally projected linear and Hermite fields.
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FICURE 6.5: The cubic Hermite fit of fibre stress t11 scaled
between -30 kpa and 30 kpa on the
epicardium of the heart mesh.

numbers of Gauss points are available to constrain the eight
degrees of freedom for each node
Figure 6'5' To reduce the number of degrees of freedom rn
this area, fields were fitted with
smaller sets of nodal derivatives with respect to
{, and Sobelov smoothing is applied. These
fields showed reduced inter-element stress gradients. However,
this was at the expense of the
in0erpolaled stress values at Gauss points which, as
with the linear fit, become consistently lower
than those stress values calculated directly.
Partial patches in many elements show improved results over
both sets of global projection
results' Elowever, as in the Hermite case, the reduced number
of Gauss points available to fit
patches in the areas of the septum and right ventricle
means the overall results are not satisfactory' The problem is overcome by usrng full patches to fit all the Gauss points
in the elements
adjoining a global node. TriJinear interpolanon of the f'utl patch
fitted nodal values shows very
good agreement with directly calculated stress values at
Gauss points. This agreement shows
effective characterisation of the Gauss point stress values at
each local node which is also free
from the excessive smoothing imposed by the global linear fit.
The tri-linear interpolation of the
patch fitted values does not generate the large stress gradients
at element boundaries produced
by the Hermite fit in order to achieve a similar level of agreement
at Gauss points. The smooth
interpolation of epicardial fibre stress is shown in Figure 6.7
using full patches and Figure 6.g
plots the Gauss point stress component values for the two patch
types. These results demonstrate
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FtcuRe 6.6: The linear fit of fibre stress 111 scaled between -30kpa and
30 kpa on the
epicardium of the hearr mesh.

SCPR as an eff'ective technique by which to recover accurate
and smooth stress fields within the
heart model. Thus it is used to recover nodal values tor all
slx components of TNM ateach
mechanics step which are then interpolated usrng a tn-hnear
basis to calculate TN
within the heart mesh.

6.3

M atpositions

Calculation of vessel wall parameters for the coronarv
network

In this section the calculation of vessel wall paramerers are presented
in several steps. Initialty
a more physically based model of how vessel lumen area
changes with blood pressure is developed' The parameters of this model are then tjtted to experimental
data from coronary vessels.
This model is used to provide a physically based way of rnterpolating
and extrapolating the limited published experimental data on coronary arterial and venous
pressure-area relationships. It
is then used to fit the parameters forthe more empirical fbrm in
Equation (5.13) presented in
section 5'l'2' This approach gives a computatronally economical way
of coupling pressure to
radius which is consistent with fundamental physics and rs
a close fit to the experimental data.
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Ftcunn 6.7: The pahh fit of fibre stress t11 scaled between -30kpa and 30
kpa on the
epicardium of the heart mesh.

6.3.1 Continurlm

model of a coronary vessel

The physical model of a coronary vessel is based on a transversely
isotropic incompressible
cylinder undergoing inflation and extension. The relationship between pressure
radius and the
extension ratio A is (Green & Adkins lgTO)
r2

P=

I (,, - #)

(o +.r,v;

where 11 and 12 dra the deformed inner and outer radii,

radius

fi

*d

t:_aw
t6,
where

w

and

trl

4

(6.1)

is the ratio of deformed to undeformed

V:H

(6.2)

(the strain energy function)is chosen to be, tbr this
work, of the form:

W

:

Ct (/r

- 3)"' + C2g2 -

J)o,

(6.:1
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directly and
using the locally projected full and partial patch fields.
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There are a number of simplifying assumptions in this model. Using
a homogeneous strain
energy function to describe the vascular wall is in fact a spatial
averaging of several different
regions which make up the vessel wall. The strain energy function
is not dependent on the third
invariant 13 and thus models an incompressible material. This is
consistent with the results of
Choung & Fung (1984) who reported only a nominal change in
arterial wall volum e (o.5-l.267o)
in vessels subjected to a relatively targe increase in compressive
stress (l0kpa). The assumption
of transverse isotropy implies from Equation (6.1) that at zero pressure for
any form of strain
energy function Irtrl

,7
p-:W

or

r2l:

n2L

(6.4)

Equation (6.4) is equivalent to zero internal vessel volume change
as the vessel is distended.
only extremely small volume changes for vessel length changes around the inuiuo
length are
reported by Brossollet & Vito (1995) and so, in this sense, transverse
isotropy may be a valid
assumption. Viscoelasticity of the vessel wall is not included in model.
Time dependent displacement would significantly complicate both this model
and the finite difference model of
blood flow' It has also been suggested by Giezeman, VanBavel,
Grimbergeb & spaan (1994)
that relative to blood inertia, viscoelasticity of coronary arteries
is a much smaller determinant
of transient coronary flow. Circumferential residual strain has not
been included in this analytic
model however, longitudinal residual strain reported by a number
of authors has been set at 30va
as reported by Giezeman et al. (1994) for coronary vessels.
The final issue concerning the development of a more physically based
arterial wall model is
the effect that tethering within the myocardium has on the pressure-area
relationship of coronary
vessels' Abovsky, Lanir & Nevo (1996) have shown that tethering
affects the mechanics of
coronary capillaries, but, the extent to which this is true for larger
vessels is tess clear. Both
spikkema, Linden & westerhof (1993) and vis, Sipkema & westerhof (1995)
have asserted that
passive myocardial properties have only a very small
effect on the pressure-area relationship of
arterial coronary vessels but dominate for veins. The approach taken
in this work is to fit the
arterial model to the coronary data for isolated epicardial vessels
and use the reported coronary
arterial wallthickness values of Tomanek, Palmer, Peiffer, Schreiber,
Eastham & Marcus (19g6)
shown in Table 6.1 as function of vessel radius. The venous model
is fitted to the embedded
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vessel results of Vis et al. (1995) using wall thickness values
2.5 times the inner radius. This is
an attempt to include the spatially averaged properties of
both the venous wall, and myocardial
tissue.

Generation

ll
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TeeLe 6.1: The arterial wall thickness/lumen ratio values for the
LAD, RCA and CX sub trees.

6.3.2 Fitting coronary

vessel data

To quantify the model fit' Equation (6.1) is evaluated numerically
using Simpson,s rule to calculate pressure at the deformed radius r and an extension ratio
A for each data point using a
given set of model parameters Cr, Cz, ol slrd cv2. From
these values the sum of squares of the
error at each point S S E(Cr, Cz, Qr, a2) is evaluated. The derivatives
of S,SE are approximated
numerically by incrementing each parameter by d, the square root
of machine precision
e e.g.,

ASSE
oCr

(SSE(Cr + 6,Cz,at,o,z)
0

-

.9^98(Cr ,C2,a1,d2))

(6.s1

Using the derivative values S E E is minimised by successively performing
line searches along
the direction of steepest descent and then incrementing
the parameters C1, Cz, arand a2. when
each derivative value approximates zero the best fit of the model
to experimental data has been
reached.

While there have been several published studies investigating the
relationships between longitudinal extension, radius and pressure, only a small number
have been done with coronary
vessels' Hayashi (1993) shows results indicating that human
coronary vessels are significantly
stifferthan other sites within the body. For this reason only coronary
data is used to fit the model
presented in Section 6.3.1. The results

of Carmines, McElhaney & Stack (1991) from human
coronary LAD vessels are used to to fit the arterial wall mechanics
model; cr : zz.64gkpa,
Cz : 38.793kPa, at = 2.708 and a2 : 2.g7T with an RMS error of
3.96kpa. When fitted us_
ing the same method the results of Giezeman et al. (1994) from a small porcine
coronary anery

6.3
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produce a sightly stiffer set of parameters Cr : 2b.T25kpa,
Cz : 40.Sl3kpa, ar : 3.410 and
az : 3'656' This second set of parameters is not included as the results were
obtained at only
one extension ratio meaning that this parameter set is much
more sensitive to the assumption of
transverse isotropy.

The results of Vis et al. (1995) from an embedded small porcine
coronary vein are used to
to fit the venous wall mechanics modeli C1 :6.113kpa, Cz : g.b16kpa,
ol : J.4g0 and
Q2 : 3'946 with rms error of l.79kPa. The data, and model
fit for the arterial and venous
vessels are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively.

The Arterial Pressure-Area Model
Carmines et

al

+
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6.9: Human LAD data from Carmines er al. (lg9l),
& : l.T}mm and
&o : 1.82mm, and the fitred model of the arterial wall.

6.3.3 Fitting empirical

pressure-area relationship parameters

The parameters of the empirical pressure area relationship defined
by Equation (6.6) are now
calculated to fit the finite elasticity model developed in Section 6.3.2,
namely

P(R):

G"

f(#)''^."-']

(6.6)
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Venous Pressure Area Model
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The data from a small porcine vein (Vis et al. 1995),
& : 0.I2Smm and
fto : 0.3l3mm, and the fitted model of the venous wall

The term

l-^

vi;

(6.7)

R.

in Equation (6'6) is chosen such that Equation (6.4) is implicitly satisfied
so thar the radius at
pressure

P is normalised

against the unstressed radius at a given extension

).

The parameters in Equation (6.6) were fitted using the same line
search minimisation technique as in Section 6.3.2 from data points generated at a range
of evenly spaced physiological
extensions and radius values using the continuum model of
the vessel wall. Each data point is
weighted in the fitting procedure by the function u.'(,\, r) shown
in Figure 6.1I where u.r is

we,,r)where

r,

_2if+l' . (=:)J .,

(6.8)

is the radius at zeto transmural pressure at reference or resting residual
extension )o.
This weighting function is added so that the fit is biased towards
the range of radii and extensions
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which vessels are most often subjected to. The calculated arterial and
venous parameters for
Equation (6.6) are presented in Table 6.2 for the LAD and RCA sub
trees and in Table 6.3 for
the CX sub tree.
weighting in fit

weight
0.9
0.8

o.7

tube radius (mm)

exterisfon ratiol.6

FtcuRe 6' l

l:

The weighting function used to bias points which are more likely
to lie within
the physiological range.

ll
l0

7.971
7.966

9

10.455

8

r1.482
t3.284
t4.760

7

6

0.720
0.720
0.720
0.720
0.720

0.79|

TaeLn 6'2: The parameter values for wall equations Equations (5.13)
and (5.20) for vessel
segments in the LAD and RCA sub trees.

The arterial data points for all six generations are fitted with an rrns error
of 2.Zg7kpa and
the venous data points have an rrns eror of 0.7l5kPa. Figure 6.12 shows
a typical plot

of the
weighted error between the continuum and empirical models
demonstrating a close fit between
the two models.
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M.76A
The paranrctcr values for wall oquations Eguations (S.13)
and (5.20) for vessel
segments in the CX sub,fies.
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FIGURE 6. I 2: Ttu error between the fitted empirical and fittcd
model for a vein of generation
eleven.
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The n values in Thbles 6.2 and 6.3 approximately quantify the
rate of collapse of venous
vessels (arterial vessels are assumed not to collapse) when
transmural pressure becomes negative' rc values were calculated by fitting Equation (5.20) to the vessel
shape factor equation
and parameter values proposed by chadwick et al. (1990)
which are dependent on vessel wall
thickness and elastic wall modulus. The venous elastic wall
modulus is assumed to be gOOkpa,
and vessel wall thickness ratios used are those also used
by Chadwick et al. (1990) which are
shown in Table 6.4.
Generation

ll

l0

9

8

7

6

LAD and RCA

0.1

o.t2
0.r2

0.15
0.15

0.16
0.16

0.17
0.17

0.18
0.18

CX

TasLe 6.4: The venous wall thicknesvlumen ratio values for the LAD, RCA
and cX sub trees
used to fit the collapse of vessel under negative Fansmural pressure.
These wall thickness values are distinct from the constant
value of 2.b.R; used to calculate the
venous inflation behaviour' This is because the passive
mechanical properties of the myocardium
are no-longer assumed to affect the vessel wall under
collapse. The higher values in Table 6.4
compared to Table 6.1 seem in contradiction with the general
observation that venous wall ratios
are lower than that of arteries of equivalent size. The
discrepancy in this case is probably due

to different techniques of identifying the wall tissue boundary.
However, because each model
is fined to separate data the difference between arterial and venous
wall thickness ratios should
not be significant although the differences between different
sized vessels of the same rype can
still be accounted for.
Figure 6'13 shows the fitted wall equation and the equation of
Chadwick et al. (1990) for a
small vein (200pm). No dependence of x on .\ is included in
the model as no experimental data
could be found to quantify such a relationship.
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Chapter 7
Results of the coupled coronary flow
cardiac mechanics model

7.!

Introduction

The model components of the coronary network geometr!,
blood flow and mechanics presented
in Chapters (2F(6) are combined in this chapter ro investigate
the effect of myocardial contraction on coronary blood flow.

In Section 7.2the results using normal physiological parameters
are presented. Section 7.2.1
outlines the coronary blood flow model parameters and the ventricular
mechanics boundary conditions' The calculated values of IMP (twat) are shown in Section
7.2.2 andare contrasted with
models and measurements from the literature. coronary blood
flow velocities overthe full coronary mesh are shown in Section 7.2.3. The velocities are then
examined quantitatively and the
differing regional effects of contraction are compared for the epicardial
vessels in Section 2.2.4
and for small myocardial vessels in Section 7.2.5.

In Section 7'3 the change in coronary blood flow with contraction rate
of the ventricles is
simulated by reducing the time of the diastolic phase.
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Coupled model results

This section presents the results of the calculated IMP values and the coronary
blood flow
velocities through the ventricular contraction cvcle.

7.2.1 Model parameters and boundary conditions
The parameters and initial and boundary conditions used to solve
the coupled coronary flow
ventricular mechanics model are outlined below. Unless otherwise
stated these are constant for
all results presented in this chapter.
The mechanics model of ventricular contraction is split into four
distinct phases, diastole (or
inflation), isovolumic contraction, ejection and isovolumic relaxation.
Each phase consists of a
number of individual mechanics steps and each step is solved
as a quasi-static problem using
as its initial conditions the solution to the previous
mechanics step. As discussed in section 5.1
each mechanics step is solved independent of coronary blood
flow.
The force boundary conditions at each mechanics step are the left
and nght ventricular
cavity pressures (LVP and RVP respectively) . The contractile force generated
by the ventricular
muscle fibres is determined by setting the concentration
of free intracellular calcium (Ca2+)
and using the model of Hunter et al. (1998). The finite element
method for finite deformation
elasticity requires a system of nonlinear equations to be solved
over the domain of interest.
Thus the increments in LVP, RVP and Ca2+ for each mechanics
step are constrained by the
requirement of achieving a converged solution using the Newton
Raphson method to this system
of equations. From the study of Nash (1998) the increments through
each phase and thus the
number of mechanics steps per phase have been specified.

At the beginning of the diastolic phase the ventricular model is relaxed (Caz*
-- 0mM) but
residually stressed r. The LVP is then incremented by 0.lkpa and
the RVp by 0.02kpa over ten
steps such that at the end of diastole LVP=I.OkPa and
RVP=0.2kpa. Isovolumic contraction
is induced by incrementing the Ca2+ concentration by 0.1mM over twenty
four mechanics
steps while maintaining constant ventricular volume. The
ejection phase is spread over twenty

six mechanics steps. A cavity impedance parameter is introduced
to model the resistance of
'The modelling of residual stress is approximated by introducing the concept of a ..growth
tensor,, which
modifies the deformation tensor F to account for the differences
uetween the no load and stress-free state of the
ventricles (see Nash (199g) for details)
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blood flow out of the ventricle during ejection (see Nash (1998) for
details). As this impedance
factor is reduced, ventricular volume decreases with Ca2+ concentration
at the constant value
of 0.24mM.
The final isovolumic relaxation phase is modelled by reducing
Ca2+. Due to an unresolved
convergence problem in the study of Nash (1998) this phase
could not be completed past Ca2+
(19
0'05mM
mechanics steps). Thus a final step is included to linearly interpolate
rhe IMp
values back to the zero values at the beginning of diastole.

:

dneh
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TJ{

t

gt2

tA
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I

d

ll
l0
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0.5

I

time (s)

1.5

FIGURE 7.1: The arterial inflow pressure boundary condition (digitised
from Nichols &
o'Rourke (1990)' The broken lines show the diastolic (D), isovolumic
contraction (IC),

ejection (E), and isovolumic reraxation (IR) mechanics phases.

As each mechanics step is treated as a quasi-static problem the mechanics
solutions

are

calculated independent of time. Thus for the purposes of the
transient coronary blood flow model
each of the mechanics steps needs to be assigned a time interval.
Based on the LVp and aortic
pressure plots of Nichols & o'Rourke (1990) the time
intervals are ser at 0.02g2s, 0.00416s,
0'0130s, 0'0034s and 0.0245s for the diastole, isovolumic contraction,
ejection, isovolumic
relaxation phases and the interpolation back to diastole respectively.
Within the coronary blood flow model blood viscosity y is set atJ.2 mrn2 s-1,
relative
density p at 1'05 and the flow profile parameter o is set at 1.1.
The arterial and venous vessel
wall parameter values, GoA, 0* [Jzn and Go1,,
Fe, Lzv respectively, are taken from Tables 6.2
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6'3' The time step At for coronary blood flow finite difference

space step

Ar
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scheme is

0.lms and the
is set at 0.6mm; this generates a finite difference grid containing 47g33 grid

points.

The variation in the arterial inflow pressure boundary condition
through time is shown in
Figure 7'l with the mechanics phases marked. This pressure
boundary condition is specified
independently of the ventricular pressure from the mechanics
solutions, however, the interval
for each mechanics step is assigned such that it is in phase with
the contraction cycle.
The venous outflow pressure boundary condition is set at the constant
value of 0kpa. The
coronary blood flow model initial conditions are set from the
flow simulation in Section 4.3 at
time equal 0.6s. Using this flow solution, calculatecl independent of
mechanics, means there is
an existing pressure gradient between arterial inflow and venous
outflow. This gradient improves
the stability properties of the finite difference scheme once mechanics
is introduced.
To account for the large time constant associated with coronary
blood flow relative to heart
rate (Spaan et al. l98l) the coupled model is then run through
three conrraction cycles. Starting
from the flow simulation calculated independent of mechanics this was
found to be the number
of cycles needed before consistency from one contraction cycle to
the next was achieved. The
results presented in the following sections are from the third contraction
cycle.

7,2.2

Calculated intramyocardial pressure

There are two contributions to the calculated IMP values, The
first is the transmission of the left
and right ventricular pressures through the ventricular wall.
At the endocardium this contribution
is equal to ventricular pressure and at the epicardium is
equal to atmospheric pressure.
The second contribution is the effect of time varying muscle fibre
contraction generating
stress distributions which increase the effective stiffness of
the myocardium. While this contraction is primarily developed to act against ventricular pressure, the
results of Ailaart & westerhof (1996) indicate that significant internal myocardial stress must
be developed solely as a
consequence of the deformation and contraction of muscle fibres.

As discussed in Section l.l there is still considerable debate over the relative
effect of each
contribution. In calculations using a finite element model the myocardial
stress and IMp are
dependent on both, thus no explicit distinction between the contributions
needs to be made.
Figures (7.2>(7.7) show the calculated values of IMP at each grid point
mapped onro the
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finite element model for the beginning of diastole, end diastole, end isovolumic
contraction, mid
ejection, end ejection and mid isovolumic relaxation phases of the contraction
cycle. Figure 7.g
shows endocardial and epicardial pressures and the average value
of IMp for each of ten layers
from the endocardium to the epicardium in the septum and in the
left and right ventricular free
walls, as a function of time. The layers are evenly spaced in the
{3 coordinate of the ventricular
mesh and the value for each layer is calculated by averagin gthe
t-on values from all grid points
within that layer. Thus the variation in IMP from base to apex has
been averaged within each
layer.

The IMP exerted on the large epicardial surface vessels remains
at zero throughout the cycle.
However, it changes spatially and temporally for vessels embedded
in the myocardium.
IMP in the relaxed heart is assumed to be zero (Heineman & Grayson
1985). During diastole
the relatively small increase in ventricular pressure and
the lack of contraction associated with
this passive inflation means that IMP values remain close
to zero (Figure s 7.2 and7.3).
with the onset of isovolumic contraction, left and right ventricular pressures quickly
rise
and there is a large increase in the magnitude of calculated IMp (Figure
7.4).
During the ejection phase, while ventricular pressure starts to reduce,
the magnitude of IMp
continues to increase, particularly for the left ventricular free wall (Figures
7.5 and 7.g). This
indicates that there is a significant contractile force associated
with the large deformation of the
ventricles at end ejection independent of ventricular pressure.
This contractile force maintains
large negative IMP values at end ejection after ventricular pressures
have begun to drop. The
generation of IMP via the contraction of myocytes against
the elasticity of the myocardium is
consistent with the results of (Krams et al. 1989) who reported
that there was significant flow
impediment for low after load isobaric contractions.
As the ventricles relax through the isovolumic relaxation phase,
deformation and pressures
return to the rest state as do IMp values in Figures 7.6 and7.7.

The distributions of IMP through the ventricular wall in each of
Figure 7.8(a), (b) and (c),
show for the left and right ventricular free walls that the magnitude
of IMp varies monotonically
between endocardial cavity pressure and atmospheric epicardial
pressure for the diastolic and
isovolumic phases' At end ejection and during isovolumic relaxation
ventricular pressure drops
below the magnitude of endocardial IMP values due to contraction
against myocardial elasticity.
The magnitude of IMP values in the septum follow a similar pattern
varying between left and
right ventricular cavity pressures during the diastolic and isovolumic phases
and lagging slightly
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.gl
time (s)

normalised distance

(a) Left ventncular free wall intramyocardial pressure.

.gl
time (s)

normalised distance

(b) Septal rntramyocardial pressure.

Average Ri gh t Ventri cu I ar Intramyocardi al pressure
pressure (kPa)
0
-2
-4

normalised distance

(c) Right ventricular free wall Intramyocardial pressure.

FlcunE 7.8: The intramyocardial pressure \tu,atil distnbution through

a contraction cycle as a
function of normalised distance from the endocardrum to the epicardium
in the left and right
free ventricular walls and fiom the lefi to the nght ventncular
cavity in the septum. The
variation in left ventricular pressure (LVP), right ventncular pressure (RVp)
and epicardial
pressure (EP) is also shown. Note: values of IMP
are negauve rndicating compression and for
the purposes of comparison ventricular pressures trre also ploned
as negative values.
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behind during end ejection and isovolumic relaxation.
A wide range of IMP values have been reported in the literature. This variation probably
is
due to the difficulties in avoiding local distortion of the myocardium
with the introduction of
a measuring device

(Arts & Reneman 1985). The techniques of Heineman & Grayson (19s5)
and Hamlin, Levesque & Kittleson (1982) using a solid state
manometer and micropipettes,
respectively, are most likely to correctly determine IMP vales as
they minimise local distortion.
The results from these studies show a near linear variation in the magnitude
of IMp between
cavity pressure and atmospheric pressure which is approximately
consistent with the results

of

Figure 7.8.

7.2.3 Blood flow velocities
The distribution of blood flows in the coronary network throughout
the coronary cycle is presented in the following section.
Figures (7.9>(7.14) show the calculated arterial blood flow velocity
and Figures (7.15F
(7 '20) the venous blood flow velocity, respectively.
at the same points in the contraction cycle
as Figures (7.zYQ.7).

At the beginning of diastole arterial velocity values in the large conduit vessels
are high
and this reduces as vessels bifurcate giving rise to daughter
vessels whose area sum is greater
than the area of the parent (Figure 7.9). Much of the flow at
point

this
in the contraction cycle
fills the volume of myocardial vessels partialty emptied by the contraction
of the previous heart
beat' This filling is evidenced by the low venous velocities at the
equivalent time (Figure 7.15)
indicating that arterial blood flows are being absorbed by the small veins

and the capacitance
the microcirculation model before being transmitted through
to the larger venous vessels.

of

During inflation arterial velocity decreases (Figure 7.10) as the pressure
boundary condition
at the arterial inflow drops, while venous velocity rises as
flow begins to be transmitted through
the microcirculation model (Figure 7.16). As the values of IMP
remain low through the diastolic
phase (section 7.2.2) the main determinants of flow up to
this point are the arterial inflow
pressure and pressure dependent compliance of the vessel
and microcirculation models.

With the onset of isovolumic contraction, the rapid rise in IMp begins to dominate
flow
velocities' In the low pressure venous network large values of IMp
are a significant determinant
of transmural pressure and thus vessel radii. High IMP values produce
a drop in venous vessel
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radii and a conesponding increase in velocity as blood is squeezed out of
these vessels (Figure 7 '17)' on the arterial side the increase in IMP reduces
the pressure gradient on the arterial
side and the smaller, although still significant, reduction in arterial
vessel radii increases

the
resistance to blood flow. These two effects combine to inhibit
ar-terial inflow and by the end of

isovolumic contraction arterial flow velocities are significantly reduced (Figure
7.Ll).
The IMP values remain high throughout ejection although they do
not continue to rise at
the same rate' This means that the fluid stored in the arterial vasculature
does not continue to
discharge. However, reduced radii values and thus higher resistance
values are maintained. on
the arterial side of the network this results in continued low flow velocities
in the endocardium.
Higher flow velocities are shown in the large and small epicardial
vessels due to the rise in arterial inflow pressure associated with ejection (Figure 7.12). By the
end of ejection @gure 7.13)
inflow pressure has dropped lowering velocities in the epicardial vessels.
However, small endocardial vessels show larger arterial velocities produced by the transmission
of the mid ejection
large vessel pressure gradient and the start of IMp reduction.
The higher capacitance of the venous and microcirculation networks
means the endocardial
venous fluid velocities remain high throughout ejection particularly
in the left ventricular free
wall (Figures 7.18 and 7.19). The increase in the epicardial venous vessel
velocity is not as
sustained since the lower epicardial values of IMP do not produce
the same change in vessel
volume.
As the ventricles relax (isovolumic relaxation), the increase in network
volume draws blood
back into the myocardium and thus vessels expand due to the reduction
in IMp. This increase in
network volume causes an increased arterial inflow (Figure 7.14)
andcorrespondingly reduces
venous outflow @gure 7.2O).
Figures (7 '9>(7.20) demonstrate the reduction in arterial
inflow and the increase in venous
outflow during systole as first quantified by Stabiston & Gregg (1957)
and more recently in
many other studies e.g., chilian & Marcus (1992) and canty
& Brooks (1990).
Further quantification of the blood flow variation through the
contraction cycle is presented
separately in Sections 7.2.4 and7.2.5 for the epicardial vessels
and small myocardial vessels,
respectively.
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while the vessels on the epicardium are free from the effects of IMp, their phasic velocity
patterns are strongly influenced by the blood pumped out of the
smaller embedded vessels during
contraction. For this reason, and because of their accessibility to experimental
measurement,
time varying velocity profiles in epicardial coronary arteries and veins
have been investigated
by a number of authors including Chilian & Marcus (1982); Kajiya,
Tomonaga, Tsujioka, Ogasawara & Nishihara (1985); Ashikawa, Kanatsuka, suzuki
& Thkishima (19g6); canty & Brooks
(1990);Nellis, carroll & Eggleston (1991) and Goro er at. (1993).

While there is considerable variation in the specific profiles reported depending
on measurement technique (Nellis et al. l99l) and vessel position (Chilian
& Marcus lggz), (Kajiya
et al' 1985), there are a number of key features relevant for comparison
with the results from
this model.
Figure 7.21 shows typical velocity profiles at epicardial positions
on the CX, LAD, RCA
arteries and equivalent venous vessels for two contraction cycles.
The arterial vetocity profiles
are characterised by a relatively high forward velocity through
diastole, followed by a rapid drop
with isovolumic contraction. For the LAD and CX epicardial vessels from
which branching
subtrees perfuse the left ventricular myocardium where
IMP is high, significant retrograde flow
is observed. In the epicardial RCA vessel, the parent vessel for
subtrees embedded in the right
ventricular free wall' retrograde flow is less obvious due to the lower
IMp values. This sudden
drop in velocity with isovolumic contraction is characteristic
of the profiles reported by Kajiya,
Matsuoka, Ogasawara, Hiramatsu, Kanazawa, Wada, Thdaoka,
Tsujioka, Fujiwara & Zarrir
(1993)' Beyar, Manor, Zinemans & Sideman (1993)
and Kajiya et al. (1985). The magnitude
of retrograde flow is dependent on the degree of vasodilation (Chilian
& Marcus 19g2, Goto
et al' 1993)' For this model, where the effects of vascular tone
are not included, the magnitude
of the velocity drop compares well with the adenosine treated preparations
of Goto et al. (1993)
and Chilian & Marcus (1982). Through the ejection phase velocities
recover to positive values
possibly due to the increase in arterial inflow pressure. However,
for the remainder of ejection,
velocities stay low. As the ventricle model enters isovolumic relaxation,
blood velocity quickty
increases before dropping to the value at the beginning
of relaxation. This small overshoot in
each of the RCA, LAD and CX profiles (Figure 7 .z|),also
shown in the results of Beyar, Manor,

Zinemans & Sideman (1993), is probably due to the sudden decrease
in the magnitude of IMp
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FlcuRe 7.21: Typical model btood flow velocity profiles from epicardial positions
on each of
the three main subtrees in the coronary model. The diastolic (D),
isovolumic contraction (IC),
ejection (E), and isovorumic relaxation (IR) phases are marked.
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associated with diastolic recoil. Peak retrograde arterial blood flow
coincides with the early part
of the ejection phase while peak forward flow for the LAD and RCA vessels
is at the beginning
of diastole. Peak forward flow for the CX vessel is slightly later due to the
larger distance of the
measurement position from the arterial inflow. The arterial

velocity-time integral is calculated
by integrating the velocity profiles in Figure 7.21 over the contraction
cycle. From the arterial
velocity-time integral the proportion of net positive arterial flow for
each contraction phase is
determined (shown in Table 7.1) emphasising the diastolic dominance
of arterial inflow. By
adding together the isovolumic and diastolic proportions and splitting
the ejection proportion,
the LAD data in Table 7.1 can be compared to the resulrs of Chilian
& Marcus (19g2). This
comparison, as shown in Figure 7.22 (a), is in close agreement with
the experimental data.
Diastole

Isovolumic Contraction

LAD

0.551

CX
RCA

0.448
0.361

Ejection

Isovolumic Relaxation

0.lll

o.t67

0.171

0.028
0.093

0.340
0.43r

0.184
0.115

TABLE 7.1: The fraction of arterial the velocity-time integral
associated with each phase
contraction for the three different epicardial positions

of

As opposed to the predominantly diastolic epicardial trterial flow, venous
flow is predominantly systolic. Figure 7.21 demonstrates this phase shift of approximately
180' consistent with
the observations of Canty & Brooks (1990). The large time
constant of the venous network relative to the arterial network means that the amplitude of the venous
flow changes are no greater
than the changes in arterial flow despite IMP being a much larger
contributor to vessel pressure' Peak venous flow for all three vessels is reached between early
and mid ejection which is
observed experimentally by Canty & Brooks (1990). The proportion
of the venous flow-time
integral for each epicardial position and contraction phase are shown
in Table 7.2.
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By summing the diastolic and isovolumic relaxation phases and the isovolumic
contraction
and ejection phases the LAD data is compared in Figure 7.22 (b)
with the experimentally measured flow from the great cardiac vein 2 by Canty & Brooks (1990).
As with the arterial velocity
proportions the model venous flow proportions are very close
to the experimentally measured
quantities.

Isovolumic Relaxation
0.130
0.212
0.107
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The fraction of venous the flow+ime integral associated with each phase
contraction for the three different epicardiar positions
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.22: The model results for typical epicardial velocity and flow proportions in each
contraction phase compared with the experimental data of Chilian
& Marcus tlqgZl and Canty
& Brooks ( 1990) measured from a vasodilated LAD and great cardiac vein respectively.
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Figure 7'23 shows the average phasic relationship between arteriole
and venule velocities
for epicardial generation six vessels. This demonstrates that at the epicardial
surface small vessel arterial blood velocities are in-phase with arterial inflow pressure
and venous velocities lag
on the epicardium (Wiltiams et al. l9g9)
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FtcuRE 7 '23: The average blood flow velocity through generation six vessels
in the epicardial
lovo of the ventricular wall. The broken lines show rhe diastolic (D),
isovolumic contraction
(IC)' ejection (E), and isovolumic relaxation (IR) mechanics phases.

marginally behind. The in-phase nature of epicardial small vessel flows
supports the conclusion of Bache & Cobb (1977) and Flynn et al. (1992) that epicardial perfusion
is unaffected
by contraction. Ashikawa et al. (1986) and Tillmanns, Ikeda,
Hansen, Sarma, Fauvel & Bing
(1974) have both reported similar arterial velocity profiles
measured from small epicardial vessels, although the results of Tillmanns et al. (1974) do not demonstrate
the sudden drop in
velocity (most notable in the left ventricular vessels) shown in Figure
7.23 andalso reported by
Ashikawa et at. (1986)' The velocity drop may be due to the transition
from the perfusion of
small epicardial vessels by forward flow in large epicardial vessels
to perfusion by retrograde
flow pumped from deeper myocardial vessels (Flynn et al. 1992). The
epicardial venule velocity
profile is also in close agreement with the results of Ashikawa
et al. (1986) but it contrasts with
the profile of Tillmanns et al. (1974) who report venous velocity
to be out of phase with arterial
flow.

In the following Section 7.2.5 the results of time varying flows in small vessels
embedded
in the myocardium are presented.
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7.2.5 Myocardial vessel flow
A quantification of the change in the distribution of blood flow through the contraction
cycle
in different regions of the ventricular model is gained by averaging the blood flow
velocities
through the terminal generation six segments in layers through the ventricle
wall. These regional average flow velocities are calculated in four layers for each
of the left ventricular free
wall, septum, and right ventricular free wall. The layer numbers increase with
local element
direction.
For
the
left
{.j
and right ventricular free walls the first layer includes the endocardial
surface, the layers increasing through the wall to layer four which includes
the epicardial surface' The septum layer one includes the left ventricular endocardium and
layer four the right
ventricular endocardi um.
The average radius of generation six vessels normalised by their unstressed
values for each
of the layers is shown in Figure 7.24for both the arterial and venous vessels.
The arterial radii
values are maintained at a relatively constant level throughout the ventricular
wall during diastole' There is a sudden drop in radius values as IMP rises during isovolumic contraction.
The
radius drop is most pronounced at the endocardium particularly of the
left ventricular free wall
where IMP values are maximal within the heart mesh.The average normalised
radius values at
this point in the contraction cycle are all greater than one. This indicates
that significant
vessel

collapse is not present in the current model. As the rise in arterial inflow pressure
is transmitted
through to these small vessels, radius values are seen to slowly rise during
the ejection phase
despite the relatively constant IMP values. Once tMP is reduced through
isovolumic relaxation,
radius values quickly return to regionally constant diastolic values. While
the small time constant of the arterial vessels means that arterial radius quickly responds
to changes in IMp the
more compliant venous vessels with a longer time constant (Chitlian
& Marcus lgS4) lag IMp
particularly in layers where the variations are large. In the left ventricular
free wall the average
radius of the vessels in the endocardial layers is significantly lower
than the average radius in the
outer most epicardial layers even during diastole. This is in part due to the
higher pressures in
these vessels because of a smaller distance from arterial inflow pressure
and thus a smaller pressure drop. However, it also indicates that there is not sufficient time for
the venous endocardial
blood volume to fully recover to the steady state value calculated without ventricular
contrac-

tion. This is confirmed when the average radius of the steady state solution in Section
4.3.2 is
calcuf ated for each layer and contrasted with the diastolic values
of Figure 7.24. Thecontrast,
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shown in Figure 7 -25, may contribute to the susceptibility of the left
ventricular endocardium
to ischaemia (Flynn et al. 1992). The effect of contraction rate on this susceptibility
is further
investigated in Section 7.J by artering the time for the diastolic phase.
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FtcunE 7.25: The average end diastolic and steady state radius values for generation
six
segments at different layers through the ventricular wall. The
arterial vessels closely
approximate the steady state values but the venous radii lag behind
the steady state values with
increasing depth through the ventricular wall.

The variations in venous radius closely follow the patterns and magnitudes
experimentally
observed by Hiramatsun Goto, Yada, Kimura, Chiba, Thchibana, Ogasawara,
Tsujioka & Kajiya (1998), Hiramatsu, Goto, Yada, Kimura, Thchibana, Ogasawara,
Tsujioka & Kajiya (lgg4)
and Yada' Hiramatsu, Kimura, Goto, Ogasawara, Tsujioka, Yamamori,
Ohno, Hosaka & Kajiya
(t993). The change in venous radius at the left ventricular endocardium
is approximately 20Vo
and decreases at the epicardium where IMP values are lower and flow
squeezed from the endocardium fills the more superficial vessels. The maximum and minimum
vessel radii are reached
at end diastole and systole, respectively, for the endocardial vessels. For
the layers closer to
the epicardium the maximum and minimum values tend to be slightly
earlier in the contraction
cycle which is again consistent with the experimental results of Hiramatsu
et al. (199g).
The magnitude of the variation in arterial radius is also similar to literature
values at approximately l2%o at the left ventricular endocardium dropping towards the
epicardium. The phasic
characteristics, however, are somewhat different. The results of Hiramatsu
et al. (199g) and
Yada et al. (1993) show that vessel radii through the myocardium
continue to decrease through
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slightly during ejection

due to the transmission of increased pressure at arterial inflow. This
discrepancy might be accounted for by vascular tone which has been shown to be significant by yada,
Hiramatsu,

Goto,
ogasawara, Kimura, Yamamoto, Tsujioka & Kajiya (lgg4). Tone is not included
in the arterial
model but is present in both the experimental preparations. However, further
modelling and/or
experimental work would be needed to fully assess the phasic effect of
tone on vessel radius.
For vessels embedded in the myocardium, and thus subjected to time varying
IMp, the phase
shift between arteriole and venule velocities quickly emerges, but, no experimental
data was
found to validate these results for small vessels. Figure 7.26 plots the average
arterial and
venous velocity in each layer. The force of contraction induces a 180o phase
shift between
anerial and venous flows' Arterial velocity decreases slowly during diastole
and then quickly

in isovolumic contraction. Through ejection, arteriole velocity slowly recovers
before rapidly
increasing with isovolumic relaxation. During diastole vsnous velocity slowly
increases

as

the capillary model fills and transmits more positive arterial flow through
to the venous side.
The increase in venous velocity in isovolumic contraction is a result of the sudden
changes in
vessel volume (see Figure 7.24). As the rate of vessel volume change
decreases during ejection
flow velocities become relatively constant. The reduction in IMP during isovolumic
relaxation
results in vessels filling up from their compressed state at the end of ejection
and thus low flow
velocities. The change in both arterial and venous flow at end isovolumic contraction
relative
to the diastolic values is most pronounced at the endocardium where the
driving IMp values are
highest.
These flow patterns both closely agree with the subendocardial flow patterns
calculated by
Chadwick et al. (1990) using their model of the interaction between contraction
and coronary
blood flow. Results from the model of Beyar, Caminker, Manor & Sideman (1993)
also show
similar flow velocity patterns although they show an increase in arterial flow velocity
with iso-

volumic contraction for small mid myocardial arterioles which is not demonstrated
by the model
in this study.
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Effect of contraction rate

An investigation into the effect of contraction on the regionat distribution
of coronary blood flow
through the ventricular wall provides a further comparison between
the model and experimental
results. It is also an interesting and clinically relevant application for
the coupled coronary
blood flow mechanics model. At high heart rates coronary flow reserve
is substantially

decreased
(Hongo, Nakatsuka, Watanabe, Takenaka, Tanaka, Kinoshita,
Okubo & Sekiguch i lgg4,Rossen
& Winniford 1993). The reduction in the effect of smooth muscle tone means results from
the
vasodilated model presented in this study become relevant. lrft ventricular
subendocardial flow
in particular has been shown to decrease with heart rate while
subepicardial flow has been shown
to stay constant or increase (Flynn et al. I99z,Indolfi, Guth & Miyazaki
lggl, Bache & cobb
1977, Domenech & Goich 1976). This redistribution of coronary
blood with changes in heart
rate provides an explanation for the increased susceptibility
of the left ventricular epicardium to
ischaemia in tachycardia. The observations of Hongo et al. (1994)
show that the time taken

for

the diastolic phase changes far more significantly than the systolic phase
with contraction rate.

In the model the contraction rate of the ventricles is varied by altering the time for
each
mechanics step through the diastolic phase. As discussed in Secti
on 7.2.1 to account for the
large time constant of the coronary circulation the model is
run through three contraction cycles

before results are gathered. The network flow initial conditions for
the first contraction cycle
of each of the coupled flow mechanics problems are determined from the
solution of the flow
simulation in Section 4.3.2 at time equal 0.6s. To characterise the variation
in regional flows
with contraction rate the average flow through generation six vessels is
calculated in the septum,
left and right ventricular free walls for the myocardium, and the same four
myocardial layers
as in Section 7.2.5- These time varying flows are then numerically
integrated over the contraction cycle and the integrated values are divided by the total time taken for
the full contraction
cycle to determine the average small vessel flow in each given region.
These average flows are
then normalised by the average steady state flow in each layer calculated
from the steady state
solution in Section 4.3.2. Thus each flow-time integral (FII) demonstrates
the relative changes
in regional flows with contraction rate. To confirm that transient effects from
one cycle to the
the next have been eliminated the FTI for both the arterial and venous
vessels are compared to
ensure they are approximately equal (tSVo).
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The variation in epicardial vessel flow with contraction rate

As the small epicardial vessels are not subject to time varying IMP the flow
in these vessels is
unaffected by contraction. The epicardial flow is primarily determined
by the pressure gradient
between the coronary inflow and outflow points. As the diastolic time
fraction is reduced the
increased inflow pressure through the ejection phase occupies a greater
proportion of the full
cycle. Because the small epicardial vessel flow remains in phase with inflow pressure
these flows
are also increased for a greater proportion of the cycle and thus
the epicardial FTI increases with
contraction rate. This increase is shown in Figure 7.27 wherethe variation
of the FTI on the left
and right ventricular epicardium with contraction rate is shown.
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FIGURE 7 .27: As diastolic time fraction decreases the flow time
integral for small epicardial
vessels increases for both the left and right ventricular free walls.

Change in flow pumped by contraction from the deeper myocardial layers
with heart rate
does not appear to be significant. The change in the ratio of epicardial
to myocardial resistance
produced by contraction also does not appear to alter the
time varying flow profile. The dominance of inflow pressure in determining epicardial flow is demonstrated
in Figure T.2g where the

time varying small arterial vessel epicardial flow profiles for diastolic time
fractions of 0.0g54
(a quarter of the time defined for the diastolic phase
in Section 7.2.1)and 0.6g34 (twice the time
defined for the diastolic phase in Section 7.2.1) can be compared. In Figure
7.2g the amplitude
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of the flow profile in systole does not significantly change with diastolic time fraction' As both the flow pumped from the myocardium to the epicardium and the change in ratio
and shape

of epicardial to myocardial resistance are a product of systole the unchanged
systolic wave form
indicates that the effect of each is small compared to inflow pressure variation.
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FIGURE 7.28:. The avemge arterial and venous epicardial flow profiles
in generation six vessels
for a single contraction cycle with diastolic time fractions of 0.0854 and
0.6g34.The dotted
lines show the diastolic (D), isovolumic contraction (IC), ejection (E),
and isovolumic
relaxation (IR) mechanics phases for a diastolic time fraction of 0.0854.
The dashed lines show
the same phases (denoted by +) for a diastolic time fraction of 0.6884.

The unchanged systole wave form also shows an uncoupling of small vessel
epicardial flows
between diastole and systole further confirming that epicardial flows
are unaffected by contraction. The epicardial flow results are consistent with the observations of Flynn et
al. (1992) and
Bache & Cobb (1977) who observed nearly constant epicardial flow
over a range of heart rates
at a constant coronary perfusion pressure.

7.3.2

The variation in myocardial vessel flow with contraction rate

The approximately 180o phase shift between venous and arterial flows
in small vessels embedded in the myocardium persists over the simulated range of diastolic phase
times. Figure 7.29
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contrasts the average time varying flow profiles for inner and outer layers
one and four at diastolic time fractions of 0.0854 and 0.6834. As arterial flow is primarily diastolic
reducing the
time for this phase results in a corresponding decrease in total arterial inflow
during the contraction cycle. The in-phase nature of the two arterial flow profiles for both diastolic
time fractions
indicates that anerial capacitive effects are relatively insignificant. The
similar form of the two
profiles show that varying resistance due to arterial volume change
is also relatively minor.
The reduction of arterial inflow to the compliant microcirculation model associated
with a
reduced diastolic time fraction has a much more significant effect on the
higher volume more
compliant venous side of the network. During a long diastolic phase the microcirculation
volume, partially emptied during the previous systole, is completely refilled
and flow is increasingly
transmitted through to the venous side of the network. Thus through this
long diastolic phase
venous flow steadily increases until near the phase end when flow
values stop increasing as they
approach steady state. Over a reduced diastolic phase the microcirculation
volume is only par-

tially filled and thus little flow is transmitted through the venous vessels during diastole.
With
the onset of the isovolumic contraction and ejection phases and associated
high IMp values, the
blood volume expelled through the low pressure low resistance venous vessels
is dependent on
network volume at the end of diastole. Thus the venous flow during systole is
lower for the contraction cycle with a reduced time for the diastolic phase. The difference
between the venous
flow profiles in Figure 7.29 (b) is largest in Layer I adjacent to the endocardium
where IMp
values during systole are highest and thus blood volume is more
completely expelled. Similar
flow patterns to those shown in Figure 7.29 for the left ventricular free wall
are also seen in the
septum and to a lesser extent, because of lower IMP values, in the right
ventricular free wall.

The calculated FTIs for each myocerdial layer and diastolic phase fraction are shown
in
Figure 7'30 for the septum and teft and right ventricular free walls. Unlike
the epicardial values
the myocardial FTIs are all less than one indicating that flow is significantly
impeded by contraction' a result first confirmed by Stabiston & Gregg (1957) and reported
many times since.
This impeding effect is largest at the endocardium where vessels are most significantly
compressed during systole and for the same reason is more noticeable
in the left rather than the right
ventricular free wall.
The increased impediment with a reduction in diastolic time fraction is
also clearly demonstrated again particularly in the layers close to the left ventricular endocardium.
This increased
impediment is produced by the decrease in average network volume which
is only partially filted
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FIGURE 7 -29: The average arterial and venous small vessel flow in layers
I and 4 of the left
ventricular free wall for diastolic time fractions of 0.0854 and 0.6834 (labelled
in brackets).
The diastolic (D), isovolumic contraction (IC), ejectron (E), and isovolumic relaxation (IR)
phases are marked. Note: the scale of the c axis has been
normalised such that beginning
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This normalisation distorts the flow curves giving the erroneous impression that
the total venous
flows to each layer are different where as the artenal flows are close to equal.
The total venous

flow to a layer is in fact equal to the arterial flow,
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during a shortened diastolic phase. This decrease in network volume results
from smaller vessel
radii and thus a grcater resistance to flow. The reduction of total flow is in
spite of the raised
arterial inflow plEssures during systole and remains for a greater proportion
of the contraction
cycle' This demonstrates that the compressive effect of contraction is more
significant in impeding total flow in the deeper myocardial layers than the raised average pressure
at arterial inflow
responsible for the increased epicardial flows.

In the layers closer to the epicardium the lower compressive forces produce
a smaller blood
vessel volume change (as seen previously in Figure 7.29) whrlethe
increase in average arterial
inflow pressure persists. Thus total flow impediment and rate of decrease
in flow with reduction
in diastolic time fraction is smaller in these layers. This is particularly
true in the right ventricular
layer four where flow increases slightly at a very low diastolic time
fraction.
The near linear decrease in myocardial flows with reduction in diastolic phase
fraction @igure 7'30) is in agreement with the results of Flynn etal. (1992). The
rate of decrease is somewhat
smaller than Flynn et al. (1992) because their experiments were performed
using a constant coronary perfusion pressure. Thus the effect of an elevated average arterial
inflow pressure would
not have been observed in the experimental study.

Indolfi et al. (1991) has shown in an experimental study where no pharmaceutical
intervention was used, that right ventricular flows remain constant or increase with
an increase in heart
rate' This has been termed "right ventricular steal" and is attributed in part
to selective vasodilation of the right ventricular bed. Domenech & Goich (1g76)reported
that the incrcase in right
ventricular flow with increased heart rate was substantially reduced
with vasodilation.
While such autoregulatory effects are not included in the current model the
rclative insensitivity of right ventricular flow to the mechanical effects of an increase in heart rate demonstrated
by the model probably contribute to this phenomenon. Furthermore
the constancy of right ventricular flow is consistent with Domenech & Goich (1976) who reported
that the increase in

right ventricular flow with increased heart rate was substantially reduced with
vasodilation.
The slope of the lines in Figure 7.30 indicate that significant forward flow
would persist
even with a diastolic proportion reduced to zero. If significant vascular
collapse existed during
systole this would be impossible as flow would be dramatically reduced
by the very resistance
values of these vessels' This further indicates that the phasic variation
in blood ffows is primarily determined by the redistribution of network blood volume rather than variation in network
resistance (Spaan et al. l98l).

Chapter 8
Conclusions
The major result of this study is the generation of an anatomically accurate
computational model
of the interaction between cardiac contraction and coronary blood flow. This is the
first time,
as far as this author is aware, that such a discrete approach has been
used to mathematically
represent the large vessels in the coronary network. The mathematical
techniques used in this
study have proved that with the use of high performance computers it is possible
to model
many of the key anatomical and physiological features within a computationally
manageable

framework. The major steps in developing the different components of
the coronary model are
summarised below.

o An avoidance algorithm

has been developed and applied to Strahler ordered morphological data to produce a three dimensional finite element model of the largest
six generations

of the coronary arteries. Within this network segment radii, lengths and connectivity
are
consistent with anatomical measurements reported in the literature, local network
branch
angles are consistent with the principle of minimum shear stress at bifurcations,
and a
fairly even spatial distribution of vessel segments throughout the myocardium has been
achieved.

r The two step Lax Wendroff finite difference method has been used to solve the Navier
Stokes equations, reduced to one dimension, goveming blood flow through
elastic vessels.

The stability properties of the difference scheme and steady state solutions agree
with
theoretical calculations and satisfactory convergence has been demonstrated.
Blood flows
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through bifurcations has been calculated using an iterative method ensuring conservation
of mass and momentum.

r The topology of the microcirculation arterial, capillary and venule networks has been
generated using published anatomically data. The equations governing
poiseuille flow
through eagh network have then been used to determine blood flows. The
behaviour of the
lumped parameter model components, incorporating the nonlinear variation
of resistance
and compliance with pressure, has then been determined by fitting the
blood flow results
from the anatomically based model.

o These two model components

have been combined with the finite difference blood flow

model to simulate flow through the largest six generations of the coronary network.
The
distributions of network transit times and regional flow have been compared

with the

literature. All of the network computations have been implemented forefficient
execution
on high performance parallel computers.

r The intramyocardial pressure (IMP) exerted on the coronary vasculature during contraction has been calculated from the average of the radial forces normal to the vessel
wall.
The pressure-radius and blood flow equations have been modified to account for
axial
vessel stretch which provides a simple model of vessel tethering within
the myocardium.
TWo simple coupled flow mechanics problems have been investigated
to validate several
aspects of the model. Stress distributions within the ventricularmodel
have been extracled
using a patch recovery technique applied to quasi-static solutions to the equations
of finite
deformation using a nonlinear anisotropic constitutive law.

o The pressure-radius relationships for coronary arteries and veins have been modelled
based on a transversely isotropic incompressible cylinder undergoing inflation
and extension. This model has then been fitted using an empirical model which accounts
for the

effects of vessel stretch and collapse.

Using this model a number of important experimentally observed phenomena have
been
investigated and the following conclusions reached:

o The variation in calculated intramyocardial pressure through the ventricle wall is
approximately linear from the endocardium to the epicardium. The values
of IMp are be-
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tween ventricularpressure at the endocardium and atmospheric pressure at the
epicardium
through the diastolic and isovolumic contractions phases. During end ejection and isovo-

lumic relaxation IMP values rise slightly above ventricular pressure.

r

In small epicardial arterial and venous vessels flow is in phase with anerial inflow pressue
and thus is highest during the systolic ejection phase.

e For embedded myocardial

vessels and large epicardial vessels arterial

flow is predominantly during diastole and venous flow is predominantly during systole. The magnitude
of this phase shift is largest at the left ventricular endocardium.

o Despite the rise in arterial inflow pressure during systole, contraction significantly
impedes total flow over the whole cycle with flow time integrals less
than the steady state
val ues cal

culated independen t of contracti on.

o As heart rate is increased small

vessel epicardial flow increases due to the higher average

arterial infl ow pressure.

o Convercely, embedded myocardial vessels show a drop in flow with contraction rate particularly at the left ventricular endocardium. This effect is less clear in the
epicardial
Iayers and the layers of the right ventricle where lower intramyocardial pressure
values
produce a smaller flow impediment.

S.L Limitations

and future extensions of the coronary model

The nature of a mathematical model makes to possible it produce results
from inappropriale
simulations, thus it is important to consider the major limitations and
assumptions of the coronary model presented in this study. Many of these limitations motivate and direct
the future
work required to extend this study.
While the regional distribution of coronary vessel segments within the myocardium plauis
sible, there is currently no experimental data with which to validate this
aspect of the model.
Furthermore the coronary vessel generation algorithm is extremely unlikely
to simulate the actual growth process given that the heart undergoes substantial embryonic remodelling
in early
development (Thber 1998a). The placement of daughter sites along a parent
vessel outlined in
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Section 2.4.3 was assumed to be random whereas recently Kassab, pallencaeo,
Schatz & Fung
(1997) have statisticatly quantified this relationship. It would
be straight forward to adapt and include this information in the method of topology generation when generating
coronary networks

for future studies. Despite the observation that many arteries and arterioles are
accompanied by
a pair of veins which persist through several orders of branching (Bassingthwaighte, yipintsoi
& Harvey 1974), the assumption that two venous segments parallet each arterial segment

is also
clearly a major simplification. Following their arterial study Kassab, Rider,
Tirng & Fung (1994)
have also statistically characterised the coronary venous network. Thus
it would be possible to
generate a venous network using the same method that
was used to generate the arterial network.
A separate venous network would, however, substantially increase the size of the model.
Given
that the resistance of the venous side is low relative to the arterial side,
accurate hemodynamic
properties such as radius may be less important in defining flow.
The volume and pressure radius
relationships which define venous capacitance are more likely to be
a major determinant of time
varying coronary blood flow.
The major assumptions included in the blood flow model concern the
radial velocity profile
and the pressure radius relationship. Recently Kajiya et al. (1993)
have reported blunt velocity
profiles in epicardial vessels typical of the form defined by Equation (3.20).
However, in some
instances these profiles were not axi-symmetric and their form
changed throughout the cycle
developing a temporary "M" shape during early and/or mid diastole. The
significance of a
phasic change in the form of the velocity profile is as yet undetermined.
However, such an ..M,,
shaped profile could be accounted for by acceleration of the vessel
wall relative to blood flow due
to deformation of the heart wall. Moore, Guggenheim, Delfino, Doriot,
Dorsaz, Rutishauser

&

Meister (1994) have produced a preliminary model which indicates that
blood vessel movement
may have a significant effect on coronary blood flow. The effect of vessel
movement would be
incorporated into the current model by determining the flow profile
constant o as a function of
vessel movement relative to blood flow velocity.
The model of how vessel radius varies with pressure also has a number of
limitations. All
vessels are assumed to be in a maximally dilated state which
may approximate ischemic conditions where coronary flow reserve in substantially reduced. However,
since regional flows show
marked differences between dilated and auto regulated states (Bache
& Cobb lg77) it will be
important to include vasoregulatory mechanisms to further investigate
many clinically relevant
phenomena using this model. [n a recent study Taber (1998r)
has added another interesting
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factor in the determination of optimal local branch angles by including the energy
required to
maintain smooth muscle tone. Such an addition to the network growth model would prove
an

interesting study.

While the study of Gezeman et al. (1994) indicate that an elastic model is suitable the
viscoelastic properties of the vessel wall may also have an effect (Hayashi
1993). Due to the
lack of experimental evidence these elastic properties were assumed to be
independent of vessel
generation with the strain ene{gy function W fittedto results
from only one generation and then
extrapolated to other generations altering only wall thickness. It is
also important to note that
again in the absence of more experimental data the model of how
vessels collapse due to lateral
buckling can only be considered approximate.

The role that the tethering of vessels in the myocardium plays has also
only been roughly
approximated in the pressure-area relationship. This is particularly significant

in light of the
results of Krams et al. (1989) and the subsequent application of the elastance
concept to the
coronary circulation. The stiffening of the myocardium is reflected solely
by the increase in
tran ilssociated with myocardial deformation. Thus the elastic component of
the pressure radius
relation remains independent of the state of contraction other than via
axial length changes. This
would seem to be a simplification given that coronary blood volume distends
the myocardium
and alters myocardial stiffness (May-Newman et al. 1994) which is
likely to play a role in the
elastic properties of the vessel.
Conversely coronary perfusion pressure is clearly an important determinant
of myocardial
contractility (McCulloch et al. l992,May-Newman & McCulloch 1998). In
addition microvascular coronary blood flow and other extracellular fluid shift during contraction
means the myocardium should be more accurately modelled as a viscoelastic or poroelastic
material (yang

& Thber 1991, Yang, Taber & Clark lgg4). Thus another important step in the development
of this model is to completely couple blood flow and contraction such that the
constitutive and
contractile properties of the myocardium are dependent on regional coronary
blood

volume.
The use of full tri-cubic Hermite interpolation (in p, ) and g) when solving
for the deformation of the ventricular mechanics model will provide a morc accurate model
of myocardial
stress' Such Cr interpolation will also eliminate the inter-element
stress discontinuities and thus
the need for stress recovery via the patch fitting techniques outlined
in Chapter 6.
The results of Chapter 7 show that intramyocardial pressure decreased neady
linearly from
endo to epicardium through most of the contraction cycle. This result
however, does not elim-
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inate the potential to generate significant IMP at zero ventricular pressure
with only a small
increase in the deformation of the heart. It is the large deformation at
the end of ejection that
produces large magnitude IMP values at relatively low ventricular pressure
values. These IMp
values are large in magnitude because significant contractile force is rcquircd
to hold the elastic
myocardium in the deformed state at that point in the contraction cycle.
The nonlinear nature

of

the pole-zero myocardial constitutive law means that a slightly larger
deformation in an empty

heart may rapidly increase this effect and produce significant values of
stress and IMp at low
ventricular pressures. An investigation into the effect that ventricular pressure
has on coronary
flow impediment may further elucidate its role in phasic coronary btood flows.
Work to overcome many of the limitations discussed above is cunently in progress.
The
development of a computational model which remains true to the anatomical
structures of the
heart and coronary network is well positioned to take advantage of
many current and future
experimental and modelting studies. Ultimately the integration of the gowing
database of coronary knowledge into a framework provided by this type of model is an
exciting and promising
way to further quantitatively and objectively investigate and understand
coronary blood flow.

Appendix A

Empirical microcirculation relationships
for radius, recruitment and collapse
The equations governing the variation of .R;,

K; andNu; in Sections 4.2.3 and4.2.4withvessel
order and transmural pressure p1, developed by Chadwick et al. (1990), are presented
below.
The distance through the microcirculation is first normalised such that
0.0 refers to the
U
small arteries, y
0.25 to the arteriol€s, y
0.b to the capillaries and U :0,75 to the venules,
g
and
1.0 to the small viens. The ratio of wall thickness h to radius .R has
then been fitted as

:

:

:

:

h

E

:

-10.699y4 +24.g43yt

-

78.2g2y2

+3.6g7y + 0.625

(A.l)

The critical negative transmurar bucking pressure p"" is then related to
f; uy

Pcr:

i' (*)'

(4.2)

where .8, the effective modulus of the vessel wall, is set at g00kpa.
The vessel radius pressure relation has been approximated by a sigmoidal shaped
curve
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8" is the radius atzero

(A.3)

transmural pressure and Aand B are specified by

B-l-st
Sr-1
A:

BSt

-

St

(,{.4)

(A.5)

a-

which specifies the rate of approach to either limit is set at 0.8.
The shape factor K, which accounts for the increase in resistance as a vessel undergoes
collapse, is related top6 and p".by

K

: o.b - o.b tann (s.z l" * g) )
\ \ P*//

(A.6)

Finally capillary and venule recruitment is governed by the relation

#:0.5

(S"

-

1) ranh

(o, (p,

- p,))+ 0.b (S, + r;

(A.7)

In Equation (A.7) Nuo is the base number of vessels op€r, p, is the opening pressurc,
S, is the
saturation limit for recruitment set at 3.0 and a" is set at 0.lb, specifies
the rate of approach.

Appendix B
CMISS command files
CMISS has been developed over the last 15 years in the Department of Engineering
Science I to
specifically implement numerical techniques relevant to the mathematical modelling
of biological problems. Using CMISS multiple high order finite and boundary element
solution domains
can be coupled together for different problem types a solved using a variety
of numerical methods. The computational kernel written primarily in Fortran (CMy
of CMISS is usedforall major

computations in this thesis. The graphical front end and user interface
written in C (CMGUI) is
used to view and manipulating data within CMISS.

This thesis required the development and extension of a number of features within
CMISS.
These developments have included network generation and connectivity
calculations, calculation of { positions within a host mesh, finite difference grid generation, implementation
of the
finite difference scheme and equations, calculation of IMP and patch fitting
stress recovery.
In the following sections ttre CMISS command files which run the epicardial
vessel fitting,
subtree growth and coupled flow mechanics models in this thesis are presented.

B.L

Fitting epicardial surface

vessel data points command

file

The CMISS command file used to fit the epicardial surface vessels in
Section 2.3.3 ispresented
below.
rDepartment

of Engineering Science, University of Auckland, New Zealand
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! eplcardialfit.com: cMlss command file for calcutating

orthogonal projection of epicaroiar oata pointB onto the

fem deline paramstgrs;r;coronaryfil

Read in thc

epicardial surface

fem

sizes needcd to solve thc

Ailocate mcmoryfor rlw arrays nceded to solve tle prcblem

base;r;heart

Read in tle fusesfunctiors used to defue to epicadial
suface mesh

fem define

node;r;heart

fem define

efement;r;heart

Read in tlw elemen dcfinitionsfor

fem detine

datar;coronary

Read in

fem define xi;cafcutate

8.2

problcm

-

reaffocate

define

army

Read in tlp tndal coordirwtes and arc length derivativesfor
the epicardial surface ncsh

orthogonal

tlv

epicadial surface nush

unfitted dato cootdinates

Calculue tlw ortlwgoruI prcjeaiorc of thc data poitxs onto
tlre

epicadial surface

Recalculating connectivity of epicardial data points corlmand file

The CMISS command file used recalculate the connectivity of epicardial
surface data points in
Section 2.3.3 is presented below.

I connecllvlty.com: CMTSS command file for recalculating
fem deline
fem

parametgls;r;connecl

reallocate

fem deftne

Read in rhe array sizes needed to solve thc prcblem

4ilocate

rggion;r;connect

fem define coordinates;r region

tte cotr"ctivity of epicardialdata points

1

numoryfor rle anays rwedcd to solve

Read in tlw

nwrfur of rcgionslor

the prcblem

rhc prcbtent

Read in tlw prclate sphctoidal cmrdirute systemfor
hean rcgion

ttc

B.3 GeNsnATroN oF A sINGLE MyocARDTAL suBTR-EE coMMAND FILE

fem define coordinates;r region 2

Read in

fem define base;r;

Read in

2y

tlu prclate sphctidal coordinate Eystcmfor rle

vessel region

tlu

fuses

furctions used to dcfinc to heart and

epbatdial sutface ncsh
fem define node;r;heart region

Read in the nodal coordirutes and arc length dcrivativesfor
the heart nush

1

fem define element;r;heart region

Read in thc elemeru

1

defnitionsfor lean mcsh

fem define node;r;coronary region 2

Read in tlp ndal cootdinates and arc length derivuivcs
the comnary mesh

fem define element;r; region 2

Read in thc elemen definitiors

fem define data;r

Read in the data coordirwtes

fem define xi;r

Read in the

fem define meshlr;coronaryepi coronary region 2
region 1

(

coordinates

for

for tlv cotorury
cortwry

the cotorwry

Recalculates thc conttcctivity of
with tlu hcart mesh in rcgion

I

8.3 Generation of a single myocardial

the

for

for

mcsh

data poitus

ndcs

cototury nesh h rgion 2

subtree command file

The CMISS command file used to generate the myocardial coronary subtree
in Section 2.5.1 is
presented below.

I subtra€.com: CMTSS command file for generating a single myocaraiat
coronary subrree
fem define parametsrs;r;tree

Read in

tle atay

fem define region;r

Read in

tle nunber of rcgiotufor

fem define ooordinates;r;heart region
fem define coordinates;r;tres region 2

1

sizes ncedcd

to

solve tlw

prcblem

thc prubhm

Reod in the prclate splrcrcidal coordhute systemfor

hear, region
Read
ln tlu prclate sphercidal coordinate systcmfor
vessel rcgion

tlu
tlu

8.4 SunaneD cUBE coMMAND

fem deline

tlv fuses functions uscd to dcftru to hean and
epicatdial corctury surface mesh
Read in

tlp nodal coorditates and arc length dcrivatives for
tle hean mesh

1

Read in

fem define efement;r;heart region

1

fem define node;r;coronary reglon

t

fem define element;r; ragion

Red in tte elenuru dcfinitiots for leart
Read in

tlv

2

Read in

tlv

Win

fem define efement;r field region

2

fem define mesh;r;tree @ronary

2

Read thc

reg

mesh

tlu elemen defuirionsfor thc coronary

Read in the

2

mesh

nodal coordhutes and, arc length derivatives

tle epicatdial cororury

xi;r

fem define field;r region

8.4
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base;r;

fem define node;r;heart region

fem define

FILE

f

coordinates

for

mcsh

for tlv corotury nodcs

mdius valucs storcd asfulds at each corcrury

fret

elenunts

for ttu cototury mesh

Gewr&les tlu cororury subtrce in rcgion 2 within tlu luart
trush in rcgion I

1

Sheared cube command file

The CMISS command file used to run the sheared cube example in Section
5.3 is prcsented
below.

I cube'com: CMISS command file for solMng the sheared cube with
a single ernOeooed coronary element
fem define parameters;r:cube

fem

Read in

reaffocate

fem define

4

region;r

fem define @ordinates;r region

tlt

aray

sizes nceded to solve

llrcare ncmoryfor

tlv

arrays needcd ro solve tte prcblem

Read in thc numtur of regionsJor

1

tle prcbtcm

tlv prcblem

Read in tlte rcctanguhr Cartesian cmrdirate systemfor ilr.
cylittdcr rcgion

8.4

STTSnnED cUBE coMMAND FILE

n6
tlv ,ectangulsr Canesion coorditute

fem define coordinates;r region 2

Reqd in

fem define node;r region

Read h the rdal coordinates
cube rcgion

1

lem define base;r
fem define elements;r region

1

fem define nodes;rfibre region

fem define matorial;r region
fem define initial;r region

1

tem define solw;r region

1

Read in

tlu

Read in

rle elenent dcfinitiottsfor cufu rcgion

defnitiots for the pobhm

bases function

rcgion
Read in tlufibre/shcet

1

rcgion

l

fem define equation;r region

Read in the

l

Read

fnite

for tlw nodes ia tlu

elasticity eqution type for tlv

mesh

Read in the boudary conditions for thc xy slear
dctonnation of tltc cube

Red in the

solution parututers

deformaion of tltc

cuh

for tle ry sluar neclwics

tle rdal coordinates aad arc length derivatives for

fem define element;r region 2

Read in

tle

elemcnt defnitions

fsm define xi;r region

Rcad in

tlu

Q,

vessel rcgion

1

psitions of thc

for tlc

vesscl rcgion

vessel nodes with thc

rcgion

fem define field;r region 2

Read in

tlu rudius

fem define element field;r region 2

Read tlu

{wU

fsm update gdd geometry region 2

cuh

in tlu material type aad parumetenfor thc cubc nush

Read in

fem update mesh position of region 2 in region
undeform

cube

dircaionstor the elemcts in the cuh

fem define node;r;vessel region 2

fem define grid;r coronary region 2

tle

atd arc lmgth derivativesfor

Read in the fibrc/slvet ditectioru

1

fem deflne elements;r fibrs region

systemJor

vessel region

1

elements

Calculates

ndal

cubc

vessel

lmm

valucs at each nodc in

for the

vessel rcgion

vesscl rcgion

positioru of the vessel

(

tlw

cuh

ndcs

positioru

within

tlv

Calculues a fnite differcnce grid within ttu vesscl rygion
Updates tlrc position of grid

poins in thc

vessel rcgion

B.5 DnTonMING CYLINDER coMMAND FILE

fem define equation;r region 2 class
fem define material;r region 2 class
fem define initial;r region 2 class
fem define

2
2

2

coupling;r

fem solve region 1,2 class

237

Rea^ the equation typefor trv
Reads thc

vessel region

nuterial prcpertiesfor tlw

Rcads in the

Solues the

rcgion

inirial conditions lor tlw vessel pmblen

Reads tlw type of coupling berween
cube rcgion

1,2

vessel

coupkd

vessel

tlw

blodflow

vessel rcgion and

tlv

cube ncclantics

problem

8.5 Deforming cylinder command file
The CMISS command file used to run the deforming cylinder example in
Section 5.4 is presented below.

network
fem define

fem

parametsrs;r;cylinder

reaffocate

fsm define

tlu array

Read in

sizes needcd to solve

Albcate ncmoryfor

region;r

tle

ilv pmbkm

arrays needcd to solve thc prcblem

Read in tlw namber of rcgionsfor the prchlcm

fem define coordinates;r rggion

1

Reads in

fem define coordinates;r region

2

Reads in the cylindrical coordirute systemfor thc

fem define node;r region
fem define

1

tlu cylirtdrical cootdhute systemfor ttu cylindcr
rctwork

,egrcn

Red in

the nodal cootdinates and arc length derivativesfor

cylindcr region

base;r

fem define elements;r region

wgwn

1

Read in

the

Read in

tle elenwt defnitiorufor cylindcr rcgion

basesfunction defnitiotts

for

thc probtem

B.5 DnTonMING cYLINDER coMMAND FILE

fem define nodes;r flbre region

fem detine equation;r region
fem define material;r region
fem define initial;r region

1

lem define solrle;r region

1

Red in tlv fibrc/shcet dircctioru for tlw ndes in tlw
cylinder rcgion

1

fem define elements;rlibre region

23E

Read in tlw

1

fibtdshcct dircctions tor tlu eleneus h tlte

cylittdcr rcgion

1

1

Read in tle
mesh

lnite

Red in

muerial typ and parunctercfor the cylirdcr

thc

nesh
Read in thc

elasticity equation type for tlu cylhder

bwtdary

conditiotts

for tlu irfiation o!

cxtewion delonnation of the cylhder

Rcad in tlv sohttion parorcten for tlv ry shear nvchonics
dzformation of the cylindcr

fem define node;r;network region 2

Read in tle ndal coordinates and arc lcngth dcrivativesfor
nctwork tegion

fem define element;r region 2

Read in the elenunt defnitions

fem define xi;r region

Read in thc

1

f

positions

cylinder rcgion

for tlu neworh rcgion

of tltc rctwork nodes with ttp

fem define field;r region 2

Read in the radius values at each

fem define element field;r region 2

Read the

fem update mesh position of region 2 in region
undeform
fem define grid;rcoronary region 2

1

ficA ebmeus lor tte ncrwork rcgion

Calculates

ndol

positiota of tlrc rrctwork

ndcs withinthe

cylinderfmm rctwork (, positions
Calculues afuite difemtce gridwithintlu rwtwork rcgion

fem update grid geometry region 2

Updates tltc position of grid

fem define equation;r region 2 class 2

Reads

fem define material;r region 2 class 2

Reads tltc nnterial

fem deline initiat;r region 2 class 2

Reads in

fem define coupllng;r

rcde h tltc rletwork rcgion

pints in

tlw tutwork rcgion

tlv equatian typelor tlu network region
prcpeniesfor tle rcmork rcgion

tlu initial cottditiorc for

thc twtworh prcblem

Reads the type of coupling futween

tlw cylirdcr rcgion

tle network

region and

8.5 DuTonuING cYLINDER coMMAND

fem solw region 1,2 class 1,2

FILE

239

Solves tlte coupled network

ptoblcm

bldflow cylin&r ,rnc:hattics
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